
CHAPTER 5 

REGIONAL CULTS 

 

 In this chapter, I discuss eight regional cults. Those cults that have been 

selected meet the following basic criteria: 1) The cults are attested, numismatically, 

literarily, archaeologically or epigraphically, in at least two different sites in tetradic 

Thessaly. Since my intention is to recover a regional perspective on Thessalian 

religion within the tetrads, not, e.g., Larisan or Pheraian religion, I have excluded cults 

which are attested at only one location in tetradic Thessaly. The geographic limit of 

the study, tetradic Thessaly, i.e., the plains of the region,1 acknowledges the 

considerable evidence that the Thessalians were socially and politically distinct from 

their perioikic neighbors in antiquity. This observation cuts both ways, however, for 

there is also evidence that tetradic Thessaly and the periokoi shared some common 

religious traditions.2 I therefore admit evidence from the perioikoi when a cult has a 

regional distribution with tetradic Thessaly and is also present in perioikic territory.  

Some methodological limitations to criterion 1): The evidentiary record is 

neither perfect nor necessarily representative and many cults only attested in one 

location in tetradic Thessaly were doubtless more widespread.  On the other hand, 

some cults to which I have accorded a regional status may have actually been present 

only in two locations. These are the same types of challenges that face all who write 

regional histories of religion: They cannot be surmounted, only acknowledged.  

2) The cults do not have a panhellenic or near panhellenic distribution outside 

of tetradic Thessaly. I do not examine, e.g., Athena Polias or Zeus Melichios, both of 

whom appear in multiple locations in tetradic Thessaly and throughout the Greek 

                                                 
1 I refer to the Archaic tetrads, not the expanded tetrads of the late Hellenistic and Roman period.  
2 Cf., e.g., the calendars. 
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world. This is not to deny that there may have been particularly Thessalian 

incarnations of panhellenic phenomena. The case of Asclepius is particularly 

noteworthy in this regard, for the well-known Thessalian claims to be the god’s 

homeland could have had a cultic dimension that would have set their practice apart 

from the rest of the Greek world. To make the case for a unique manifestation of this 

cult in Thessaly would require a presentation not of the Thessalian evidence alone, 

but, in order to establish a meaningful contrast, at the very least a reasonable subset of 

extra-Thessalian evidence for his cult. Such a task seemed unmanageable. In the 

course of preparing this dissertation, the need for enforceable limits on the evidence 

under consideration has been paramount. For point of reference, however, in 

Appendix 1, “An Epigraphic Inventory of the Cults of Tetradic Thessaly,” I furnish a 

list of all cults epigraphically attested in tetradic Thessaly.  

 Some methodological limits to criterion 2): In most cases, what is evaluated as 

especially Thessalian are those cults whose epithets are attested only in Thessaly or in 

a smaller subset of the Greek world. The inevitable drawbacks of such an approach are 

numerous. Two problems in particular stand out: a) Language need not reflect 

difference at all—What the Thessalians call Itonia may be precisely parallel to what 

the Athenians call Polias;3 b) Archaeology and numismatics are reduced to a 

subordinate, mostly supporting role. Again, these drawbacks can never be fully 

overcome in our current imperfect and incomplete state of knowledge. They can only 

be acknowledged. 

                                                 
3 Vaguely parallel is the desire to make a distinctive epithet say more than it should by appealing to 
comparative linguistics. There is no necessary relationship between epithet and the character of the 
divinity so described, however. At best, linguistic analysis of epithets can support other arguments. At 
worst, such analysis can bias the interpretation of primary evidence.  
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 I term the cults that meet both of these criteria “regional cults.” For the 

purposes of this dissertation, the word “regional” implies nothing more than an 

observed pattern of geographic distribution which all cults in this chapter share.  

The evidence from a city like Atrax is suggestive and heartening, for it offers a 

sense both of what may be missing from those areas which are blessed with far less 

extensive epigraphic corpora and of what may perhaps be recoverable for our 

knowledge of the region as a whole through recourse to the criteria discussed above. 

The impression left by this city on the historical record is inconsequential. Though 

home to some powerful Thessalian families, it never dominated Thessalian politics 

like Larisa or Pherai. It is archaeologically undistinguished. It is, by any reasonable 

standard, a very “average” city, albeit one with a comparatively rich epigraphic 

corpus. The impressive variety of cults attested there include the following known 

from published inscriptions: Aphrodite (IIa)4; Apollo Etdomaios5 (200a); Apollo 

Lykeios6 (IIa); Apollo Agreus7 (200a); Artemis8 (IIIa); Artemis Soteira9 (IIa); 

Artemis Stratia10 (IIa); Artemis Throsia11 (300/250-150a); Asclepius12 (date?); 

Athena Agoraia13 (400-350a); Athena Polias14 (VIa); Daimon Athanatos15 (IIa); 

Demeter and Kore16 (200a); Dionysus17 (150-100a); Dionysus and Nymphs18 (IIIa); 

Helios Basileus19 (100a); Heracles20 (200a); Leukathea21 (200a); Mother of the 
                                                 
4 SEG 47.678 (= Ed. pr. Rakatsanis and Tziaphalias 1997: 32).  
5 SEG 35.492 (= Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984b: 197, no. 24). 
6 SEG 33.450 (= Helly 1983b: 162).  
7 SEG 35.491 (= Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984b: 197, no. 23).  
8 E.g., SEG 35.502 (= Ed. Pr. Tziaphalias 1984b: 200, no. 34).  
9 SEG 47.675 (= Tziaphalias 1993: 256, no. 38). 
10 SEG 46.555 (= Rakatsanis and Tziaphalias 1997). 
11 SEG 34.481 (= Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984a: 481, no. 59), 35.500 (= Tziaphalias 1984b: 199, no. 32).  
12 SEG 47.672 (= Rakatsanis and Tziaphalias 1997: 30-2). 
13 SEG 27.184 (= Gallis 1974: 277-81).    
14 McD 326 (= Giannopoulos 1934-5). 
15 SEG 46.634 (= Tziaphalias 1991: 223). 
16 SEG 35.506 (= Tziaphalias 1984b: 201, no. 38). 
17 SEG 34.495 (= Tziaphalias 1977). 
18 SEG 45.554 (= Rakatsanis and Tziaphalias 1997: 69). 
19 SEG 34.492 (= Tziaphalias 1977). 
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Gods22 (250-200a); Poseidon23 (III-IIa); Poseidon Patragenes24 (IIIa); Protesilaus25 

(200-150a); Serapis and Isis26 (date ?); Themis Agoraia27 (VIa); Zeus Homoloios28 

(250-200a); Zeus Kataibates29 (IVa); Zeus Thaulios30 (200a); Zeus Tritodios31 (V-

IIIa); All the gods and goddesses32 (IIIa).   

A final methodological limit. Problems of synchrony and diachrony are 

prominent in nearly every work that attempts to recover a historical or developmental 

perspective on Greek religion. While the regional approach helps to diminish the 

magnitude of some of these difficulties, the difficulties themselves still remain. I will 

try to offer diachronic interpretations of individual cults where the evidence is allows.     

 

5.1: Apollo Kerdoios   

  

Introduction 

 Apollo was worshipped as Kerdoios in Skotussa and Larisa of tetradic 

Thessaly, as well as at Perrhaebian Phalanna and Chyretiai. The evidence for his cult 

is primarily epigraphic and spans the third through first centuries BCE.  The epithet is 

not epigraphically attested for Apollo or any other divinity outside of Thessaly. While 

the epithet Kerdoios is to be connected with kerdos, the type of kerdos so specified 

remains open. In Homer, the word most often signifies “skill, guile, trickery.” Later, 

                                                                                                                                             
20 E.g., SEG 34.487 (= Tziaphalias 1984a: 201, no.69).   
21 SEG 35.501 (= Tziaphalias 1984b: 200, no. 33). 
22 SEG 34.488 (= Tziaphalias 1984a: 203, no. 71). 
23 E.g., IG ix.2 475, 476.   
24 SEG 46.557 (= Tziaphalias 1990). 
25 SEG 34.477 (= Tziaphalias 1976). 
26 SEG 29.503 (= Gallis 1973-4: 583). 
27 SEG 45.553 (= Gallis 1974: 273-7). 
28 E.g., SEG 35.493 (= Tziaphalias 1984a: 197-8, no. 65).   
29 SEG 47.674 (= Tziaphalias 1993: 255, no. 27). 
30 SEG 34.490 (= Tziaphalias 1977: 137-9).   
31 SEG 34.494 (= Tziaphalias 1977: 137-9).    
32 SEG 47.676 (= Tziaphalias 1994b: 339, no. 1). 
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the word is regularly used in the sense of “profit, gain, advantage.”33 Both meanings 

are pervaded by a deep ambivalence: What is attained by guile and profitable for the 

individual is inevitably less so for the community at large.  The sole literary source 

which describes Apollo as Kerdoios, a scholion to Lycophron 207, suggests that the 

latter meaning is operative:  

oÀti dia\ xrhsmw½n ta\ suntei¿nonta kaiì e)pikerdh= dei¿knusin  

“[Apollo is called Kerdoios] because through oracles he shows ambitious (?), 

advantageous things.”  

The oracular association is suggestive given Thessaly’s prominence within the 

Delphic amphictyony. It may be that Apollo Kerdoios is connected with especially 

Delphic aspects of Apollo. Cults of Delphian Apollo34 and Pythian Apollo,35 both of 

which must have born a close relationship to Delphi, are popular throughout Thessaly. 

A cult of Apollo Dōreios in conjunction with the sanctuary of Pythian Apollo in 

Perrhaebian Pythion may be loosely parallel.36 With the potential for gain through the 

assistance of oracles, however, there is equal potential for false interpretation and 

trickery.  

 Apollo’s Thessalian son, Asclepius, is strongly associated with kerdos at 

Pindar, Pythian 3.54. It may be that Pindar’s awareness of Thessalian cults led him to 

stress kerdos in this particular context.  

                                                 
33 Cf. Cozzo 1988; Roisman 1990. 
34 E.g., IG ix.2 257.9-11 (Theotonion: Va); Helly 1970b: ll. 11-13 (Larisa: init. IIa).  
35 E.g., IG ix.2 588 (Larisa: date?), but cf. now SEG 25.679, where the Larisan provenance is 
challenged; SEG 35.651 (Pythion: 100-50a); Helly 1973: II 158 (Gonnoi: 300-250a); McD 640-1 (= Ed. 
pr. Theocharis 1960: 175, nos. 2-3) (Tempe: aet. Hell.) 
36 Unknown outside of Thessaly. Perhaps an Apollo who “gives gifts” rather than “Dorian” Apollo? 
SEG 35.657 (100a). Helly’s suggestion that Apollo Dōreios may also be attested at Perrhaebian Azoros 
is recorded at SEG 35.542. The text in question, however,  SEG 23.464 (= Ed. pr. Béquignon 1964: 
397, no. 4) was initially read as a dedication to Apollo Lykeios from Perrhaebian Pythion. 
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 Artemis Kerdoia is attested in a still unpublished inscription from Larisa. This 

evidence raises the possibility of some form of joint cult of the two divinities.37 

Reliefs depicting the so-called Apollonian Triad—Apollo, Artemis and Leto—are 

common in all parts of Thessaly.38

Hermes Kerdoios, known in literary sources but unattested epigraphically, 

offers an interesting point of comparison.39 Cornutus (25, 7ff. Lang) claims that the 

god is known by that epithet because “he is the only cause of true gain for humans.”40 

The Suda is familiar with an anonymous Kerdoios Theos who is equated with 

“Hermes, because he procures profits.”41   

 

Epigraphic Evidence 

Apollo Kerdoios is not directly suggested by any of the known months of the 

Thessalian calendar. It is possible that the *Apollonia somehow honored Apollo as 

Kerdoios, but too little evidence remains to advance beyond speculation. Theophoric 

names are rare in the region: Only Kerdon is attested.42   

 

AK1. Larisa, III-IIa  

A series of decrees, primarily honorary, include clauses which specify 

publication in the sanctuary of Apollo Kerdoios in Larisa. I have summarized these 

decrees in table 13: 

 

                                                 
37 Rakatsanis and Tziaphalias 1997: 28 = SEG 47.746.   
38 von Graeve 1979: 143-155. 
39 Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 1956: 1.322, suggested that Apollo as Kerdoios was closely related to 
Hermes, a pattern of relationship which began in the Homeric Hymn to Hermes and could be traced in a 
variety of different cultic environments. The god does not otherwise factor prominently in the standard 
modern panhellenic narratives of Greek religion.    
40 mo/noj tw½n a)lhqinw½n kerdw½n aiãtioj wÔn toiÍj a)nqrw¯poij. 
41 o(  ̧Ermh=j: ẅj ke/rdouj peripoihtiko/j. 
42 LGPN iii.B s.v. Ke/rdwn 3-7. 
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Table 13 

Decree Publication in the Sanctuary of Apollo Kerdoios, Larisa 

 

Reference Date Type of Decree 

IG ix.2 521 init. IIIa Evidence regarding a boundary dispute 

SEG 27.202 = 

Ed. pr. Gallis 

1977  

220-210a Honorary decree for Chrysogonus of Edessa 

IG ix.2 517 214a Letters of Philip V to the people of Larisa 

McD 337 = Ed. 

pr. Béquignon 

1935: 55-64 

IIa Honorary decree for Bombos, son of Alpheios, an 

Aiolian from Alexandria, in thanks for his services 

rendered on behalf of the local gymnasium  

SEG 35.594 = 

Ed. pr. 

Tziaphalias 

1984b:  229-230, 

no. 121 

200-150a Four fragmentary honorary decrees; the ethnic of 

only one honorand is preserved: Aiolian from 

Alexandria; the services rendered to Larisa by the 

honorands are not preserved 

IG ix.2 512 171a (?) Honorary decree for three ambassadors from 

Pergamon 
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Table 13 (Continued) 
 

SEG 

35.665 B 

36ff. = Ed. 

pr. 

Cabanes 

and 

Andréou 

1985 

167-

157/6a 

Copy of treaty between Ambracia and Charadra to be 

inscribed on a bronze stele and erected in the sanctuary of 

Apollo Kerdoios in Larisa 

IG ix.2 

add. 205 I 

145a Judgment of Makon of Larisa in the border dispute of Halos 

and Phthiotic Thebes; Copies of the text were to be set up in 

the sanctuaries of Apollo Kerdoios at Larisa, Athena Polias at 

Phthiotic Thebes, Artemis Panachaia at Halos and Apollo at 

Delphi; Only the copy from Delphi is extant  

IG vii 

4131 

post 

146a 

Decree of Akraiphia honoring judges from Larisa; Request 

that decree be published by the Larisans in the sanctuary of 

Apollo Kerdoios 

 

This collection of decrees attests to the presence of a sanctuary of Apollo Kerdoios in 

Larisa and suggests its importance to the community. The cult seems to have 

maintained the same general function in the period of Macedonian domination as well 

as in the post-196a era: It was a location suitable for honoring foreigners who had 

served Larisa well and for recognizing honors awarded to Larisans by foreign states. 

Three documents are specifically concerned with boundary disputes. Although such 

disputes were legion at all periods of Greek history, it is tempting to see Apollo 

Kerdoios as especially suited to their resolution. It is possible that the sanctuary had a 
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more general political function for Larisa since the sanctuary of Athena on the 

acropolis is the only other known locus of publication for decrees of the city.43

 

AK2. Larisa, IIIa 

IG ix.2 637 

ou)x a(miìn plou/toio to/sa xa/rij, oÀsson o( su/mpaj    

ai¹wÜn a(mete/ran eiãsetai eu)se/bian,    

aÂi tu\ xareiìj o(si¿wj,  Kerdw¯ie,  Damokratei¿wn    

aÃnqema  Simie/w de/co kaiì  Eu)krati¿da.        

 Ḩraklei¿dou  Trallianou=.     5 

vacat   

Swsime/nhj  Swsime/nouj  

e)poi¿hsen.  

“There is not for us as much enjoyment of wealth as all time will recognize our piety, 

in which blessedly rejoicing, Kerdoie, accept the dedication of Simias and Eukratides, 

sons of Democrates. [A composition] of Herakleides from Tralles. Sosimenes son of 

Sosimenes made it.” 

 

Marble plinth. Letter forms of the third century BCE (Kern). The inscription’s 

comparison of the dedicators’ enjoyment of wealth with Apollo’s enjoyment of the 

dedicators’ piety implies that Apollo is somehow responsible for the financial status of 

the two brothers. In turn, Simias and Eukratides pragmatically convert the act of 

dedication into a conspicuous display of this wealth: The mention of the poet 

Herakleides’ ethnic44 and recognition that the attached votive was a commission 

                                                 
43 IG ix.2 517 45, where it is paired with the sanctuary of Apollo Kerdoios as a locus of publication. 
This is the only evidence that the sanctuary of Athena played such a role in Larisa, however.  
44 Bouvier 1979: 258. 
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heighten the prestige of the dedication. A connection between monetary kerdos and 

the epithet Kerdoios seems likely. It may also be the case, however, that the 

comparison of money and piety is nothing more than a topos with no real relationship 

to the context of dedication. That Apollo Kerdoios is the targeted recipient of this 

dedication is merely an inference from the prominence of the god in Larisa.  

Damokrates, Simios, Eukratides and the two men named Sosimenes are otherwise 

unknown.  

 

AK3. Skotussa, 197-185a 

SEG 43.311 = Ed. pr. Missailidou-Despotidou 1993 

... aÄt toiÍ oÃntoi to/poi me\j po\t ta\n kampa\n  A 70  

toiÍ mesapurgi¿oi toiÍ ka\t to\  KerdoiÍon, v e)?peideiì plei¿oun to/poj  

eiåe {S} da/- 

mossoj, oiâ kexo/rtistai: aÄt ta=j kampa=j toiÍ mesapurgi¿oi toiÍ ka\t  

to\ 

KerdoiÍon aÃkainai pe/ttarej, po/dej? e(/c: v aÄt toiÍ pu/rgoi toiÍ  

gouniai¿oi 

toiÍ e)kka/tou toiÍ  Kerdoi¿oi aÃkainai pe/nte, po/dej pe/nte: aÄt toiÍ  

pu/rgoi 

toiÍ eÄt tou= gouniai¿ou toiÍ e)kka/tou toiÍ  Kerdoi¿oi me\c e)m potamo\n 

damo/s- 

san eÃmmen me\j po\t to\n  Bu/stan, to\m ma\ oÃxon v i¹ddioustiko\n  

eÃmmen. 

“…as far as the bend of the curtain near the Kerdoion because there was more public 

space, there it has been left uncultivated as pasturage; from the bend of the curtain 

near the Kerdoion, 4 akainai 2 (?) feet; from the tower at the corner below the 
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Kerdoion, 5 akainai 5 feet; from the tower near the corner, below the Kerdoion, as far 

as the river to be public area, as far as towards Bystas, but the conduit to be private” 

(Trans. Missailidou-Despotidou). 

  

A large, limestone stele broken into two parts. Letter forms of the first quarter of the 

second century BCE. The inscription is more closely dated by the mention of two men 

who were known to have served as strategoi of the Thessalian League in 190/89a and 

183/2a.45 The text delimits public lands in connection with a restructuring of 

Skotussa’s fortifications. It is by no means certain that the divinity honored in the 

Kerdoion was Apollo Kerdoios, only a possibility strongly suggested by the balance of 

the Thessalian evidence. Ed. pr., on the basis of an informal surface survey and close 

analysis of the text, tentatively locates the Kerdoion in the city’s southwestern quarter, 

beneath the acropolis.46  

 

AK4. Ambracia, 167-157/6a 

SEG 35.665 B 35ff. = Ed. pr. Cabanes and Andréou 1985 

...kai\] diata/cwntai poq ) au)tou\j oi( terma/s///tai ei)j te  )=Alin kai\ 

La-        35 

[ri/san----kai\ oi( pres]beutai\ sta/santw sta/laj xalke/aj e)n te tw=i 

<i(>erw=i tou= Dio/j 

[tou=  )Olumpi/ou kai\ tou=  )Ap]o/llwnoj tou= Kerdoi/ou e)n Lari/sai 

gegra/mmenaj o(mogra/fouj 

[e)n  )Ambraki/ai kai\ e)n Xara/]drwi ktl. 

                                                 
45 Missailidou-Despotidou 1993: 206. 
46 Missailidou-Despotidou 1993: 216-7. 
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“…and that the boundary commissioners split themselves up between Elis and 

Larisa…and let the ambassadors erect bronze stelai in the sanctuary of Olympian Zeus 

and of Apollo Kerdoios in Larisa, inscribed like those in Ambracia and Charadra…”   

 

Several large fragments of a stele containing documents which recognize a new border 

between Ambracia and Charadros were recovered from the sanctuary of Apollo Soter 

in Ambracia. Included in this dossier are the instructions printed above which specify 

that a copy of the treaty be inscribed on a bronze stele and erected in the sanctuary of 

Apollo Kerdoios in Larisa. The inscription is dated on the basis of the historical 

circumstances mentioned within the body of the text. Edd. pr. situate within a broad 

historical context the close connection between southern Epirus and Thessaly attested 

in this inscription.47 SEG ad loc. offers the more narrow position of Habicht: “… the 

erection of a stele in Larisa is to be considered as a sign of gratitude for the decree of 

the Thessalian League granting financial support to Ambrakia in ca. 179-165 B.C.”48 

There is mention neither of “the Thessalians,” however, nor of either of the two well-

known federal sanctuaries of Thessaly, those of Zeus Eleutherios in Larisa and Athena 

Itonia near modern Philia. Does this inscription offer evidence that the sanctuary of 

Apollo Kerdoios in Larisa had a federal status? Perhaps, but we must first make the 

case that by “Larisa” the Ambracians mean “the Thessalian League.” Larisa was 

clearly the most important city of the League in the second century BCE, home to the 

federal synedrion and host of the federal Eleutheria, and Habicht’s desire to equate the 

Thessalian League with Larisa is understandable. But as important as Larisa was to the 

koinon of the Thessalians, it is equally true that Larisa was a city sovereign with 

respect to many foreign and domestic affairs. The other foreign documents known to 

                                                 
47 Cabanes and Andréou 1985: 531-2. 
48 Habicht is referring to the decree recovered from the sanctuary of Athena Itonia near modern Philia 
and published by him as Habicht 1976b = SEG 26.688 = AI1. 
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have been set up in the sanctuary of Apollo Kerdoios—the letters of Philip V and the 

honorary decree of the Akraiphians—were both directed at a specifically Larisan 

audience. Conversely, the non-foreign decrees to be published in the sanctuary are all 

products of the city of Larisa, not the Thessalian League. 

 It is not necessary to speculate that publication in the sanctuary of Apollo 

Kerdoios was somehow directly tied to the financial support offered by the Thessalian 

League. We cannot even exclude the possibility that Habicht’s inscription from Philia, 

AI1, postdates AK4. It is more likely that the publication clause indicates an 

important relationship between Ambracia and Larisa qua independent city.49   

 

AK5. Chyretiai, IIa (?) 

McD 1162 = Ed. pr. Woodward 1910: 154-5, no.6  

ãAplouni  Kerdoi¿ou  Poli¿t?a?[j  S]oustra/teioj   

Di¿kai[o]n  IPEMOALEION to\n e(autou= pro/gonon  

[ka]iì  Pt[ol]e/ma?  ¹Agaqounei¿a to\n e(auta=j paiÍda. 

“To Apollo Kerdoios, Politas son of Sostrateios, dedicated Dikaios IPEMOALEION 

his step-son, and Ptolema, daughter of Agathon, [dedicated] her own son.” 

 

Marble statue base. Date is suggested by LGPN iii.B under the entries of the names 

listed in the inscription, though its basis is unclear. Ptolema and Politas dedicate a 

statue of their son to Apollo Kerdoios. Apollo is occasionally associated with the 

development of adolescents in myth and cult.50 We unfortunately cannot infer 

anything about the age of this “child” from the inscription. Dikaios is called pais and 

                                                 
49 Perhaps judges from Larisa mediated in the initial dispute. 
50 Cf. the references at Farnell 1895-1909: 4.148f.  
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progonos in relation to his parents, not in any absolute sense. IG xii,7 *4 (Delphi: Ia) 

is an intriguing parallel:  

A.  Ma/rion  Ne/pwta  Ai¹gialeino/n, tet[ei]mh- 

me/non a)po\ th=j  Korinqi¿wn boulh=j t[ei-] 

maiÍj bouleutikaiÍj kaiì a)[g]oranomikaiÍj,  A.  Ma/- 

rioj  Ne/pwj path/r,  Kori¿nqioj, kaiì  ¹Iouli¿a  Ai¹[gi]a/ 

lh [D]elfh/, to\n e(autw½n [u]i¸o\n  ¹Apo/l[lwn]i Puqi¿-  5 

wi.    

“A. Marius Nepos Aigialeinos, honored by the council of the Corinthians with 

bouleutic and agoranomic honors, A. Marius Nepos, father, a Corinthian, and Julia 

Aigiale Delphe, [dedicated] their son, i.e. A. Marius Nepos Aigialeinos, to Pythian 

Apollo.” 

Although AK5 lacks the explicit motivation of the Nepos inscription, it is worth 

noting that an amphithales pais led the procession from Delphi to the Tempe in the 

Stepteria and was also prominent in the Theban Daphnephoria.   

 

AK6. Phalanna, Ia 

IG ix.2 1234          

 ãAplouni  Kerd[o]i¿ou  Sousi¿patroj                  

Polemarxi¿daioj o( qu/taj                          

o)ne/qeike i¸eromnamonei¿- 

saj kaiì a)rxidauxnaforei¿saj. 

“To Apollo Kerdoios, Sosipatros, son of Polemarchides, the sacrificer, dedicated, after 

serving as hieromnemon and archidauchnaphoros.” 
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Square marble base. Neither Sosipatros or Polemarchidas are otherwise known from 

Phalanna. The inscription is dated by letter form. The text contains a number of 

features which are significant for our understanding of the cult. While hierothytai are 

known throughout the Greek world,51 the office of thytas is without epigraphic 

parallel. The most natural inference is that the thytas served the cult in some sacrificial 

capacity, but the Rhodian evidence opens up the possibility that the office is not 

specially connected with the cult: It may be that the thytas in Phalanna was a civic 

magistrate like the tagos.    

The participle i¸eromnamonei¿saj offers at least two interpretive 

possibilities: a general “religious official” and the more marked “representative on the 

council of the Delphic amphictyony.”52 Although hieromnemones are common figures 

in Thessalian epigraphy, deciding between these two alternatives is not easy. 

Hieromnemones in the general sense are connected with a civic inventory of lands 

dedicated to various divinities of Larisa.53 The prominence of Thessaly in the Delphic 

Amphictyony coupled with the fact that AK6 is a dedication to Apollo does open the 

possibility that the more marked sense of  i(eromnamoneu/w is operative. Sosipatros 

son of Polemarchides is not mentioned in any Delphic document as an amphictyon of 

either Thessaly or Perrhaebia, however.54 In the final analysis, the coupling of the 

                                                 
51 E.g., Thyrrheum (Akarnania): IG ix.12 247 (IIa); Andania: IG v.1 3447 (ante 191a). They are 
especially numerous on Rhodes: cf. IG xii.1. 
52 LSJ s.v i(eromnamoneu/w “to be i(eromna/mwn”, s.v. i(eromna/mwn “I. adj. to be mindful of 
sacred things; II. 1. representative sent by each Amphictyonic state to the Delphic council; 2. magistrate 
who had charge of temples or religious matters; 3. recorder, registrar.” 
53 Helly 1970b. It is likely that the IEROMN[-ca.-10-] of line 2 of the inscription, in the fragmentary 
preamble, refers to hieromnemones. Lines 29-32 are particularly suggestive: 
…euÀramen kaiì e)n tou= au)tou= to/pou ki¿ona[j-ca.-6-7-]  

Dio\j sunxrule/a, aÁ ma\  Eiàraj: me/nei kaiì e)pigrafa\ [-ca.-6-7-]  
[g]ramma/tessi:  Skei¿beij kaiì  àIpparxoj i̧erom[na/mo-] 
[n]ej e)sta/saien: ktl.  
“In the same place we also found stelai…one belonging to Zeus, fallen down, another belonging to 
Hera…an inscription…with the letters: ‘Skeibeis and Hipparchos, hieromnemones, erected.’” 
54 Cf. the indices in Lefèvre 1998, Sánchez 2001.  
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participles with the apparently local designation of thytas tends to suggest that both 

hieromnemon and archidaphnephoros refer to local functions within the cult.     

dau/xna is Thessalian for da/fnh.55 The prefix a)rxi- in the aorist participle 

a)rxidauxnaforei¿saj suggests that Sosipatros served as the chief laurel-bearer of 

a group of daphnephoroi. Daphnephoroi are also attested in the Thessalian cult of 

Apollo Leschaios. Compare IG ix.2 1027a (Larisa: Va): 

  ãAploni   Lesxai¿?o[i]   

 ¹Aristi¿on  o)ne/qeke koi¸ sundauxnafo/roi.  

“Aristion and his fellow daphnephoroi dedicated to Apollo Leschaios.”  

I have considered the cult of Apollo Leschaios in connection with the Thessalian 

month Leschanorios and noted the strong resonances of that cult with the enneateric 

festival of the Stepteria. Laurel is also prominent in the cult of Pythian Apollo at 

Delphi, Apollo Ismenios at Thebes and in the cult of Apollo Daphnephoros at 

Eretria.56 Given the popularity of Apollo in Thessaly, especially in aspects which 

recall his cult at Delphi, it is possible that the laurel-bearing in the cult of Apollo 

Kerdoios shares these Delphic resonances. Recently, another daphnephoroi inscription 

has been discovered in Thessaly (Atrax: Va):  

Eu)/forboj | a)rxidaux?|nofo/rej koi) s|undafnafo/|roi  

“Euphorbus [dedicated] while serving as archidaphnophoros together with the 

sundaphnaphoroi.”57  

It is safe to infer that an Apollo, perhaps Apollo Kerdoios or Leschaios, was the 

intended recipient of the dedication.     

 

                                                 
55 van der Velde 1924: 144. 
56 Delphi: Amandry 1950: 126-34; Sourvinou-Inwood 1979: 233-8; Thebes: Schachter 2000; Eretria: 
Bérard 1971. Ogle 1910 is still extremely useful.  
57 SEG 47.679 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1994b: 340, no. 21. Chaniotis comments in SEG: “2-3: misread or 
miswritten a)rxidafn|ofo/roj?” Marble stele.  
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Literary Evidence 

There is no literary evidence concerning the Thessalian cult of Apollo 

Kerdoios.  

 

Numismatic Evidence 

 Apollo was relatively prominent on the coinage of Thessaly. During the period 

of Macedonian domination, issues from both Larisa and Metropolis featured Apollo. 

The god is also regularly present on the pre-Roman issues of the renewed Thessalian 

League, though he is not as common as either Athena Itonia or Zeus (presumably 

Eleutherios). Finally, Apollo is featured on various Thessalian issues of the imperial 

period, especially under Tiberius and Nero.58 As Moustaka notes, there is no great 

variation in the representations of Apollo on Thessalian coinage, especially of the pre-

Roman period, to match the variety of epithets attested in the region’s epigraphy.59 It 

is difficult to connect any particular type with Apollo Kerdoios.  

 

Archaeological Evidence 

Verdelis’ 1955 excavations in Larisa uncovered the foundations of a fourth-

century structure closely connected with a row of uninscribed statue bases. In light of 

the epigraphic evidence, he suggested that the building belonged to the sanctuary of 

Apollo Kerdoios.60 The site has not produced inscriptions or votives that indicate the 

presence of this particular deity and it is safest to leave the question of identification 

open.  

 

 

                                                 
58 Burrer 1993: 37, 42, 55ff. 
59 Moustaka 1983: 36-8. 
60 Verdelis 1955: 149-50. 
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Discussion 

The evidence for Apollo Kerdoios indicates that the cult of the divinity 

functioned variously in Thessaly. 

In Larisa, Apollo Kerdoios was one of the chief polis divinities. Important state 

documents were regularly published in his sanctuary. The epigraphic evidence 

suggests that the sanctuary maintained the same basic set of functions during the 

period of Macedonian hegemony and the following era of the renewed Thessalian 

koinon. It is not possible to comment definitively on the role of the Skotussan 

Kerdoion.61   

 As prominent as the god was within the polis pantheon, he also received the 

dedications of private individuals, as AK2 and AK5 make clear.  

It has also become clear during the preliminary presentation and commentary 

on the evidence for Apollo Kerdoios in Thessaly that the cult is part of a broader 

pattern of Apollo cults in Thessaly which have a strong orientation towards Delphi. 

The presence of daphnephoroi in the Phalanna cult may suggest a specific connection 

to the Delphic-Thessalian festival of the Stepteria.     

 

5.2: Artemis Throsia 

 

Introduction 

 The cult of Artemis Throsia is attested in Thessaly at Atrax and Larisa from ca. 

300-150a. It is not otherwise known in the Greek world. The significance of the 

epithet is neither obvious nor discussed in any ancient source. Modern scholars have 

offered the following basic explanations: 1) Arvanitopoulos compared the root qor-, 

                                                 
61 It may be significant that the putative locations for both the Skotussan and Larisan sanctuaries of 
Apollo Kerdoios are not on the acropolis of either city. 
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which he generally associated with the swelling of new growth, and hypothesized that 

Artemis Throsia was a divinity of fertility and birth.62 Clement made the same 

linguistic comparison as Arvanitopoulos and suggested that Throsia was roughly 

parallel in sense to other, better known epithets of Artemis like, e.g., 

Gene/teira, Loxi/a, Ei)lei/quia, etc.63 Hatzopoulos is in general agreement with 

this line of interpretation;64 2) García Ramón argues that the epithet Throsia is 

connected with an unattested *qro/sij—“support, protection, transition”—and 

accordingly qualifies her as a goddess with an interest in those general realms;65 3) 

Brulé, after acknowledging the possibility that the epithet is toponymic, compares 

qrw- and suggests that Artemis Throsia is a goddess associated with “lively forward 

movement,” viz., racing. He imparts, in partial acceptance of Hatzopoulos’ hypotheses 

concerning the goddess, an initiatory significance to the race.66  

  

Epigraphic Evidence 

There are no theophoric names built on the Thros- stem attested in Thessaly. A 

state festival of Artemis Throsia is not suggested by the federal calendar. 

 

AT1. Atrax, ca. 300-250a 

SEG 35.500 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984b: 199, no. 32 

 ¹Arte/midi  Qrosi¿#  ¹Ep[ikra/]ta [® ®]. 

“Epikrata [dedicated] to Artemis Throsia” 

 

                                                 
62 Arvanitopoulos 1929. 
63 Clement 1934: 402-3. 
64 Hatzopoulos 1994: 28. 
65 García Ramón 1999: 11-13. He appears to be heavily influenced by Hatzopoulos’ initiatory 
interpretation of the cult.  
66 Brulé 1997: 328-9. 
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“Naiskos stele with a pediment containing a shield.”67 This Epikrata is otherwise 

unknown.68

 

AT2. Larisa, ca. 200a 

SEG 35.615 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984b: 206, no. 62 

 ¹Arte/midi  Qrosi¿#  Eu)pa/tra Pasimedontei¿a tele/ouma 

“To Artemis Throsia, Eupatra daughter of Pasimedoun [dedicated] a teleoma”69

 

Pedimental, naiskos stele. The findspot of this inscription, though commonly referred 

to as Larisa, was in fact at the modern village of Kalochori, in the chora of ancient 

Larisa. This Eupatra is otherwise unknown, as is Pasimedoun.70  

The suggestive tele/ouma has one epigraphic parallel, also Thessalian, IG 

ix.2 1235 (Phalanna: IIa), naiskos stele: 

Damma/teri kai\ Ko/ra   

Me/lissa  ¹Epigenei¿a telei¿ouma.  

“To Demeter and Kore Melissa, daughter of Epigenes, [dedicated a] teleoma.” 

 The word is open to many possible interpretations. Hatzopoulos attempts to fit both 

cults into an initiatory framework: “[the word teleoma] concerns the completion of a 

young girl’s growth which makes her a woman, a ‘complete women’, an ‘adult 

woman’...moreover, that this ‘completion,’ this ‘maturation,’ coincides, at least for 

certain representatives of the age group, with the completion of service in the 

sanctuary of the goddess, as Tziaphalias proposed, would not be surprising, but on the 

contrary, is suggested by the entirety of the dossier.”71  

                                                 
67 SEG ad loc.  
68 LGPN iii.b s.v.  ¹Epikra/ta 1. 
69 Pasimedontei¿a Helly; Pasimelontei¿a ed. pr. 
70 LGPN iii.B s.v. Eu)pa/tra 2; Pasime/doun 1. 
71 Hatzopoulos 1994: 39-40. 
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I will consider Hatzopoulos’ position on the entirety of the dossier in the 

general discussion following the presentation of the evidence for the cult of Artemis 

Throsia. For the moment, it is important to note that there is absolutely no indication 

of the dedicator’s age or marital status in either of the two teleoma inscriptions. 

Moreover, in Thessalian inscriptions service in a cult is more commonly indicated by 

an appositional noun or attributive participle modifying the name of the dedicator as, 

e.g., AK6: 

ãAplouni  Kerd[o]i¿ou  Sousi¿patroj     

Polemarxi¿daioj o( qu/taj   

o)ne/qeike i¸eromnamonei¿- 

saj kaiì a)rxidauxnaforei¿saj.  

“To Apollo Kerdoios, Sosipatros, son of Polemarchides, the sacrificer, dedicated, after 

serving as hieromnemon and archidauchnaphoros.”   

I begin with the syntax of teleoma. Though the elliptical character of Greek 

dedicatory inscriptions renders precision in this case difficult, there would seem to be 

at least three possibilities: 1) It is the accusative object of a verb of dedication which 

by convention the reader must supply and means “stele,” e.g., “Eupatra [dedicated] a 

teleoma [= stele];” 2) It stands in a predicative relationship to the stele, e.g., “Eupatra 

[dedicated this stele as] a teleoma;” 3) It stands in a predicative relationship to some 

other object in the sanctuary which would have been identifiable as a teleoma. 

Although Hatzopoulos does not analyze the syntax of the dedication, he clearly 

understands the word as if it were a part of an adverbial phrase like kata\  

telei/wma, vel sim., and could be translated as “so-and-so made a dedication ‘on the 

occasion of completion.’” At first sight, such a reading seems plausible on analogy 

with the common dedicatory pairing eu)xh\n—kat' eu)xh\n. Closer analysis reveals, 

however, that eu)xh\n and kat' eu)xh\n are not functional equivalents but  refer to 
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two different moments in a process which may be schematically represented as 

follows: human vow to divinity (eu)xh\n eu)/casqai)—attainment of vow 

(eu)xh=j tuxei=n)—dedication in fulfillment of prior vow (eu)xh\n telei=n). The 

notion of eu)xh/ can cover both what is desired from the god and what is promised the 

god in return. In this light, the simple accusative eu)xh/n stands as a predicate to the 

stele itself or some other object in the sanctuary and marks out the dedication as a 

response to the attainment of a vow. The expression kat' eu)xh\n, on the other 

hand, draws attention to a different point of this process, viz., the moment of the vow 

itself, before attainment, although that the request was granted can easily be inferred.   

In support of this interpretation, it is instructive to briefly compare similar 

adverbial expressions in Hellenistic dedications. While dedications made 

kat' e)pi¿tagma, kat' e)pitagh/n and kat' oÃnar are relatively common, 

e)pitagh/n, e)pi¿tagma and oÃnar do not occur as simple accusatives. One may 

infer that if Eupatra wished her dedication to be kata\ telei/wma, she would have 

commissioned the cutter accordingly. On syntactic grounds, then, the interpretation 

suggested by Hatzopoulos is unlikely.  

Although we cannot exclude the possibility that in Thessaly teleoma was used 

as a generic word for “dedication,” it is prima facie improbable and we may set aside 

possibility 1). Possibilities 2) and 3) deserve more attention. The key question is 

determining the kind of predicative relationship that exists between teleoma and the 

physical presence of the dedication. LSJ s.v. telei/wma offers the following two 

definitions for the word: “ 1. completion, th=j oi)ki/aj Arist. Ph. 246a17; 

th=j yuxh=j Aq. Jb. 12.2, Eun. VS p. 500 B. 2. Thess. telei/ouma, dedication on 

the occasion of telei/wsij II, IG ix.2 1235.” For telei/wsij II, LSJ comments: 

“a. attainment of manhood. b. marriage.” telei/wma is a very rare word, used only in 

the passages cited in the three passages cited in the lexicon. LSJ’s connection with 
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telei/wsij suits Hatzopoulos’ initiatory framework very well, but how LSJ deduced 

so marked a meaning of the word in the case of IG ix.2 1235 from such paltry 

comparanda is unclear. Formally, telei/wma is a deverbative of 

tele(i)o/w, itself a derivative of te/leioj, and the general sense of “completion” 

offered by LSJ s.v. telei/wma 1 is appropriate. te/leioj and tele/w are both 

derived from te/loj and it is reasonable to see a strong semantic connection between 

the two.  

In what sense could a dedication be said to be a completion? Notably, 

tele/w and its compounds are used by literary authors and in inscriptions to signify 

the fulfillment or completion of a vow. This completion can refer to the divine 

accomplishment of a human vow, as in the case of IG vii 1794 (Thespiai: date?): 

eu)xa\n e)kktele/santi Dionu/soi  

Neome/dej eÃrgon a)nt' a)gaqo=n  

mna=m' a)ne/qeke to/de  

“To Dionysus who accomplished a vow, Neomedes dedicated this mnema for the good 

deeds.” 

More often, however, this complex of verbs is used to mark the human fulfillment of a 

vow. Compare, for example, the following passage of Herodotus (1.86.2): 

 (O de\ sunnh/saj purh\n mega/lhn a)nebi¿base e)p' au)th\n to\n KroiÍso/n

te e)n pe/dvsi dedeme/non kaiì diìj e(pta\  Ludw½n par' au)to\n paiÍdaj,  

e)n no/% eÃxwn  eiãte dh\ a)kroqi¿nia tau=ta katagieiÍn qew½n oÀte% dh/,  

eiãte kaiìeu)xh\n e)pitele/sai qe/lwn ktl.  

“Cyrus chained Croesus and placed him with fourteen Lydian boys on a great pyre 

that he had built; perhaps he intended them as a choice offering to some god of his, or 

perhaps he made a vow and wished to fulfill it…” (Trans. Sélincourt). 

Also relevant is Herodotus 2.65.4: 
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Oi¸ de\ e)n tv=si po/lisi eÀkastoi eu)xa\j ta/sde sfi a)potele/ousi  

“Their manner, in the various cities, of performing vows is as follows.” (Trans. 

Sélincourt). 

CEG 1.275 (Athens: 460-450a) provides a useful epigraphic parallel: 

po/tni' a)parxe\n te/nde Me/nandro[j a)ne/qeken] 

eu)xole\n tele/saj soi\ xa/rin a)nt[idido\j] 

“Mistress, Menander dedicated this aparchē in completion of his vow and in 

compensation to you.” 

Although the evidence does not allow a definitive conclusion to be reached, I 

provisionally suggest that the telei/wma of the two Thessalian inscriptions simply 

signifies that a prior request and vow of the dedicator to a divinity has been successful 

and now the dedicator must keep his or her end of the bargain. Such an interpretation, 

though less exciting than Hatzopoulos’ reading, makes a good deal more sense, 

particularly when viewed against the broader background of dedicatory inscriptions. 

Like the simple accusative eu)xh\n, telei/wma emphasizes the human completion of 

the vow and focuses on the end rather than the beginning of the vow process.  

   

AT3. Larisa, med. IIa  

McD 360 = Ed. pr. Giannopoulos 1931: 178, no. 18 

 ¹Arte/midi  Qrosi¿ai  ¸Ippo/loxoj  ¸Ippolo/xeioj u(p[e\r]   

Eu)biotei¿aj  ¹Alecippei¿aj nebeusa/nsaj 

lu/tra. 

“To Artemis Throsia Hippolochos son of Hippolochos on behalf of Eubioteia daughter 

of Alexippeia who served as nebeuousa dedicated lutra.” 
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Marble base for a bronze statue, most likely of Artemis.72 Clement and Hatzopoulos 

both allege that the Hippolochos and Eubioteia of this inscription are about to be 

married or newly married on the basis of McD 370 (= Ed. pr. Giannopoulos 1927-28c: 

55, no. 1) (Larisa: med. IIa): 

o( dh=moj o(  Larisai¿wn  Eu)bio/than  E[u)bio/-] 

tou, gunaiÍka de\  ¸Ippolo/xou  tou=  Ke[fa/-] 

lou, fu/si de\  ¹Aleci¿ppou tou=  ¹Aleci¿ppo[u, i¸e-] 

rhteu/sasan  

“The demos of the Larisans [dedicated a statue of] Eubioteia, daughter of Eubiotos, 

wife of Hippolochus son of Kephalos, birth daughter of Alexippos son of Alexippos, 

after serving as a priestess.”73  

AT3 may represent the Eubioteia of McD 370 before her adoption by Eubiotos.74 The 

two inscriptions plainly refer to two different men named Hippolochus, however. 

Eubioteia’s husband is Hippolochus son of Kephalos while the dedicator of AT3 is 

Hippolochus son of Hippolochus. It is certainly plausible that the dedicating 

Hippolochus of AT3 is related somehow to the Hippolochus who would later be 

Eubioteia’s husband.75 The Hippolochi were an elite family of Larisa. 

 Parallels for the aorist participle nebeusa/nsaj in Thessalian dedications are 

numerous:  

1) Demetrias (?), fin. IIa, pedimental stele 

IG ix.2 1123   

Dunatiìj Melanqi¿ou  ¹Arte/midi Pagasi¿tidi nebeu/sa?[sa]  

                                                 
72 Arvanitopoulos 1929: 249. 
73 Clement 1934: 402-3; Hatzopoulos 1994: 28. 
74 LGPN iii.B s.v. Eu)bio/teia 1, 2, regards them as different individuals.  
75 For Alexippos, cf. LGPN iii.B s.v.   )Ale/cippoj 9. 
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“Dynatis daughter of Melanthios [dedicated] to Artemis Pagasitis after serving as 

nebeuousa”; 

2) Atrax, ca. 200a, pedimental stele 

SEG 34.489 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984a: 203, no. 73  

Ni¿kh Nikago/rou nebeu/sasa  

“Nike daughter of Nikagora [dedicated] after serving as nebeuousa”;  

3) Atrax, 200a, white marble naiskos stele   

SEG 34.493 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1977; Cf. also Tziaphalias 1984a: 196, no. 58  

 ¹Arte/midi  Ai¹xeloxiìj  Pu[q]ag[o-] 

rai¿a e)pine[b]eu/sassa o)ne/[q]eike  

“To Artemis Aichelochis daughter of Pythagoras dedicated after serving as 

epinebeuousa”;  

4) Atrax, IIa, marble pedimental stele 

SEG 46.633 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1991: 223 

Laukri/ta Filonikei/a  

nebeu/sansa  

“Laukrita daughter of Philonikos [dedicated] after serving as nebeuousa”;  

5) Atrax, IIIa, marble pedimental stele  

SEG 46.636 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1991: 223  

[---]. A Damoxarei/a  )Ar- 

t[e/]m[i]d[i] nebeu/sassa  

“So-and-so daughter of Damochares [dedicated] to Artemis serving as nebeuousa”;  

6) Atrax, IIIa, marble naiskos stele  

SEG 49.602 = Ed. pr.Tziaphalias 1996: 383 no. 12  

 )Arte/midi Qaumare/ta   

Eu)damidai/a nebeu/sass[a]  
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“To Artemis Thaumareta daughter of Eudamides [dedicated] after serving as 

nebeuousa.”  

 The sense of the participle remains unclear.76 Wilhelm would not hazard a 

guess in the editio princeps of what would later be IG ix.2 1134: For him, the meaning 

of nebeu/s[--] was “puzzling” (rätselhaft).77 Kern did not attempt to fill the lacuna in 

his edition of IG ix.2 1134, but printed a suggestion of Hiller in his apparatus: “An 

neb<r>eu/s[asa] ut a)rkteu/sasa, i.e. postquam deae ne/brou nomine 

inservivit?” Later epigraphic evidence confirmed the existence of an aorist participle 

as in Hiller’s supplement. His suggested parallel with the Attic Arkteia was also 

picked up and has proven extremely influential in subsequent scholarship on the cult. 

While Clement preferred to connect nebeu/w with *neboj, an unattested by-form of 

nebro/j,78 therefore slightly modifying the linguistic argument implied in Hiller’s 

note, he too perceived a close connection between the more numerous attestations of 

nebeu/sasa, now closely connected with Artemis Throsia by the 1931 publication of 

AT3, and the cult of Artemis at Brauron: “In each, Artemis is a fertility goddess, the 

patroness of women as bearers of children. In each cult existed an identical ritual of 

the worship of the goddess through identification of the worshipper with the sacred 

animal of the goddess.”79       

 A different line of argument was suggested by Arvanitopoulos and later more 

fully developed by Hatzopoulos. Arvanitopoulos suggested that nebeu/sasa derived 

from the adjective ne/(w)oj, -a and compared Hesychius s.v. ne/ai: 

a)gwnisa/menai gunai=kej to\n i(ero\n dro/mon  

                                                 
76 Cf. Kajava 1999 for a study of “Greek denominatives deriving from the names of animals” (p. 18). 
77 Wilhelm 1890: 303. 
78 Clement 1934: 403-4. He adduces ai)=sxoj, ai)sxu/nw, ai)sxro/j as a parallel development. But cf. 
Kajava 1999: 17, “This sounds most arbitrary, and so it is no wonder that an alternative explanation 
(viz., Hatzopoulos) has been advanced.”   
79 Clement 1934: 406-407. 
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“neai: women who competed in the sacred race.”  

For Hatzopoulos, the women designated as nebeusasai have participated in an 

initiatory rite: “…nothing hinders us from posing as a working hypothesis that 

nebeu/w is a technical verb derived from ne/(w)oj, signifying the state of someone 

who belongs to an age class participating in an initiatory cycle. The participle 

nebeu/sa(n)sa would designate the young girl after accomplishing this cycle, the 

end of which was perhaps marked by a race (un rite de sortie).”80 This is a very 

dubious etymology, however: There is no evidence for a Thessalian sound law 

whereby intervocalic digamma became beta.81    

 In the absence of a clear etymology, every solution to this problem must 

remain provisional. The objections which applied to Hatzopoulos’ interpretation of 

AT2 largely apply here. There is absolutely no indication of the age of the dedicating 

woman. Nor does Hatzopoulos provide any parallels for dedications made by 

individuals in commemoration of their participation in an age class initiatory rite. 

Helly follows Clement in suggesting that the women so designated were simply 

officials in the cult who made a dedication at the end of their term.82 This is more 

appealing on the whole. There is a formal similarity between AT3 and the numerous 

Thessalian dedications which record the dedicator’s prior service in the cult with an 

aorist participle.   

 The lu/tra of AT3 are equally confusing. Expressions involving lu/tra or 

lu/tron occur in several Thessalian manumissions and seem to roughly correspond to 

latin peculium.83 Given the prosopography of AT3, however, it is unlikely that the 

word has maintained this strict sense: The inscription mentions two members at the 

                                                 
80 Hatzopoulos 1994: 32. 
81 Buck 1955: 48-9. 
82 BE 1988: no. 712. 
83 Bielman 1989: 31; Babacos 1966: 43-4.  
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upper limit of the Thessalian aristocracy. It is theoretically possible that Hippolochos 

manumitted a slave and then purchased a dedication for Artemis Throsia with a slave’s 

peculium. Herodotus 5.77 presents a like situation in the case of prisoners of war: 

Kaiì tw½n lu/trwn th\n deka/thn a)ne/qhkan poihsa/menoi te/qrippon  

xa/lkeon 

“And they made a dedication of a tithe of the lutra, after getting a bronze chariot made 

[with the lutra]” (Trans. Sélincourt). 

 Again, Thessalian dedicatory parallels are not lacking:  

1) Trikka, IIa, inscribed on the abacus of a Doric capital 

IG ix.2 303 

 ¹Arte/midi  ¹Akrai¿#  Xaropiìj  Filokra/touj,  

 ¹Amwmh/ta  Krati¿nou  

lu/tron  

“To Artemis Akraia, Charopis daughter of Philokrates, Amometa daughter of Kratinus 

[dedicated] lutron.”; 

2) Demetrias, date?, statue base 

McD 1034 = Ed. pr. Arvanitopoulos 1911: 298-9, no. 47  

to\ koino\n tw½?n Magnh/twn: [--?--]   

tou= pa/ppou au(tou= vac. lu/tron?.  

“The koinon of the Magnesians. [So-and-so dedicated] the lutron of his own 

grandfather (?)”;84

                                                 
84 Arvanitopoulos comments ad loc.: “The koinon of the Magnesians is named in the first line because it 
took part in the consecration in some fashion. It is indeed in the public treasury in which the tax 
‘conforming to the laws of the Magnesians’ ought to be paid which was mentioned in IG ix.2 1100b 
11.” This is deeply unsatisfactory. Cf. Hatzopoulos 1994: 38, who classifies the document, perhaps 
rashly, as “inutilisable.” True, the inscription is very difficult in its current state of publication. 
Nevertheless, the following points are worth stating: 1) The dedicating body ought to be the koinon of 
the Magnesians. Cf. IG ix.2 1132 (Demetrias: IIa), base:  
t?o\ koino\n tw½n  Magnh/[twn]   
Kri¿twna  Kri¿twnoj  Dhmh[trih=]   
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3) Larisa, ca. 200a, pedimental stele 

SEG 35.605 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984b: 221, no. 100; Cf. now SEG 38.436b, 44.451  

Diosko/roij  Kratero/froun  ¹Exefro/neioj lu/tra.  

“To the Dioskoroi Kraterophron son of Echephron [dedicated] lutra.” 

Arvanitopoulos, on the basis of an entry in Hesychius, equates the lutra with 

katharmata and interprets them as thank-offerings for deliverance from the labor of 

child birth.85 For Hatzopoulos, the divinties who receive lutra, the Dioskoroi and 

Artemis in various aspects, are kourotrophic. He suggests in the case of Artemis that 

lutra were dedicated following completion of a rite of passage marking the transition 

from virginity to marriageablity and, comparing the cult of Hera Akraia at Perachora 

or Artemis Brauronia at Brauron, perhaps involving some form of sequestration. The 

lutra of AT3 are therefore a symbolic ransom. Brulé takes issue with Hatzopoulos’ 

interpretation and counters with his own: “In Thessaly, as elsewhere, those females 

who have attained a certain physical development, who have become ‘belle’ and are 

on the verge of being ‘taken by a man,’ these very females ought to dedicate 

something to Artemis in order to ask for her protection and to pardon themselves in 

advance for the loss of their virginity. We should therefore be faced with, unless I am 

mistaken, a metaphorical usage of lutron.”86

                                                                                                                                             
strathgh/santa tw½n Magnh/?[twn] 
[a)]reth=j eÀneken kaiì eu)noi¿aj th=j ei¹j? [e(autou/j] 
2) The monument is a statue base which should have held an image of the individual whose name has 
fallen out in the lacuna. The Magnesians will have honored this individual with a statue, here described 
as a lutron, presumably for his good service to the Magnesians. Pindar Isthmian 8.1 ff., to be discussed 
below, offers a good parallel for describing honors paid to an individual as lutron. The sequence 
tou= pa/ppou au(tou remains riddling. Autopsy may be able to clarify the text.     
85 Arvanitopoulos 1929: 251. 
86 Brulé 1997: 328. A similar interpretation is also offered at Lazzarini 1997. 
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The semantics of lutra do occasionally shift from freedom/imprisonment to a 

less marked sense of exchange or compensation.87 Two passages in Pindar make it 

clear that, at least in the context of epinician poetry, lutra could be any kind of 

compensation for a prior good deed or praiseworthy way of being: 

1) Pindar, Isthmian 8.1ff.:  

Klea/ndr% tij a(liki¿# | te lu/tron euÃdocon, wÕ ne/oi, kama/twn |  

patro\j a)glao\n Telesa/rxou para\ pro/quron | i¹wÜn a)negeire/tw |  

kw½mon,  ¹Isqmia/doj te ni¿|kaj aÃpoina, kaiì  Neme/# | a)e/qlwn oÀti  

kra/toj e)c|eu=re  

“In honor of youthful Kleandros, let one of you go, O young men, to the splendid 

portal of his father Telesarchos to awaken the revel, as a glorious requital  for his 

                                                 
87 Lutra are present in the Anatolian confession inscriptions where the word seems to mean 
“atonement.” More problematic is SEG 28.529 (= Ed. pr. Peek 1974: no. 907 (Phthiotic Thebes: Ip), 
which offers a possible parallel for the metaphorical usages of lutron, lutra cited above:   
AuÅloj  ¹Iou/nioj  ¸Rou=foj hÀrwj xaiÍre. 
 ¹Aoui¿a mu/sta xaiÍre. 
vacat 
a)ndrei¿an stratiaiÍj o(po/shn e)nedi¿cato  ̧Rou=foj,      

klu=qi kaiì ei¹j a)reth\n qau/mason a)krota/thn:  
oÀpla kaiì ei¹rh/nhj diede/cato kaiì meta\ do/chj      

misqo\n e)p' eu)sebi¿v tou=ton e)karpi¿sato,  4 
[ou) mo/]non a)nqrw¯poij a)re/saj to\ priìn ẅj stratiw¯thj, 
    [a)l]la\ kaiì a)qana/twn lu/tra labwÜn oÀsia:  
[ou)k hÅ]n? e)?x?q?rh\  MoiÍra: bi¿ou te/loj euÀrato koino/n. ®®      

[ko]u/fh soi fqime/nwn hÀde ge/noito ko/nij.  8 
The epigram has not factored in any discussion of the possible meaning of lutron, lutra in Thessalian 
dedications. While the epigram is conspicuous in a number of respects, I focus only on line 6. The use 
of the aorist participle of lamba/nw with lu/tron, -a evokes a phrase found in some Thesslian 
manumissions. Compare, for example, IG ix.2 1119 10ff. (Demetrias: ?): PELW . . . . . . 
 ¹Ap?pi¿ou | a)phleuqe/rwsen | Tro/fimon mhdeniì | prosh/konta lu/tron | labou=sa  
pa[r'] au)tou= | <dhna/ria> sn§. “Pelo[- -] daughter of Appios freed Trophimos, [so that] he 
belongs to no one, after taking from him lutron worth [denarii].” In the case of the manumission, the 
phrase clearly refers to the slave’s peculium. This was also appropriate in prisoner-of-war contexts: cf. 
Thucydides 6.5.3  
xro/n%  ̧Ippokra/thj uÀsteron  Ge/laj tu/rannoj, lu/tra a)ndrw½n  Surakosi¿wn ai¹x
malw¯twn labwÜn th\n gh=n th\n  Kamarinai¿wn; “…later Hippokrates the tyrant of Gela took 
the land of the Kamarinans as the lutra of Syracusan prisoners…” The context of the epigram is not 
parallel, however.  
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efforts and a reward both for his Isthmian victory and because at Nemea he gained 

triumph in the contests” (Trans. Race); 

2) Pindar, Olympian 7.77ff: 

to/qi lu/tÈron sumfora=j oi¹ktra=j gluku\  Tlapole/m% | iàstatai   

Tirunqi¿wn a)rxage/t#, | wÐsper qe%½, | mh/lwn te knisa/essa pompa\ | 

kaiì kri¿sij a)mf' a)e/qloij.  

“There, in sweet recompense for the lamentable mishap, is established for Tlapolemos, 

the Tirynthians’ colony-founder, as if for a god, a procession of rich sacrificial flocks 

and the judging of athletic contests” (Trans. Race).  

The semantics of apoine are roughly parallel. 

Compensation is at the root of Greek religion: Worshippers hope that their 

piety will be compensated by good treatment from the gods. Similarly, when a 

worshipper vows that he or she will make a dedication when a particular god has acted 

in accordance with his or her wishes, the god demands compensation. I suggest that 

the use of lutra in these Thessalian dedications is comparable to the use of teleoma 

and euchen discussed above. It marks the dedication, either the stele itself or some 

other object within the sanctuary, as compensation for divine good-will. Again, if 

Arvanitopoulos’ etymology of Throsia is anywhere near the mark, perhaps this 

compensation was the result of successful labor.88      

 

AT4. Atrax, ca. 150a  

SEG 34.481 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984a: 481, no. 59 

 ¹Aleca/ndra  Ladokei¿a  

tageu/sansa  ¹Arte/midi   

                                                 
88 Such an interpretation has already been forwarded by Arvanitopoulos, Clement, et al., but without 
any focus on the import of lutra. 
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Qrosi¿#. 

“Alexandra, daughter of Ladokos, [dedicated] after serving as tagos for Artemis 

Throsia” 

 

Marble plaque. Alexandra daughter of Ladokeia is also mentioned in a fragmentary 

stele, almost certainly votive although the divinity’s name is not present, from Atrax 

(ca. 150a).89  

 SEG 46.638 (= Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1991: 224) (Atrax: IIIa), “marble 

pedimental stele decorated with two Doric half-columns and a relief shield,”90 

furnishes the sole Thessalian parallel for the use of tageu/sansa, vel sim., in a 

dedication: 

 Damaine/ta  (Agemaxei/a tageu/sassa o)ne/qeiken  

“Damaineta daughter of Hagemacheia after serving as tageuousa dedicated.”  

Hatzopoulos reads this use of tageu/sansa in conjunction with the nebeusasa, 

epinebeusasa participles discussed above and suggests that there was a hierarchy of 

initiation within the cult of Artemis.91 It is not clear if Hatzopoulos has in mind the 

gradation mystes—epoptes observed at Eleusis and Samothrace. If so, the type of 

initiation undergone in a mystery cult was very different from the initiation of the so-

called “rites of passage” type. He does not provide any parallels for hierarchy of 

initiation within the “rites of passage” type in any case.  

 It is far easier and more sensible to see a female official in the cult of Artemis 

Throsia who served as tageousa. The word tagos was a catch-all title for civic official 

in northern Greece—compare the use of archon in Athens—and it would not be 

surprising for it to appear in a cultic context.     

                                                 
89 SEG 34.482 = Tziaphalias 1984a: 197, no. 60. 
90 SEG ad loc.  
91 Hatzopoulos 1994: 33-4. 
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Literary Evidence 

 There is no literary evidence for the cult of Artemis Throsia.  

 

Numismatic Evidence 

 There is no numismatic evidence for the cult of Artemis Throsia. 

 

Archaeological Evidence 

 There is no archaeological evidence for the cult of Artemis Throsia. 

 

Discussion 

 Since my presentation of the primary evidence has alternately presented and 

criticized Hatzopoulos’ interpretation of specific details, it would be useful to briefly 

summarize his arguments in their totality.92   

Hatzopoulos argues that the types of age-class initiation observed by Vidal-

Naquet in Sparta and Athens have parallels in the northern Greek world. On the basis 

of the Thessalian inscriptions discussed above, he postulates an initiatory rite in the 

cult of Artemis Throsia connected with the maturation of young women. Many of his 

readings are tendentious and his presentation contains less argument than 

agglomeration. This is not to say that his approach is fruitless. On the contrary, his 

analyses in Cultes et rites de passage en Macedoine are integrally connected with his 

other work on Macedonian instutions, viz., resituating Macedon away from the 

Demosthenic limits of culture and civilization and towards a broader “northern Greek” 

milieu of which Macedon, along with Epirus, Aetolia and Thessaly, is a part. This 

broader project will continue to pay rich dividends.   

                                                 
92 His arguments have won general adherence. Cf., e.g., Cole 2004: 210, “In Thessaly and Macedonia, 
epigraphical traces of a three-stage ritual of maturation for young girls survive.” 
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 If the analysis offered of Artemis Throsia in this section has stripped the cult of 

its initiatory significance, it has offered something positive in return: A glimpse of a 

relationship between votary and divinity characterized by an idiosyncratic lexicon of 

compensation. While I have suggested that this language communicates ideas that are 

not alien to the panhellenic dedicatory vocabulary, the stark emphasis on the human 

compensation of the divinity is unique. Although this attitude seems to have been 

especially characteristic of the cult of Artemis Throsia, it is significant that this 

language also appears in Thessalian dedications to the Dioskoroi and Demeter and 

Kore. It may be possible to speak of a regional attitude towards those divinities.   

 

5.3: Dionysus Karpios 

 

Introduction 

 Dionysus was worshiped as Karpios at Gomphi, Larisa and near the modern 

village of Mikro-Keserli—locations within tetradic Thessaly—from the Classical to 

the Roman imperial era. Although the god was honored under related aspects in other 

areas of the Greek world, it is only in Thessaly that he was known as Karpios. The 

epithet karpios is connected with the noun karpos which can signify a wide variety of 

agricultural produce or fruit as well as, more generally, any kind of gain.93 Both 

Farnell and Wilamowitz noted the connection of some Dionysus cults with 

agriculture.94 Although Thessaly was a major grain producing region, Theophrastus 

suggests that vines could also flourish there (Hist. Plant. 4.14.13): 

                                                 
93 Cf. the application of Homeric karpo\n a)rou/rhj to both vines (e.g. Il. 3.246) and cereal foods.   
94 Farnell 1895-1909: 5.118. Farnell focuses almost exclusively on the connection of the god with trees 
and ivy, though. Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 1956: 2.77-78, “Er war es, der das vegetative Leben in 
seinem über die ganze Erde erstreckten Reiche zur Blüte bringt, nicht nur den Weinstock, sondern auch 
die Fruchtbäume gedeihen lässt; nicht dass er tätig eingriffe, aber sein Erscheinen weckt überall dieses 
Leben und erregt in den Seinen Kraft und Lust zum Lebensgenusse; so weit ist das Rasen 
herabgestimmt.” 
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Ta\ d' e)kpage/nta, oÀtan mh\ tele/wj a)po/lhtai, ta/xista  

a)nablasta/nei, wÐste eu)qu\j th\n aÃmpelon karpoforeiÍn, wÐsper e)n  

Qettali¿#.  

“Frozen plants, when they are not completely destroyed, regenerate extremely quickly, 

so that the vine bears fruit immediately, just as in Thessaly.”  

Indeed, vines and grapes are nearly as common on the coinage of Thessalian cities as 

grain.   

   

Epigraphic Evidence 

DK1. Larisa, 450-425a 

SEG 35.590a = Kontogiannis 1985   

Ed. pr. Theocharis 1960: 185 = McD 355 

Dionu/soi   

Karpi¿oi. 

“To/of Dionysus Karpios” 

Stele. Stoichedon. Theocharis read Dionu/so Karpi¿o, but the text offered above 

and in SEG is secure on the basis of Kontogiannis’ photograph. Kontogiannis also 

backdated the inscription to 450-425a from Theocharis’ fourth-century BCE date. 

 

DK2. Larisa, haud ante Ia 

SEG 17.288  = McD 346 = Ed. pr. Oikonomides and Koumanoudes 1956-7: 17-22,  

no. 1; Cf. BE 1959: no. 224   

[® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® leitoreu/onsa]  

[t#=]  Damma/teri t#=  Fula/k# kaiì aÃrcan[sa]  

[tou=]  Dionu/sou tou=  Karpi¿ou ta\n petro[etei-] 

[ri¿da].   
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Eu)pa/tra  Pando/kou       5 

leitoreu/onsa t#=  Da[m-] 

ma/teri t#=  Fula/k# <kaiì> aÃrcan- 

[sa t]ou=  Dionu/sou tou=  Karpi¿ou  

[t]a\n petroeteiri¿da.  

[® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®] leitoreu/onsa t#=    10 

[Damma/teri t#=  Fu]la/k# kaiì aÃrcansa  

[tou=  Dionu/]sou tou=  Karpi¿ou ta\n petro- 

[eteiri¿da]. 

vacat  

[® ® ® ®]kliìj  Eu)docei¿a leito-     

[reu/onsa] t#=  Damma/teri t#=  Ful-   15 

[a/k# kaiì aÃrc]ansa tou=  Dionu/sou  

[tou=  Karpi¿]ou ta\n petroeteiri¿da.  

[® ® ® ® ®]ra  Nikei¿a leitoreu/on- 

sa [t#  Dam]ma/teri t#=  Fula/k# kaiì  

[aÃrc]ansa tou=  Dionu/sou tou=  Kar-   20 

[pi¿ou] ta\n petroeteire/da (sic).  

[® ® ® ® ®]E.SA  Le/ontoj lei- 

[tore]u/onsa t#= {t#=}  Dam- 

[ma/]teri {teri} t#=  Fula/k#  

kaiì aÃrcansa tou=  Dionu/-     25 

[sou tou=]  Karpi¿ou ta\n pe- 

troeteire/da (sic).   

Poluceniìj  ¹Antipulei¿a l[ei-] 

toreu/onsa t#=  Damma/teri t[#=]  
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[F]ula/k# kaiì aÃrcansa tou=  Dio[nu/s-]   30 

[ou tou=  Ka]rp[i¿o]u ta\n petroete[i-] 

[ri¿da]. 

“ (1) […] leitor of Demeter Phylaka and after serving as archousa of Dionysus 

Karpios for four years. (2) Eupatra, daughter of Pandokus, leitor of Demeter Phylaka 

and after serving as archousa of Dionysus Karpios for four years. (3) […] leitor of 

Demeter Phylaka and after serving as archousa of Dionysus Karpios for four years. 

(4) […]klis, daughter of Eudoxus, leitor of Demeter Phylaka and after serving as 

archousa of Dionysus Karpios for four years. (5) […]ra, daughter of Nikes, leitor of 

Demeter Phylaka and after serving as archousa of Dionysus Karpios for four years. 

(6) […]esa, daughter of Leon, leitor of Demeter Phylaka and after serving as archousa 

of Dionysus Karpios for four years.. (7) Polyxenis, daughter of Antipyleia, leitor of 

Demeter Phylaka and after serving as archousa of Dionysus Karpios for four years.” 

 

Pedimental stele, broken at top and bottom. The seven entries appear to have inscribed 

by seven different hands. Letter forms of the early first century BCE (edd. pr.)  

The format of each entry is extremely regular. The name of each priestess is 

qualified with a patronymic (either as adjective or genitive noun) and followed by the 

participial phrase leitoreu/onsa t#=  Damma/teri t#= Fula/k# kaiì  

aÃrcansa tou= Dionu/sou tou=  Karpi¿ou ta\n petroeteiri¿da “leitor of 

Demeter Phylaka and after serving as archousa of Dionysus Karpios for four 

years.” The syntax of the first half of each entry is clear: Leitoreu/w is often 

assumed to be a Thessalian equivalent for i(erateu/w, “to serve as priest/priestess,”95 

                                                 
95 van der Velde 1924: 146. E.g. IG ix.2 397 (Skotussa: IV-IIIa): leitoreu/ontoj  
 )Askalapioi= Zoui+/loi “When Zoilos was leitor for Asklepius.” Cf. Hesych. s.v. lei/torej:  
i(e/reiai.  
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but the word may be a more general term that can indicate priesthood in some cases, 

but not always. Like i(erateu/w, leitoreu/w takes a dative object.  

The office of archousa is known also in Attica. LSS 124 (= IG ii2 1184) is an 

especially illuminating document (Athens (Cholargos): med. IVa): 

ta\j de\ a)rxou/saj koineiÍ a)mfot- 

e/raj dido/nai th=j i¸erei¿aj ei¹j  

th\n e(orth\n kaiì th\n e)pime/leia- 5 

n tw½n  Qesmofori¿wn h(miekteiÍon  

kriqw½n ktl. 

“Let both the female archousai in common th=j i¸erei¿aj (?)96 give to the festival 

and management (i.e. for the management of the festival) of the Thesmophoria a half 

measure of grain…” 

The specification a)mfote/raj suggests that these were not anonymous benefactors 

but female officials of the festival.97  

 

DK3. Larisa, Ia 

McD 361 = Ed. pr. Arvanitopoulos 1911: 123, no. 26  

[® ®]ai¿a  ¹A?leci?kra/[to]u?j f?[u/s-] 

ei de\  ¹Aleca/ndrou leitor?[eu/-] 

sansa ta\n petroethri¿- 

da ta=  Damma/teri ta=  Fula/- 

ka kaiì tou=  Dionu/sou tou=  

Karpi¿ou. 

                                                 
96 Probably a cutter’s mistake for th=<i> i(erei/a<i>.  
97 Clinton 1996: 113 with n. 6. 
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“…aia, adopted daughter of Alexikrates, birth daughter of Alexander, was leitor for 

four years for Demeter Phylake and Dionysus Karpios.” 

 

Pedimental stele, complete on the left and right, broken at the top and bottom. The text 

presented here is most likely the beginning of a new column of priestesses.  

 

DK4. Mikro-Keserli (= ancient Elateia?), Ia 

SEG 23.445 = McD 653 = Ed. pr. Mastrokostas 1964: 318-9, n. 2; Cf. BE 1965: no. 

219 

[Dionu/s%]  Karpi¿%  ãAsandroj  Qrase/o?u? a)rxifrourh/saj kaiì oi¸ 

su/mfrouroi. 

“To [Dionysus] Karpios, Asandros son of Thrasea, after serving as archiphrouros, and 

the symphrouroi [dedicated]” 

 

Ed. pr.: “Stèle en forme de temple dorique…” This inscription belongs to a series of 

12 dedications recovered from the area of the modern village of Mikro-Keserli. An 

ancient identification of the site is uncertain. Sykourion and Mopsion were previous 

candidates:98 Helly has recently suggested Elateia, though he admits that the 

identification is not iron-clad.99  The dedicators in each case are some combination of 

an archiphrouros and symphrouroi. Divinities honored include Artemis Phaesphoros, 

Zeus Perpheretas, the hero Aineas as well as the present dedication to (Dionysus) 

Karpios. The sequence begins in the late fourth century BCE and continues into the 

first century BCE, though most come from the post-196a era. A second, smaller series 

                                                 
98 Baker 2001: 193. 
99 Helly 1987: 192. 
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covering roughly the same time span comes from Gonnoi. The divinity honored there 

is Athens Polias.100

 The identity of these phrouroi is unclear. While it is most likely that they 

constituted some form of garrison, either urban, as in the case of Gonnoi, or rural, as 

in the case of Mikro-Keserli,101 phrouroi are also known as cult officials in the wider 

Greek world. At Epidauros, for example, phrouroi receive sacrificial prerogatives.102 

Despite Robert’s stinging reply to Franke, the matter cannot be considered closed.103  

 

DK5. Gomphi, aet. Aug. (27-25a?) 

IG ix.2 287b  

i¸erhteu/ontoj tou=  Di- 

onu/sou tou=  Karpi¿ou  

Fonni¿ou tou=  Eu)ruda/- 

mantoj, strathgou=n- 

toj  Sw<s>a/ndrou oi¸ a)pe- 5 

leuqerwqe/ntej ktl. 

“When Phonnios, son of Eurydamon, was priest of Dionysus and Sosander was 

strategos [of the Thessalian League], the following were freed…” 

 

                                                 
100 Both series are printed, together with recent bibliography, in Baker 2001. 
101 Launey 1949-50: 1010-1011.   
102 Cf., e.g., IG iv.12 40 (400a).  
103 Franke 1956: 183-9, identified these phrouroi as religious personnel connected with the Stepteria, to 
which Robert offered the following memorable outburst (BE 1959: no. 225): “C’est chercher midi à 
quatorze heures et entrer dans les nuages alors que tout est clair: il s’agit des soldats et de leur chef qui 
gardent une forteresse.” 
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The status of the priest of Dionysus Karpios as eponymous official in Gomphi 

suggests that the cult was of some importance there. This same Phonnios is listed as a 

manumittor of a slave at IG ix.2 287a 6-7.  

 

DK6. Larisa, aet. Imp. 

IG ix.2 573  

Dh/mh- 

tri  Fula/- 

k# kaiì  Di- 

onu/s%  

Karpi¿%  5  

 ¹Olumpi¿- 

[x]?a  Me/nw- 

noj, kata\  

qugatro- 

poii¿an d[e\]  10 

 ¹Olumpi¿- 

xou kaiì  

Meni¿ppou,  

Sebasth/- 

a i¸erhteu/-  15 

sasa. 

“To Demeter Phylake and Dionysus Karpios, Olympicha birth daughter of Meno 

[offered], adopted daughter of Olympichos and Menippos, after serving as priestess 

sebastea…” 
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The inscription was found in the new agora of modern Larisa, “Victoria,” and is dated 

on the basis of lunate letters in Kern’s transcription. The text seems to indicate that 

Olympicha was adopted into two different families. While parallels are scarce, it is 

likely that Olympicha’s first adoptive father died and that she was adopted a second 

time.  

 As perplexing, and more crucial from the perspective of cult, is the sense of the 

phrase Sebasth/a i¸erhteu/sasa. Helly has collected all of the Thessalian 

inscriptions which use some form of the adjective sebasth-. He concludes, 

somewhat nebulously:  

“Le mot s’ajoute à l’ethnique traditionnel partout où celui-ci apparaît: dans les 

dédicaces de cités, pour les citoyens à l’etranger, sur les monnaies. Il est employé seul 

lorsque les citoyens sont nommés dans leur propre cite; mais il n’est pas constamment 

exprimé. L’adjectif paraît être une qualification complémentaire de l’ethnique. On en a 

déduit que certaines villes thessaliennes ont pris le qualicatif de Sebasth/ à partir de 

l’époque d’Auguste. Mais les monnaies montrent que ce sont tous les Thessaliens qui 

ont mérité cette appellation.”104  

It may be the case that just as the Thessalians qua league and, e.g., the Lamians qua 

polis merited the honorific sebasteos, vel sim., so too specific individuals could also 

use this honorific.105 If in the case of the league and the polis the term conveyed an 

elect status with respect to Rome, it is reasonable to assume that this applied also in 

the case of the individual.  

At the very least, sebasth/a i¸erhteu/sasa would seem to imply some 

form of imperial control over the priesthood of this cult. Whether this entailed a 

connection to the Imperial cult in Larisa is uncertain. Prott noted that in Ephesos a 

                                                 
104 Helly 1975: 126-7.  
105 At BE 1976: no. 331, Robert promised a discussion of the uses of this word “dans son contexte 
historique.” I have not been able to locate it.   
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mystery cult of Dionysus Phleus and Demeter Karpophoros was connected with the 

imperial cult.106 There is no evidence of mysteries in the cult at Larisa, though.107  

 

Literary Evidence 

There is no literary evidence concerning Dionysus Karpios in Thessaly.  

 

Numismatic Evidence 

 In general, Dionysus is not prominent on the coinage of Thessaly. Where he is 

present, it is impossible to determine in what aspect he appears. Head reports a fourth-

century issue from Hestiaotid Metropolis with an image of a standing Dionysus on the 

reverse.108 Grapes appear on fourth-century issues from Skotussa109 and still-

unidentified Eurea,110 but this iconography has only the most generic Dionysiac 

connotations.  

 

Archaeological Evidence 

Specific archaelogical evidence for Thessalian sanctuaries of Dionysus 

Karpios is completely lacking.  

 

Discussion 

 The earliest evidence for the cult of Dionysus Karpios in Thessaly comes from 

mid-fifth-century Larisa and consists of a simple, anonymous dedication recorded on a 

stele. There is no further activity until the first-century BCE when the cult of Dionysus 

Karpios is attested in three diverse areas of Thessaly. The eponymous status of the 

                                                 
106 Prott 1902: 186. 
107 Pace Börker and Merkelbach ad IEphesos 1595. 
108 Head 1911: 302. 
109 SNG Thessaly no. 256; Head 1911: 309. 
110 SNG Thessaly no. 49; Head 1911: 294. 
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priest of Dionysus Karpios at Hestaiotid Gomphi suggests that the cult had a civic 

prominence there. Reinforcing the importance of the cult to the polis is the phrouroi 

dedication to Dionysus Karpios from Mikro Keserli in eastern Pelasgiotis. Finally, 

evidence for a joint cult of Dionysus Karpios and Demeter Phylaka in Larisa begins in 

the first-century BCE and continues into the imperial period. Few other cults in 

Thessaly provide evidence for so broad a geographic and chronological span. In 

general, we observe that the cult survives the period of Macedonian domination and 

undergoes, in Larisa at least, significant modification during the first century BCE. 

 Three inscriptions from Larisa of the late Hellenistic and Roman imperial 

periods reveal a shared cult of Demeter Phylaka and Dionysus Karpios. There is no 

evidence for this pairing from any other area of Thessaly. Demeter Phylaka is attested 

only in Larisa and the significance of the epithet Phylaka is unclear. Perhaps the 

epithet alludes to origins of this Demeter cult in the city of Phylake in Achaia 

Phthiotis. Perhaps it is to be connected with the noun phylax in an agricultural 

context.111  

 Pairings of Demeter and Dionysus are relatively common in both mythic and 

cultic contexts. Two examples from the extra-Thessalian Mediterranean are 

particularly emblematic.  Although there is no evidence that Dionysus received cult 

during the Eleusinian mysteries, he was a conspicuous mythic initiate and he had a 

deme sanctuary of considerable importance near the sanctuary of Demeter and Kore at 

Eleusis.112 In addition to Prott’s Ephesian mysteries of Dionysus and Demeter 

mentioned above, a series of imperial dedications from Aigeai in Cilicia provide 

evidence of a shared cult of Dionysus and Demeter, e.g., SEG 37.1248A = Ed. pr. 

                                                 
111 Cf. Farnell 1895-1909: 3.37, where the author speculates in a related context: “Perhaps she 
[Demeter] was supposed to lock the door of the granary in her festival of   )Epiklei/dia.” 
112 Clinton 1992: 66-7, 123-5. 
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Dagron and Feissel 1987: 121-4, no. 78 (209-211p): 

Dionu/s% | Kallika/rp% | kaiì | Dhmh/tri Karpo|tro/f%. 

“To Dionysus Kallikarpos and Demeter Karpotrophos.”113  

A second inscription recording a dedication to Caracalla and Septimius Severus is on 

the same stone.     

 It is possible to discern the broad outlines of cult development in the small 

epigraphic dossier concerning these two divinities. Let us compare the final entry in 

the long catalogue of priestesses recorded in DK2 with the less extensive priestess 

record in DK3: 

DK2  

Poluceniìj ¹Antipulei¿a l[ei]|toreu/onsa t#= Damma/teri t[#=] |  

[F]ula/k# kaiì aÃrcansa tou=  Dio[nu/s]|[ou tou=  Ka]rp[i¿o]u ta\n  

petroete[i]|[ri¿da]. 

“Polyxenis, daughter of Antipyleia, leitor of Demeter Phylaka and after serving as 

archousa for Dionysus Karpios.” 

DK3 

[® ®]ai¿a  ¹A?leci?kra/[to]u?j f?[u/s]|ei de\  ¹Aleca/ndrou leitor?[eu/]|sansa 

ta\n petroethri¿|da ta=  Damma/teri ta=  Fula/?|ka kaiì tou=  Dionu/sou

tou= | Karpi¿ou. 

“…aia, adopted daughter of Alexikrates, birth daughter of Alexander, was leitor of 

Demeter Phylake and Dionysus Karpios for four years.” 

The change in expression between the two documents may reflect an important 

development in the cultic relationship between the two divinities. When read in 

                                                 
113 Other dedications to Demeter and Dionysus from Aigeai also double as dedications to the imperial 
family, although the chronological relationship between the two types of dedication is not always clear. 
Cf. Robert 1973. For other dedications to Demeter and Dionysus from Aigeai, cf. Dagron and Feissel 
1987: 122.  
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isolation, DK2 suggests that Dionysus Karpios and Demeter Phylake are related only 

through the shared figure of the archousa/leitor. The testimony of DK1, the fifth-

century dedication to Dionysus Karpios is not probative for questions concerning the 

status quo ante: It is entirely possible that Demeter and Dionysus were already linked 

in the fifth century but that the dedicator of DK1 elected to honor only Dionysus. At 

some later point, perhaps a decade, perhaps fifty years, DK3 reveals that the 

distinction between archousa and leitor had collapsed. It is now a single leitor who 

serves both divinities. Such a change may mask a considerable reorganization of the 

cult at some point in the first century BCE.  

Since the preserved thickness, .145m, and width, .403m, of DK3 compare well 

with the preserved dimensions of DK2 (thickness: .20m; width: .42m), it is likely that 

the two inscriptions belong to the same series of priestess records. Both inscriptions 

are composed in archaizing Thessalian dialect.114   

DK6 documents the extension of this cult into the imperial period in addition 

to providing solid evidence that the two divinities continued to be served by a single 

priestess:  

Dh/mh|tri  Fula/|k# kaiì  Di|onu/s% | Karpi¿% |  ¹Olumpi¿|x?a   

Me/nw|noj, kata\ | qugatro|poii¿an de\? |  ¹Olumpi¿|xou kaiì |  

Meni¿ppou | Sebasth/|a i¸erhteu/|sasa.  

“To Demeter Phylake and Dionysus Karpios, Olympicha, birth daughter of Meno, 

adopted daughter of Olympichos and Menippos, sebastea, after serving as priestess, 

[offered]”  

As I have suggested above, it may be possible to glimpse a connection between the 

cult of Demeter and Dionysus and that of the imperial family.     

                                                 
114 Arvanitopoulos 1911: 123-4. 
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It is unclear whether Dionysus Karpios is to be connected with the theatre and 

sanctuary of Dionysus mentioned in a fragmentary inscription from Larisa, IG ix.2 

522 11-12 (fin. IIIa-init. IIa):   

to\ me/roj to\ pro\j to\ qe/a- 

[tron--ca.-25?--] to\ i¸ero\n tou=  Dionu/sou e)pi\ TAU- 

[---].115  

“the portion near the theatre [---] the sanctuary of Dionysus…” 

Although the precise spatial relationship between the two structures cannot be 

determined from this text, there are references in other parts of the inscription to areas 

near the theatre and it is correspondingly possible that the two buildings were near one 

another. Evidence for Dionysia in Larisa is furnished by SEG 26.677.70-83 (Larisa, 

IIa) (= Ed. pr. Giovannini 1976:  205-213): 

… oÀ]pwj de\ kaiì  LarisaiÍoi parakolou-     

[qh/swsi ta\j e)yhfisme/naj ti]ma\[j] t%½ te dh/m% au)tw½n kaiì toiÍj  

dikas- 

[taiÍj kaiì t%½ grammateiÍ, de]do/xqai gra/yai periì tou/twn tou\j  

pole- 

[ma/rxouj toiÍj tagoiÍ]j [k]aiì tv= po/lei tv=  Larisai¿wn  

u(pota/cant<a>j 

[tou=de tou= yhfi¿smatoj to\] a)n[ti¿]grafon kaiì sfragisame/nouj tv=  

dh- 

[mosi¿# sfragiÍdi kaiì dou=nai] t[oiÍ]j dikastaiÍj oÀpwj dia\ tou/twn  

diako- 75 

[mi¿shtai: gra/yai de\ kaiì di]o/t[i] par[a]kaleiÍ o( dh=moj o(   

                                                 
115 The restoration qe/a[tron] is ensured by other references to a theatre in the inscription, e.g. line 9 
pro\j to\ qe/atro[n], line 26 ei)j th\n xw=sin tou= qea/trou.  
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Peparhqi¿wn 

[au)tou\j to/n te ste/fanon kaiì ta\j] e)yhfisme/naj tima\j a)pode/cas- 

[qai kaiì a)nagra/yai to/de to\ yh/fisma e]i¹j sthlh\n liqi¿nhn kaiì  

a)naqeiÍnai 

[e)n t%½ e)pifanesta/t% to/p%:] fronti¿sai de\ kaiì tou\j tagou\j meta\  

tou= a)- 

[gwnoqe/tou oÀpwj e)n toiÍj] prw¯toi[j]  Dionusi¿oij meta\ to\  

suntelesq[h=-]   

[nai ta\j sponda\j kaiì par' au)toiÍj] a)[n]agoreuqw½sin e)n t%½ qea/tr% 

aiàde  

[ai¸ e)yhfime/nai timaiì t%½ te dh/m]% au)tw½n kaiì toiÍj dikastaiÍj kaiì 

t%½ gram- 

[mateiÍ: ktl.] 

“…so that the Larisans comply with the honors voted to their demos, the judges and 

the secretary, let it be decided that the polemarchs write [a letter] to the tagoi and the 

city of the Larisans about these things, appending a copy of this decree, sealing it with 

the public seal and give it to the judges so that the letter be conveyed by them; Let 

them write that the demos of the Perparethians enjoins them to accept the crown and 

the voted honors and to publish this decree on a stone stele and to set it up in a most 

conspicuous place, and the demos of the Perparethians enjoins the tagoi together with 

the agonothete to see to it that on the first day of the Dionysia, after pouring the 

libations, these honors voted for their demos and the judges and secretary be read in 

the theatre by them…” 

Given the nature of both the honors, e.g., awards to the demos of Larisa, and the 

officiating personnel—the tagoi of Larisa—it is most likely that this was a polis 

festival rather than a federal festival. Dionysia furnished a regular context for the 
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award of honors. It is possible that the local Dionysia at Larisa honored Dionysus as 

Karpios. 

 

5.4: Ennodia  

 

Introduction 

The cult of Ennodia is attested in Pherai, Pagasai and Larisa of tetradic 

Thessaly and in perioikic Phalanna, Demetrias, Pythion, Gonnoi and Phthiotic Thebes. 

Evidence for her cult in Thessaly is common from the archaic through the Hellenistic 

period. Outside of Thessaly, cult of the goddess is found, often syncretized with 

Artemis or Hekate or simply described as Artemis Pheraia, in Macedonia, Euboia, 

Opuntian Lokris, Epidauros, Thera, Egyptian Coptos, Sicyon, Argos, Syracuse, 

Athens and Dalmatian Issa.116 This section will focus on her Thessalian 

manifestations. 

The most likely etymology of the goddess’ name reflects an association with 

crossroads. I offer the analysis of Dubois: “  )Ennodi/a is explained as 

*e)n-hodi/a <  *e)n-sodi/a, exactly as the Aiolic Homeric e)/nnepe issued from 

*en-sekwe. The ungeminated form [Enodia] in Thessaly can be explained either as an 

influence from koine or as a secondary reinterpretation.”117 On this analysis, the 

goddess’ name can quite literally be translated as “on the road.” While this linguistic 

analysis has been very influential in previous interpretations of the goddess, it remains 

to be seen how this etymology corresponds to the archaeological discoveries of the 

past half century.  

                                                 
116 For her cult outside Thessaly, cf. Chrysostomou 1998: 70-88, 187-220. 
117 Dubois 1987: 18. I will use the geminate transliteration Ennodia everywhere in this section. 
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Previous scholars noticed the importance of Ennodia in Thessaly and beyond. I 

offer a brief review of the most conspicuous and distinctive interpretations. Although 

he does not mention Ennodia by name, Farnell recognized a close connection between 

Artemis Pheraia and Hekate. He stressed the goddess’ domain over agriculture, 

hunting and witchcraft.118  

Wilamowitz’ rich and nuanced appreciation of Ennodia has been justifiably 

influential. Ennodia belonged to the group of “althellenische Götter.” The spread of 

Hekate’s cult from Asia Minor to mainland Greece resulted in her identification with 

Ennodia in certain sanctuaries. In the specific case of Thessaly, Wilamowitz, drawing 

on those dedications to Ennodia published in IG ix.2, pointed out the variety of 

epithets applied to the goddess and stressed her connection with children and the 

underworld. The peculiar combination of kourotrophic and wrathful features allowed 

for her identification by literary authors as, variously, Persephone, Hekate or 

Artemis.119   

Nilsson initially argued that Ennodia was a mere epiclesis for Hekate in her 

aspect as patron or guardian of crossroads and denied that Ennodia had an independent 

existence as “native Greek goddess of witchcraft.”120 He later retreated from this 

position somewhat and admitted that “Ennodia is common in Thessaly, where Hekate 

is missing” and suggested a connection with magic and ghosts.121  

Like Wilamowitz, Robert recognized the independent existence of a goddess 

known as Ennodia. He emphasized her importance in Thessaly and Macedonia and 

stressed that the cult of Ennodia spread from Pherai to the north.122 Mastrokastas has 

recently challenged the widespread assumption of Ennodia’s Thessalian and 

                                                 
118 Farnell 1895-1909: 2.475-6. 
119 Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 1956: 1.168-174. 
120 Nilsson 1940: 90-91. 
121 Nilsson 1961-1967: 1.723 n.4. 
122 Robert 1960b. 
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specifically Pheraian origin and suggested that the cult may have spread from 

Macedon to the south.123   

 Ennodia has been the subject of a recent and thorough monograph—P. 

Chrysostomou’s  I Thessaliki Thea En(n)odia I Pheraia Thea (Athens: 1998). My 

indebtedness to this scholar’s contribution on this topic will be everywhere apparent. I 

briefly sketch here the basic elements of his interpretation before engaging him in 

greater detail on specific points in the body of this section. Chrysostomou argues that 

Ennodia worship originated in Pherai and spread to other areas of Thessaly during 

Pherai’s apex of political power in the fourth century: “She became the Thessalian 

national goddess.” He suggests that the while the original character of the goddess 

inspired fear, she had already early in the classical period begun to evolve into a deity 

which served her worshippers in a variety of ways. He believes that Hekate, Artemis, 

et al., were assimilated with Ennodia, not Ennodia with these other goddesses.124  

Some cautionary notes. Chrysostomou tends to impose the model of the 

Pheraian cult of Ennodia on her cult everywhere in Thessaly. Thus, the well-

documented position of her major sanctuary at Pherai, viz., partially on top of an 

earlier Geometric necropolis, is generalized to other Thessalian cult places of the 

goddess. Specifically, Chrysostomou repeatedly emphasizes that certain dedicatory 

stele in other parts of the region were discovered in necropoleis. Only rarely does he 

attempt to relate these dedications to their context of discovery chronologically, 

however. If the cemeteries belong to, e.g., the fifth to seventh centuries CE, it is no 

great surprise to find classical and Hellenistic dedicatory stelai nearby as materials of 

this sort were ready made for reuse in tomb construction or as tomb markers. In such 

                                                 
123 Mastrokostas 1978. One of the earliest inscriptions from Macedon, a funerary epigram of a priestess 
of Ennodia dating to the first half of the fourth century BCE, suggests that the goddess’ cult was already 
well established there. 
124 Chrysostomou 1998: 268-271. 
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circumstances there would be no necessary relationship between the type of earlier 

inscriptions and its later findspot.  

 In a similar vein, Chrysostomou repeatedly emphasizes that the findspots of 

Ennodia inscriptions are proximate to ancient crossroads. But what applies to Ennodia 

dedications from, e.g., Pherai and Larisa, applies equally well to every other 

dedication discovered in those areas. This is not to deny that Ennodia did not have a 

special connection with crossroads, only that his arguments from findspot could 

equally well apply to any other figure in Thessalian religion: Crossroads were legion 

in the Greek landscape.     

 

Epigraphic Evidence 

There is no obvious connection between any of the months of the Thessalian 

calendar and Ennodia.125 LGPN iii.B lists no Thessalian names that explicitly invoke 

the goddess. The order of inscriptions below largely follows that of Chrysostomou.  

 

E1. Pherai, med. IIa 

Ed pr. Chrysostomou 1998: 25, no. 1 (ph.)  

  )Epei\ Ba/xxioj  )Artemidou/[rou.......] 

po/lin a)/mmin ABRO[................] 

kai\ t[a\]n  )Ennod[i/an............] 

“Since Bacchios the son of Artemido[ros…] our city…and Ennodia…” 

 

Marble base for a bronze statue of Bacchios discovered built into a wall close to the 

large Doric temple of Pherai. Chrysostomou dates the inscription by dialect and letter 

                                                 
125 The only possibly related divinity who is present in the calendar is Artemis Agagylia, whose 
character and function remain unclear.  
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form. The inscription honors Bacchios, most probably for his good service to the city 

of Pherai and to Ennodia. Both Bacchios and Artemidorus are otherwise unknown.  

 

E2. Pherai, aet Hell. 

Ed. pr. Béquignon 1937: 83, no. 27 

[----]OIH[----] 

[- )E]nodi/a[i---] 

“…to Ennodia…” 

 

Marble plaque discovered during Béquignon’s excavations of the large Doric temple 

at Pherai. Letter forms of the Hellenistic period. The supplement in line 2 is almost 

certain. E1 and E2 make a strong case for Ennodia’s presence at the sanctuary, 

perhaps as the chief divinity. 

 

E3. Pherai, 350-300a 

Ed. pr. Chrysostomou 1998: 26-8, no. 1 (ph.) 

Kleinoma/xa Menounidai/a 

 )Ennodi/ai o)ne/qeike 

“Kleinomache daughter of Menonidas dedicated to Ennodia” 

 

Marble pedimental stele with cutting beneath inscription for the insertion of a votive. 

Chrysostomou dates the inscription on the basis of letter forms. The exact provenance 

of the inscription is unknown, but it seems to have been transported to the Volos 

Museum at the same time as other material from the Doric temple.126 Kleinomacha is 

                                                 
126 Chrysostomou 1998: 27-8.  
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otherwise unknown. Another Menonidas, perhaps from Pherai, is known from IG ix.2 

723 (IIIa).127  

 

E4. Pherai (?), 200-150a 

Ed. pr. Chrysostomou 1998: 28-33 

[----------------------------- e)/xonsa e)pigra]fa/n, o(lka=j 

[-------- kai\ e)/xonsa e)stu/pouma pro/soupon  )Ennodi/aj k]ai\  

e)pigrafa\n 

[“----” a)/gonsa o(lka\n draxma/j !RE! kai\ -- e)/]xonsa e)pigra- 

[fa\n---kai\ e)/xonsa e)stu/pouma pro/soupon  )Ennodi/aj k]ai\  

e)pigrafa\n “Fu-     4 

[---------------- kai\ ----------------]eioj damarxei/san- 

[tej o)ne/qeikan, a)/gonsa o(lka\n draxma/j !RE! kai\ -] e)/xonsa  

e)stu/pouma pro/- 

[soupon  )Ennodi/aj kai\ e)pigrafa\n “---Kr]atidai/a leitoreu/sansa 

[ )Ennodi/#”, a)/gonsa o(lka\n draxma/j !RE! kai\--e)/xonsa e)s]tu/pouma 

pro/soupon  )En-     8 

[nodi/aj kai\ e)pigrafa\n “---leito]reu/sansa  )Ennodi/#” kai\ 

[a)/gonsa o(lka\n draxma/j !RE! kai\--e)/xonsa e)stu/pouma pr]o/soupon 

 )Ennodi/aj kai\  

[e)pigrafa\n “-----------------------”] a)/gonsa o(lka\n draxma/j 

 !RE! 

[kai\--e)/xonsa e)stu/pouma pro/soupon  )Ennodi/aj kai\] e)pigrafa\n  

“  (A po/lij o)ne/-     12 

[qeike! tageuo/ntoun tou=n peri\ to\n--------]S”, a)/gonsa o(lka\n  

                                                 
127 LGPN iii.B s.v. Menouni/daj 3. 
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draxma/j 

[!RE! kai\--e)/xonsa e)stu/pouma pro/soupon  )Ennodi/aj k]ai\  

e)pigrafa\n! “Satu/- 

[ra---- leitoreu/sansa  )Ennodi/#”, a)/gonsa o(l]ka\n draxma/j !RE! 

[kai\---- e)/xonsa e)stu/pouma pro/soupon  )Ennodi/aj k]ai\ kefala\j  

a)rgura\j      16 

[kai\ e)pigrafa\n “----”  a)/gonsa o(lka\n dra]xma/j !RE!  

    

“…bearing an inscription…and bearing the stamped face of Ennodia and an 

inscription…carrying the weight of 105 drachmas: and…bearing an inscription…and 

bearing the stamped face of Ennodia and an inscription: “Phy… (5) …eios, after 

serving as demarch(s), dedicated”, weighing 105 drachmas; and…bearing the stamped 

face of Ennodia and an inscription: “…daughter of Kratides after serving as leitor to 

Ennodia,” weighing 105 drachmas; and…bearing the stamped face of Ennodia and an 

inscription: “…after serving as leitor to Ennodia,” and weighing 105 drachmas; 

and…bearing the stamped face of Ennodia and (10), an inscription…weighing 105 

drachmas, and…bearing the stamped face of Ennodia and an inscription: ‘The city 

dedicated when the following were tagoi…weighing 105 drachmas and…bearing the 

stamped face of Ennodia and an inscription: ‘Satyra…after serving as leitor to 

Ennodia,’ weighing 105 drachmas (15), and…bearing the stamped face of Ennodia 

and silver heads and an inscriptions…weighing 105 drachmas” 

 

Fragment of a stele bearing what may be an inventory of a sanctuary of Ennodia. The 

exact provenance of the stele is unknown. In the catalogue of the Volos Museum, 

Giannopoulos claimed that the inscription came from Gonnoi. Chrysostomou is very 
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skeptical of this provenance, however, and suggests a Pheraian origin for the stone.128 

The stone is now lost and known only from Giannopoulos’ transcription. The 

supplements printed above are Chrysostomou’s and must be treated with caution. 

Chrysostomou dates the inscription on the basis of letter forms in Giannopoulos’ 

transcription.   

 

E5. Pherai, 150-100a 

Chrysostomou 1998: 33-4, no. 3 

         ...kai ou)/[s-] 

[te o)ngrafei= to\ ya/fisma e)n ki/onan liqi/nan kai\ staqei= e)n to\] 

[i)]ero\n ta=j  )Ennodi/aj 

“…sanctuary of Ennodia…” 

 

Chrysostomou does not produce a proper edition of this inscription. He only prints 

these two heavily supplemented lines. Perhaps they belong to a decree of the city of 

Pherai. Chrysostomou dates on the basis of letter form and dialect. The exact 

provenance of the stone is uncertain: On dialectal and material grounds, 

Chrysostomou questions Giannopoulos’ attribution of the stone to Krannon recorded 

in the Volos Museum catalogue.129  

 

 

 

                                                 
128 The grounds for this skepticism are not compelling. Ennodia is epigraphically attested at Gonnoi and 
there is no reason why an inventory could not be associated with her cult there. Although not explicitly 
stated, Chrysostomou seems to be operating on the assumption that the most important center of 
Ennodia cult, Pherai, must be the source of the most significant preserved evidence. The suggestion that 
Giannopoullos made a mistake in his attribution of the stone to Gonnoi is unconvincing.   
129 Chrysostomou 1998: 33-34. 
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E6. Pherai, 175-150a 

IG ix.2 421  

Kalli¿kleia   

Parmeni¿skou  

 ¹Enodi¿ai eu)came/nh. 

“Kallikleia, daughter of Parmeniskos, [dedicated] to Enodia after making a vow” 

 

Dedicatory stele, now thought lost. Chrysostomou suggests a perhaps too precise date 

on the basis of dialect. Exact provenance within Pherai is unknown. This Kallikleia is 

otherwise unknown.130 Though Parmeniskos is a very common name in Thessaly, the 

individual so named in E6 is otherwise unknown.131   

 

E7. Pherai, med. IVa 

Ed. pr. Chrysostomou 1998: 43-7 

[Speu/?]sipp[oj] o)ne/qeike 

[....]KRANOB[..........] 

[Dii\ M]e[ilixi/ou] kai\  )Ennodi/ai 

“Speusippos dedicated to [Zeus Meilichios?] and Ennodia” 

 

Dedicatory stele. Chrysostomou dates the inscription on the basis of letter form. 

Although Ennodia and Zeus Meilichios appear together in Hellenistic Larisa (E13), 

the supplement of Zeus Meilichios in line 3 is very uncertain. It is possible that the 

KAI preceding Ennodia’s name belonged to an epithet modifying the goddess. If the 

                                                 
130 LGPN iii.B s.v. Kalli/kleia 5. 
131 LGPN iii.B s.v. Parmeni/skoj 38. 
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KAI really is kai\, then it is likely that Ennodia was worshipped with another deity 

in this location.  

 The stone was discovered outside the west gate of Pherai in secondary use in a 

tomb within the south necropolis which contains graves of the geometric through 

Hellenistic period. Foundations of a small structure were found nearby which 

Chrysostomou speculates belonged to a temple of Zeus Melichios and Ennodia. Some 

votive materials were recovered from the area that suggest Ennodia worship, including 

a ceramic image of a torch-bearing, horse riding goddess as well as other images of 

females.132  

 

E8. Pherai, 150-100a 

SEG 38.450 = Ed. pr. Intzesiloglou 1980: 272-3 (ph.)  

 ¹Enodi¿ai  Kori/llwi  

 ¹Alecibi¿a  Thle- 

fanou=j. 

“To Enodia Korillos, Alexibia daughter of Telephanes [dedicated]” 

 

Pedimental stele. Monument is dated by letter form. This Alexibia is otherwise 

unknown,133 as is Telephanes.134 Ennodia is not otherwise addressed as Korilla and 

the significance of the epithet is uncertain. Chrysostomou suggests that the word is a 

diminutive of ko/rh and speculates that in this aspect the goddess was associated with 

                                                 
132 Chrysostomou 1998: 45-7. 
133 LGPN iii.B s.v.  )Alecibi/a 1. 
134 LGPN iii.B s.v.  Thlefa/nhj 9. 
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child rearing.135 Korilla is attested as a personal name at Boiotian Thespiai136 and a 

Kōrilos is known from Phakion in tetradic Thessaly.137    

 The inscription was found about 350 meters north-northwest of Ennodia’s 

great Doric temple in Pherai near a large funerary tumulus. A dedication to the Moirai 

Patroai was found nearby and Chrysostomou speculates that the two entities shared 

cult at this site.138 While there is no evidence which specifically contradicts this 

reconstruction, the case for a separate cult site is far less strong in this instance than in 

the case of E7. Given the short distances involved, it would be easier to interpret the 

stone as originally belonging to Ennodia’s larger sanctuary.  

 

E9. Pherai, IVa 

SEG 45.645 = Ed. pr. Miller 1974 

[[ [ (Isti/]a Dh[m]h/thr [ )En]odi/a  )Afrodi/th  )Aqhna= [Q]e/mij ]]  → 

[[ (Is[t]i/a Dhmh/thr  )En[od]i/a  )Aqhn[a=]  )Afrod[i/]th Qe/mi[j] ]] ← 

[Qe/]mij  )Afrodi/th  )Aqhna=  )Enodi/a Dhmh/thr  (Isti/a  → 

“Hestia, Demeter, Enodia, Aphrodite, Athena, Themis; Hestia, Demeter, Enodia, 

Athena, Aphrodite, Themis; Themis, Aphrodite, Athena, Enodia, Demeter, Hestia.” 

 

Large marble altar recovered near the acropolis of Pherai. Letter forms and clamps 

suggest a fourth-century date. Each line contains the names of six goddesses in the 

nominative case, each name inscribed within a pointed stele depicted in relief on the 

side of the altar. The first two lines of the monument, inscribed boustrophedon, were 

subsequently erased. The motivation for this erasure remains mysterious. 

                                                 
135 Chrysostomou 1998: 110-111. 
136 Cf. LGPN iii.B s.v. Ko/rilla 1. 
137 LGPN iii.B s.v. Kwri/loj 1. This Kōrilos was father of a certain Lysanias who is known to have 
made a dedication to Ennodia on the island of Euboia. Cf. Chrysostomou 1998: 85-87. 
138 Chrysostomou 1998: 47-8. 
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 Interpretation of the monument is vexed. Miller, who has conducted the most 

thorough study of the stone, suggested that the altar was an aniconic representation of 

the six female goddesses belonging to a local Pheraian cult of the twelve gods. If this 

line of interpretation is sound, than the Pheraians made two important substitutions to 

the canonical, Olympian dodekatheon:139 Themis appears instead of Hera; Ennodia 

appears instead of Artemis.140   

 

E10. Pagasai, IV-IIa     

IG ix.2 358 

 ¹Ennodi¿ai   

Patro/a[i]. 

“[Dedicated] to Ennodia Patroa” 

 

Stele. Opinion is divided about the letter forms. Kern suggested a second-century BCE 

date,141 but Chrysostomou preferred a date in the first half of the fourth century.142 

Pagasai was the port of Pherai in antiquity.     

 

E11. Larisa, 450-425a 

CEG 1.342 = IG ix.2 575; Cf. SEG 35.590b 

 ¹Argei¿a : m' a)ne/qeke u(pe\r pa[i]do\j | to/d' aÃgalma:   

euÃcat?o : d'  ¹Age/[t]or | Wastika=i :  ¹Enodi¿ai. 

“Argeia dedicated me, this agalma, on behalf of her son. Agetor made a vow to 

Enodia Astika.” 

                                                 
139 Such local substitutions were not infrequent. Cf. Long 1987: Index iii. Deities. 
140 Miller 1974: 250-255. 
141 IG ix.2 358. 
142 Chrysostomou 1998: 52. 
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Square, marble pillar. Date is suggested by letter form. This Argeia is otherwise 

unknown,143 as is Agetor.144 The relationship between the two figures is moreover 

uncertain. Are Argeia and Agetor mother and son or husband and wife? The logic of 

the dedication is also uncommon. It is much more normal to find dedications offered 

by the same individuals who took a vow. Perhaps Agetor had vowed an agalma to 

Ennodia Astika in exchange for some favor from the goddess, but when the favor was 

received, Agetor was no longer in a position to fulfill his vow because of death, 

sickness or economic ruin; Argeia was somehow implicated and fulfilled Agetor’s 

vow. At the very least, the text reveals a connection between Ennodia and children. 

Chrysostomou connects the epithet wastika with (w)astu, the city. As such, it 

may be roughly parallel in sense to epithets like Polias which suggest a close 

connection with between the divinity so honored and the city.145 Indeed, a fragmentary 

decree, most likely published at the sanctuary of Athena Itonia at Philia and recording 

the establishment of a sympoliteia between the western Thessalian cities of Thamiai 

and Gomphi (230-200a), may mention an oath to Ennodia Polias (SEG 37.494.6 = Ed. 

pr. Theocharis 1963):   

[-? -  )En]n?odi/a[i P]olia/[di] par )  (Esti/ai EUO?[-ca. 3-]ON?[-? -]  

“…to Ennodia Polias beside the hearth [let them swear?]…”146  

If these restorations are sound, it may be possible to see Ennodia as the tutelary 

divinity of a city in another region of tetradic Thessaly.  

 

 

                                                 
143 LGPN iii.B s.v.  )Argei/a 3.  
144 LGPN iii.B s.v.  )Agh/twr 13. 
145 Chrysostomou 1998: 54-5, no. 1. 
146 SEG ad loc.: “in fine perhaps a form of  e)uorke/w.” 
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E12. Larisa, init. IIa 

Ed. pr. Helly 1970b 

TOU po\t  ¹Olu/mpoi kaiì  ¹Ennodi¿aj  Mukaika=j147 [......]   28 

 “…near Olympus and Ennodia Mykaika…” 

 

Marble stele containing an of inventory of sanctuaries in and around Larisa. Helly 

dates the text by letter form. Ennodia is described as Mykaika only here and the 

significance of the epithet is uncertain. Chrysosotomou compares a number of 

apparently related epithets of Poseidon—Myketor, Myketes, Mykios—and suggests 

that Ennodia was associated with the underworld and earthquakes in this aspect.148 

The root myk- apparently signifies “bellowing, groaning,” vel sim., in the most general 

sense, however, and words based on the root describe phenomena as diverse as the 

bellowing of oxen and the rolling of thunder, in addition to the sound of 

earthquakes.149   

 

E13. Larisa, ca. 145a 

IG ix.2 578 

Ma/kwn  ¹Omfali¿wnoj to\n na[o\n]  

Diiì  Meilixi¿wi kaiì  ¹Enodi¿# kaiì  Po/[lei]. 

 “Makon son of Omphalion dedicated the temple to Zeus Meilichios and Enodia and 

Po[lis?]” 

 

                                                 
147 Mukati?/a?j? Helly;  Mukaika=j Chrysostomou 
148 Chrysostomou 1998: 107-8. 
149 Cf. LSJ s.v. muka/omai.  
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Marble epistyle of small naiskos. Makon son of Omphalion belonged to a prominent 

family of Larisa.150 Between 190-180a, Makon’s father, Omphalion, is listed as a 

contributor to the refurbishment of the Larisa gymnasium.151 The Makon of E13 is 

known to have served as gymnasiarch in Larisa in 171a, received proxeny from the 

Thaukmakians before 146, arbitrated in a border dispute between Halos and Phthiotic 

Thebes during the same period and served as league strategos some time after 146a.152 

Makon’s son, Philokles, is also on record as league strategos, perhaps in 133/2a.153

The lacuna at the end of line 2 has been variously and inconclusively filled.154  

 

E14. Larisa, aet. Hell. 

IG ix.2 577 

 ¹En[odi¿]a  Staqmi¿a  

 ¹Aga[qiì]j  ¹Atq?oneite[i¿]a  

e[u)c]?ame/na pe\r [t]o[iÍ]  

[paid]o\j  Fru[®]!U?O?W[®] 

“To Enodia Stathmia, Agathis, daughter of Atthoneitos, after making a vow on behalf 

of her son, Phry…, [dedicated]” 

 

Small marble base which likely held a votive of some sort. Chrysostomou suggests a 

Hellenistic date for the monument on the basis of letter form. Agathis is not otherwise 

known.155 Another Atthoneitos from Larisa is known in a pair of third-century 

                                                 
150 In general, cf. Habicht 1983: 25.  
151 LGPN iii.B s.v.  )Omfali/wn 4. 
152 LGPN iii.B s.v. Ma/kwn 1.  
153 Kramolisch 1978: 72-3. 
154 Po[teidw=ni] Chrysostomou; Po[mpai/%] alii 
155 LGPN iii.B s.v.  )Agaqi/j 1.  
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dedications from Larisa.156 It is unclear if he is the same man as the individual 

mentioned in E14.  

 Ennodia is only known as Stathmia here. Hesychius s.v. staqmi¿a connects 

the epithet with Athena. Chrysostomou conjectures that the epithet refers to the 

physical location of this particular Ennodia cult, at the doors of the city. He also 

assigns an apotropaic function to this aspect of the goddess.157  

 

E15. Larisa, 300-250a   

IG ix.2 576 

 ¹Ennodi¿-   

aj  

 ¹Alecea- 

ti¿doj. 

“[Belonging to] Ennodia Alexeatis” 

 

Marble stele. Letter forms of the first half of the third century BCE. The epithet 

Alexeatis is used of Ennodia only here. Wilamowitz suggested that the epithet was 

toponymic and referred to some area of Larisa known as Alexeia.158 Chrysostomou 

assigns an apotropaic sense to the epithet.159    

 

 

 

 

                                                 
156 LGPN iii.B s.v.  )Atqo/neitoj 6-7. 
157 Chrysostomou 1998: 109-110. 
158 ad IG ix.2 576. 
159 Chrysostomou 1998: 111-112. 
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E16. Phthiotic Thebes, ca. 300a 

SEG 34.572 = Ed. pr. Kakavoyannis 1977: 128  

 ¹Aristo/- 

k?leia   

Miki¿na  

 ¹Ennodi¿?- 

a 

“Aristokleia daughter of Mikinas [dedicated to] Ennodia.”  

 

“Stele; on its top three half-round projections.”160 Letter forms of the early Hellenistic 

period. This Aristokleia and Mikinas are otherwise unknown.161 While the 

significance of the projections in relief on top of the stele is uncertain, it is possible 

that they are meant to resemble cakes which worshippers would have consumed or 

dedicated.   

 

E17. Phthiotic Thebes, ca. 300a 

SEG 34.574 = Ed. pr. Kakavoyannis 1977: 128  

 ¹Aris- 

tou\  

 ¹Enno- 

di¿ai. 

“Aristo [dedicated] to Ennodia” 

 

                                                 
160 SEG ad loc. 
161 LGPN iii.B s.v.  )Aristo/kleia 12; Miki/naj 10. 
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Long, narrow stele, similar in form to E16 though lacking the round projections. The 

stone was also found in close proximity to E16—beyond the southern wall of 

Phthiotic Thebes, near an ancient cemetery.162 Letter forms of the early Hellenistic 

period. “ ¹Aristou/ =  ¹Aristw/, Pleket.”163 This  ¹Aristou/ is otherwise 

unknown.164

 

E18. Phthiotic Thebes, ca. 300a 

Ed. pr. Chrysostomou 1998: 63, no. 3  

Eu)fra/s- 

ta  )Enno- 

di/ai 

“Euphrasta dedicated to Ennodia” 

 

Long, narrow stele, similar to E17. Letter forms of the early Hellenistic period. The 

stone was found in close proximity to E16-17. This Euphrasta is otherwise unknown. 

 

E19. Phalanna, IIIa  

McD 1044 = Ed. pr. Giannopoulos 1926: 52, no. 4  

[Mik]ki¿oun  Qersa/ndreioj 

[)Enno]di¿#  Ferai¿# o)ne/qei- 

[ke]. 

“Mikioun son of Thersander dedicated to Ennodia Pheraia” 

 

                                                 
162 Chrysostomou 1998: 62-64. 
163 SEG ad loc. 
164 LGPN iii.B s.v. ¹Aristou/ 1.  
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Stele. Letter forms of the third century BCE. Text as in Clement.165 This Mikkioun 

and Thersander are otherwise unknown.166 The epithet Pheraia is used of Ennodia 

only here within Thessaly. Outside of the region, Ennodia is often described as 

Artemis Pheraia or the Pheraian goddess. 

 

E20. Gonnoi, IIIa     

Helly 1973: II 201  

Mene/poli[j]   

Mamallai¿a  

 ¹Ennodi¿a o)ne/qeike?. 

“Menepolis, daughter of Mamallas, dedicated to Ennodia” 

 

Small, dedicatory stele. Letter form and dialect suggest a date in the early Hellenistic 

period. This Menepolis is otherwise unknown, as is Mamallas.167  

 

E21. Pythion, Ia 

IG ix.2 1286 

 ¹Ennodi¿#  Patrw¯i#   

Nikandri¿dhj  ¸Armo- 

di¿ou. 

“Nikandrides son of Harmodius [dedicated] to Ennodia Patroia” 

 

                                                 
165 Clement 1939. 
166 LGPN iii.B s.v. Mikki/oun 1; Qe/rsandroj 6. 
167 LGPN iii.B s.v. Men/polij 1; Mama/llaj 1. 
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Small, marble stele. This Nikandrides is otherwise unknown, as is Harmodius.168 

Letter forms of the first century BCE. Patroia/Patroa is on record as an epithet of 

Ennodia at Pagasai as well (E10).  

 

E22. Larisa, fin. Va-init. IVa 

SEG 49.622 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1996: 382, no. 1  

 )Ennodi/a : Strogika= 

Pattro/a : o)ne/qeike 

Krati/daj : Mala/naioj 

“Kratidas son of Malanos [dedicated] to Enodia Strogika Patroa.” 

 

Marble naiskos stele. Monument dated by letter form. Kratidas and Malanos are 

otherwise unknown. Patroa is on record at Pagasai (E10) and Pythion (E21) as an 

epithet of Ennodia. Strogika is more problematic. Chaniotis speculates: “perhaps 

Storgika/, the loving, affectionate.”169  

 

Literary Evidence 

While there is no literary evidence directly pertaining to specifically 

Thessalian cults of Ennodia, several authors discuss various syncretisms of Ennodia 

and Artemis Pheraia or Hecate, vel sim.170 It is important for the purposes of this 

section to note in passing that Ennodia’s putative dominion over magic and witchcraft 

is a feature of the literary sources alone and is not supported by any other category of 

evidence in the case of Thessaly.  

 

                                                 
168 LGPN iii.B s.v. Nikandri/dhj 1;   )Armo/dioj 40. 
169 SEG ad loc. 
170 For a conspectus of the passages, cf. Kraus 1960: 77-83; Chrysostomou 1998: 112ff., 187ff. 
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Numismatic Evidence 

Ennodia adorned several fifth-century issues of the city of Pherai171 and was 

prominent on the city’s fourth-century coinage as well, especially the issues of 

Alexander (369-357a) and Lycophron II (ca. 353-352a).172 The identification of the 

figure as Ennodia is secured by the occasional inscription, e.g., ENNODIAS, vel 

sim. She is often depicted wearing a vegetal wreath and holding one or two torches. 

She may be riding a horse173 or standing alone. In the surrounding field of the coin, 

other symbols of Pherai are often found, including depictions of the Hypereian 

fountain.174 Gardner has identified Ennodia on one Pheraian type issued during the 

Macedonian hegemony.175 While the numismatic evidence suggests a close 

connection between Ennodia and Pherai, Ennodia is yet to be identified on the coinage 

of any other Thessalian city. She may appear on one issue of the Thessalian koinon, 

but this identification is not secure.176 Perhaps the specifically Pheraian and tyrannical 

political associations of the goddess were too much for the new koinon to overcome.     

 

Archaeological Evidence 

The large Doric temple of Pherai, initially associated with Zeus Thaulios, has 

more recently been connected with Ennodia. The sanctuary, which lies to the north of 

ancient Pherai, outside the circuit walls, was excavated in the 1920s by 

Arvanitopoulos and Béquignon.177 It is possible to identify four general phases in the 

site’s history:  

                                                 
171 Moustaka 1983: 33-6, 110-1. 
172 Head 1911: 306-309; Gardner 1883: 46-9, pl. x; SNG iii Thessaly nos. 239, 242-3, 247.  
173 Wilamowitz pointed to this feature of Ennodia’s iconography as distinct from that of Hekate, who is 
not depicted on horseback (Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 1956: 1.170-1). 
174 Head 1911: 306-309; Gardner 1883: 46-9, pl. x; SNG iii Thessaly nos. 239, 242-3, 247. 
175 Gardner 1883: 48, nos. 22-23. 
176 SNG iii Thessaly no. 329.  
177 Béquignon 1937.  
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1) A large Protogeometric-Geometric cemetery.178

2) Archaic, open-air shrine. This stage of development is reconstructed from 

the discovery and excavation of two pits containing votive objects of a predominantly 

late Geometric date. These votives consisted of a large assortment of iron and bronze 

objects—jewelry, fibulae, figurines—as well as ceramic figurines and statuettes. 

Morgan speculates that cult began at the site perhaps fifty years or less after the 

cemetery went out of use.179 She further notes the singularity of the situation: “the 

institution of cult to a deity treated as comparable to an Olympian within the area of a 

Protogeometric and Geometric sanctuary is exceptional outside the realms of hero or 

ancestor cult.”180   

3) Archaic-Classical sanctuary. In the late archaic period, a large Doric temple 

was built over portions of the cemetery as well as a number of pits containing 

Geometric votives associated with Ennodia and/or Zeus Thaulios. Spolia from this 

temple was used in the foundation of the late Classical-early Hellenistic temple. The 

votives record begins to shift away from the metal objects characteristic of the 

Geometric period and towards terracotta statuettes of Ennodia.181  

4) Late Classical-Hellenistic Doric temple.182   

 A number of other Thessalian sites have produced archaeological evidence of 

Ennodia worship. I list them serially: 1) Krannon: Chrysostomou mentions a relief 

procured by Leake from modern Hatzilar, the site of ancient Krannon, which, though 

uninscribed, almost certainly depicts Ennodia. The goddess stands with a torch in her 

right hand and is flanked on either side by a horse and a dog;183 2) Atrax: 

                                                 
178 Georganas 2002: passim, has recently restudied the Iron Age sanctuary. 
179 Morgan 2003: 138. 
180 Morgan 2003: 136. 
181 Morgan 2003: 140. 
182 Østby 1994. 
183 Chrysostomou 1998: 58-9. 
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Chrysostomou suggests that Ennodia was worshipped together with Zeus Thaulios in 

Atrax on the basis of similarities with the Doric sanctuary at Pherai;184 3) Pharsalos: 

Chrysostomou suggests that Ennodia was worshipped together with Zeus Thaulios in 

Pharsalos on the basis of similarities with the Doric sanctuary at Pherai;185 4) Olosson: 

Chrysostomou mentions a relief of a seated goddess holding two torches. He 

tentatively associates the figure with Ennodia;186 5) Melitaia: A shrine of Ennodia 

with a small cult building dates to 450-400a. The shrine is identified by a still 

unpublished inscription.187 Significantly, the shrine does not appear to have been 

situated near or within a cemetery.  

 

Discussion 

 There are two noteworthy features of Ennodia worship in Thessaly. First, the 

geographic distribution of her cult within tetradic and perioikic Thessaly is striking. 

Among the divinities discussed in this dissertation, only Themis is present in each of 

the three main perioikic regions and in numerous sites within tetradic Thessaly.188 

Second, the multiplicity of epithets applied to the goddess in a Thessalian setting, most 

of which are unfortunately oblique to us, suggests that the goddess had numerous 

spheres of influence. The family seems to have been an especially important area of 

concern, however, as revealed by the dedications to Ennodia Patroa (E10, E21-2) and 

those dedications made on behalf of family members (E11, E14).  

 It is difficult to distinguish between discourse and reality when confronted with 

the alleged Pheraian origin of the cult. The goddess does seem to have been elevated 

                                                 
184 Chrysostomou 1998: 59-60. 
185 Chrysostomou 1998: 60-62. 
186 Chrysostomou 1998: 67. 
187 Morgan 2003: 139-140. 
188 The evidence for Ennodia cult in Magnesia consists of a dedication to a syncretized Ennodia, 
Artemis Ennodia, and was not discussed in this section (Demetrias: init. IIa) (Ed. pr. Arvanitopoulos 
1920: 22, no. 5).  
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to a position of some prestige by the tyrants of Pherai and it is reasonable to speculate 

that her cult may have been supported in those regions administered by Pherai during 

the fourth century. It is an overstatement, however, to describe Ennodia, with 

Chrysostomou, as a “national goddess” of Thessaly. The tyrants of Pherai may very 

well have wished that she become so, but the epigraphic and numismatic evidence 

nowhere supports such a conclusion. The most ancient evidence for the goddess’ cult 

comes from fifth-century Larisa (E11), where, if the epithet wastika has been 

interpreted correctly, Ennodia perhaps already functioned as a tutelary divinity of that 

polis. It is perhaps safest to allow Ennodia a very broad currency in archaic and 

classical Thessaly to which the tyrants of Pherai later laid exclusive claim.  

 Just how ardently the fourth-century Pheraians wished that Ennodia become a 

national goddess may be revealed by a proxeny decree that has been all but forgotten 

in recent scholarship:  

McD 1177 (= Ed. pr. Peek 1934: 57, no. 15) (Pherai ?: IVa) 

eu)erge/tai  XalkideiÍ   

Petqaloiì e)dw¯kaien pro- 

ceni¿an kaiì a)suli¿an kaiì a)- 

[te/]leian kaiì au)tw½i kaiì gene- 

a=?i? p?r?ostateuo/ntwn  Sor- 

s?ikida/wn [k]aiì  Kwtilida/wn. 

“To Chalkides, euergetes, the Thessalians gave proxeny and asylia and ateleia both to 

him and his family, while the Sorsikidai and the Kotilidai were serving as prostatai.” 

This bronze proxeny decree was recovered together with another bronze proxeny 

decree of certain Pheraian origin by Piraeus police, apparently the result of illicit 

excavation:  
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McD 206 (= Ed. pr. Peek 1934: 56, no. 14) (Pherai: init IVa) 

Luki¿dai kaiì a)- 

delfew½i  ¹Opon- 

ti¿oij kaiì oi¹k- 

ia/taij eÃdwka- 

m  FeraiÍoi pro- 

ceni¿an, a)sul[i¿]- 

an, a)te/leian. 

“To Lykidas and his brother, Opuntians, and their family members, the Pheraians gave 

proxeny, asylia, ateleia.”  

The two decrees are thus part of a much larger sequence of bronze proxeny decrees 

recovered from the sanctuary of Ennodia in Pherai dating to the fifth and fourth 

centuries BCE.189

 McD 1177 was issued by the Petthaloi, a dialectal variant for Thettaloi-

Thessaloi and is the earliest known inscription claiming such authority. Though only 

tentative conclusions can be drawn in the absence of greater chronological precision, it 

is tempting to associate McD 1177 with the period of the Pheraian tyranny and to see 

the claims of Jason, Lycophron, et al., to Thessalian hegemony reflected in the 

issuance of decrees in the name of the Thessalians. That the sanctuary of Ennodia 

would be the locus of publication for such a document well suits the broad outlines of 

the tyrants’ cultic program.   

 

 

 

 

                                                 
189 E.g., SEG 23.415-432 = Ed. pr. Béquignon 1964.  
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5.5: Poseidon Petraios  

 

Introduction 

 The cult of Poseidon Petraios is attested only in Thessaly. The epiclesis points 

to two related Thessalian myths: the creation of the first horse in Thessaly from a rock 

and the drainage of the Thessalian plains, accomplished by breaking the rock of the 

Tempe. A toponymic explanation, that Poseidon was called Petraios because he had a 

prominent cult in Thessalian Petra, may be derivative. While epichoric traditions about 

Poseidon’s paternity of the first horse or a magic horse abound, his role in the drainage 

of Thessaly, though drawing on conventional attributes of the god, is unparalleled in 

the Greek world. Poseidon also played a large role in Thessalian genealogies, 

sometimes explicitly as Petraios, e.g. Peleus and Neleus. This constellation of mythic 

associations led Wilamowitz to identify Poseidon Petraios as “Thessaliens 

Hauptgott.”190 Nilsson was less certain about Poseidon’s importance in Thessaly. He 

recognized that while Poseidon was a panhellenic god, his most significant cults were 

in the Peloponnese.191 The prominence of the cult of Poseidon Petraios in Thessaly 

was real, but in general, Nilsson was very skeptical that Poseidon was as important to 

the Thessalians qua ethnos as in, e.g., Boiotia.192

 

Epigraphic Evidence 

In contrast to the great majority of other regional cults studied in this 

dissertation, inscriptions shed relatively little light on the cult of Poseidon Petraios. 

Most significant is the regional onomasticon where Petraios is common. No other 

region covered by LGPN has more than five individuals known by the name 

                                                 
190 Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 1956: 1.212. 
191 Nilsson 1995: 71. 
192 Nilsson 1961-1967: 1.447. 
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Petraios—Thessaly has 23, at least five of whom are known to have served as 

strategos of the Thessalian koinon.193 The chronological range of these names is quite 

broad, extending from IIIa to II/IIIp. Sittig and Robert recognized this as a theophoric 

name and attributed its geographic distribution to the popularity of Poseidon Petraios 

among the Thessalians.194  

Hippodromios was the eleventh month in the Thessalian calendar (May-June) 

and the *Hippodromia almost certainly were connected with Poseidon. A Poseidonia 

of the Thessalians may be attested on a first-century CE inscription from Larisa (IG 

ix.2 614b): 

[Qe]ssalw½n  Po[seidw¯]|[n]ia paiÍdaj sta/di[on] | di¿aulon, | aÃlla  

Kaisa/rha aÃndr[aj] | sta/dion kaiì a)pobat[ik%½].  

“At the Poseidonia of the Thessalians, so-and-so was victorious in the boys’ stadion 

and diaulon, another time at the Caesarea, he was victorious in the mens’ stadion and 

apobatike.”  

Although Kern’s restoration seems secure, it is uncertain whether this festival can be 

connected with the *Hippodromia. The description of the Poseidonia as “of the 

Thessalians” suggests that the festival was federal, not local. Since the *Hippodromia 

were also federal, it is possible that the two festivals were connected.195 It is again 

uncertain how either of these events is related to the cult of Poseidon Petraios.  

While no Thessalian inscriptions that directly mention the cult of Poseidon 

Petraios have been published, there are a number of other aspects of Poseidon 

mentioned in the region’s epigraphy which may be associated with Petraios. A link 

                                                 
193 Cf. LGPN iii.B s.v. Petrai=oj. There are also women who bear versions of this name: Petraia and 
Petraionika. For the league strategoi, cf. the indices to Kramolisch 1978. 
194 Sittig 1912: 72-4; Robert 1940. Robert traced the idea to Letronne. 
195 E.g., they may be the same festival. 
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between horses and Poseidon, common throughout the Greek world, manifests itself in 

a particularly Thessalian fashion in a small epigraphic corpus from Larisa.  

Larisa, fin. IIIa 

McD 366 = Ed. pr. Giannopoulos 1930: 102, no. 3. Cf. now SEG 42.511 = 

Kontogiannis 1992: 381-391 (ph.) 

 ãAsandroj  ¸Ieroi¿tou u(pe\r to vac. u= ui¸ou=   

Poseidw½ni  )Imyi/wi. vac. 

“Asandros, son of Hieroitos, [dedicated] to Poseidon Impsios on behalf of his son.” 

Marble stele. Kontogiannis proposed a late third-century BCE date on the basis of 

letter forms and monument typology. The Asandros and Hieroitos of this inscription 

are not otherwise known.196 Giannopoulos read Mui¿wi in line 2, but  )Imyi/wi is 

clear in Kontogiannis’ photograph.  

Kontogiannis related this document to three other inscriptions which may have 

had roughly the same findspot:197 1) SEG 42.512 (= Ed. pr. Giannopoulos 1930: 103, 

no. 1), a very fragmentary dedication to Poseion Impsios of the Hellenistic period; 2) 

SEG 42.513 (= Ed. pr. Giannopoulos 1930: 104, no. 2), a very fragmentary dedication 

made by a group of zeu[gitai] dated to the third century BCE; 3) SEG 42.514 (= Ed. 

pr. Giannopoulos 1930: 104, no.3), a fragmentary dedicatory stele with no divinity’s 

name preserved but of a similar style as the two Impsios dedications; 4) SEG 42.515, a 

dedication to Poseidon Zeuxanthios of the second century BCE.198

For the significance of the epithet, compare the following two passages of 

Hesychius: s.v. iãmyaj: zeu/caj. Qettaloi¿. “Impsas: ‘Having yoked/bridled.’ 

Thessalians”; s.v.  ãImyioj: Poseidw½n o( zu/gioj. “Impsios: Poseidon the 

yoker/bridler.” Kontogiannis extends the sense of the epithet to incorporate the central 

                                                 
196 Cf. LGPN iii.B s.v. ãAsandroj 43;   ̧Ieroi¿taj 2. 
197 All republished and discussed at Kontogiannis 1992. 
198 Kontogiannis 1992. 
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agricultural acts of sowing and ploughing. Such an interpretation, he argues, well suits 

the probable findspot of the inscription, the modern village of Nikaia located 8 km 

southwest of Larisa, which likely belonged to Larisa’s agricultural hinterland in 

antiquity and may be identified with the Xa/lkh th=j Larisai/aj mentioned by 

Steph. Byz. s.v. This section of his argument is particularly shaky, however, as the 

lemma in Stephanus contains no topographical reference beyond the vague 

Larisai¿aj po/lij and the findspots of the inscriptions are known mainly from 

near century-old log books which do not suggest a unitary provenance.     

 Most interesting for the purposes of this section is the connection of Poseidon 

with the act of yoking or bridling. Since the publication of Detienne’s influential 

article, it has become a scholarly commonplace to assign the technology of bridling a 

horse and the attendant potential for human mastery to Athena, the raw power of the 

horse itself with Poseidon.199 Though the details provided by Hesychius and the Larisa 

dedication are admittedly sketchy, the act of yoking, admittedly of indeterminate 

purpose, perhaps for agriculture as Kontogiannis suggests, perhaps for some other 

reason, e.g., military, is clearly linked to Poseidon.   

 

Literary Evidence 

The literary evidence for the cult of Poseidon Petraios is unusually rich and 

diverse. 

 

PP1. Bacchylides 14, for Cleoptolemos of Thessaly, victor in the chariot race at the 

Petraia in honor of Poseidon Petraios. Lines 19-21 read:  

Kleoptole/m% de\ xa/rin  

nu=n xrh\  Poseida=no/j te  Petr[ai¿-] 

                                                 
199 Detienne 1971. Detienne’s formulation is slightly more flexible, though.  
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ou te/menoj keladh=sai ktl. 

“So now in tribute to Cleoptolemus we must sing of the sanctuary of Poseidon 

Petraios…” (Trans. Campbell with alteration). 

 

The heading for the epinician preserved in the papyrus assures us that Kleoptolemos 

was victorious in a horse race of some sort at the Petraia. The poem is the earliest 

evidence for both the sanctuary of Poseidon Petraios and the agon held in his honor. It 

is a logical inference that the Petraia took place within the sanctuary about which 

Baccchylides is about to sing.  

 

PP2. Pindar,  Pythian 4.138.  Jason addresses Pelias as:  

“PaiÍ  Poseida=noj  Petrai¿ou…”  

“Son of Poseidon Petraios…”  

 

Pelias was called Turou=j e)rasiploka/mou gene/a “son of lovely-haired Tyro” 

(Trans. Race) at 4.136. The Poseidon responsible for the rape of Tyro is therefore 

explicitly identified as Petraios. At Odyssey 11.238ff., Poseidon assumes the form of 

Enipeus, the Thessalian river of whom Tyro has become enamored, in order to 

conceive Pelias and Neleus with her. This mythological link between Poseidon 

Petraios and a prominent tributary of the Peneus encourages us to see a more 

pervasive connection between Petraios and other epichoric aspects of the god. 

Poseidon’s association with rivers is natural and common, but especially significant in 

Thessaly. Poseidon was worshipped as Kouerios, a nearby river and tributary of the 

Peneus, at Thessaliotid Cierium.200 As PP3 makes clear, it was a river that had 

                                                 
200 IG ix.2 265. For the river, cf. Strabo 9.411, 435, 438. 
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previously inundated Thessaly and the region was in antiquity as today subject to 

extensive spring flooding caused by snowmelt in the Pindus.           

 

PP3. Scholion to Pythian 4.138a (BDEGQ): 

<paiÍ  Poseida=noj  Petrai¿ou™>  PetraiÍoj tima=tai  Poseidw½n  

para\ QessaloiÍj, oÀti diatemwÜn ta\ oÃrh ta\  Qettalika\, fhmiì dh\ ta\

Te/mph, pepoi¿hke di' au)tw½n e)pitre/xein to\n potamo\n, pro/teron dia\

me/shj th=j po/lewj r(e/onta kaiì polla\ (BEGQ) tw½n xwri¿wn  

diafqei¿ronta. kaiì Kalli¿maxoj (h. in Del. 05): feu=ge de\ kaiì  Phneio\j 

e(lisso/menoj dia\ Tempe/wn. oi¸ de\, oÀti e)pi¿ tinoj pe/traj koimhqeiìj  

a)pesperma/tise, kaiì to\n qoro\n decame/nh h( gh= a)ne/dwken iàppon  

prw½ton, oÁn e)peka/lesan Sku/fion.  

“ ‘Child of Poseidon Petraios’: Posedion is honored as Petraios among the Thessalians 

because after sundering the Thessalian mountains, I mean the Tempe, he made a river 

flow through them, (which) previously flowed through the middle of the city201 and 

destroyed much of the countryside. And Callimachus (hymn to Delos 105): ‘And the 

Peneius fled whirling through the Tempe.’ And some say that Poseidon ejaculated on 

a certain rock during his sleep, and the earth, after receiving the semen, produced the 

first horse, which they called Skyphion.”  

 

Nilsson comments that the horse is born in the same way as Erichthonius was born to 

Hephaestus in Athens.202 The significance of the epithet is tied to Poseidon’s rupture 

of the Thessalian mountains and the implied drainage of the Thessalian plain.203   

                                                 
201 A more “extensive” use of the word polis. 
202 Nilsson 1995: 71. 
203 For Poseidon and the drainage of Thessaly, cf. Herodotus 7.139:  
Au)toiì me/n nun  Qessaloi¿ fasi  Poseide/wna poih=sai to\n au)lw½na di' ouÂ r(e/ei o(
Phneio/j, oi¹ko/ta le/gontej: oÀstij ga\r nomi¿zei  Poseide/wna th\n gh=n sei¿ein  
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Bacchylides 18.19ff. describes Poseidon as Lutaios, an epithet which may be 

connected with the complex of Thessalian myths which I have been developing:  

to\n u(pe/rbio/n t' eÃpefnen  

Si¿nin, oÁj i¹sxu/i+ fe/rtatoj  

qnatw½n hÅn,  Kroni¿da  Lutai/ou  

seisi¿xqonoj te/koj  

“He (sc. Theseus) has slain the mighty Sinis, who was the foremost of mortals in 

strength, offspring of Cronus’ son, the earth-shaker, the loosener” (Trans. Campbell).  

The passage is made relevant to our inquiry concerning Poseidon Petraios by Steph. 

Byz. s.v. Lutai¿:  

xwri¿on  Qessali¿aj, dia\ to\ lu=sai ta\  Te/mph  Poseidw½na kaiì  

skeda/sai to\a)po\ tou= kataklusmou= uÀdwr.  

“Lytai: A place in Thessaly (sc. so-called) because Poseidon ‘loosed’ the Tempe and 

spread out the water from the flood.”  

Höfer adroitly connected the epithets Lutaios and Petraios.204 Stephanus suggests a 

connection with Deucalion’s flood. The two explanations need not be mutually 

exclusive.  

   

PP4. Scholion to Pythian 4.138b (BDEGQ):  

aÃllwj: e)pi¿qeton  Poseidw½noj o(  PetraiÍoj. fasiì de\ kaiì a)gw½na  

diati¿qesqai t%½  Petrai¿%  Poseidw½ni, oÀpou a)po\ th=j pe/traj  

                                                                                                                                             
kaiì ta\ diestew½ta u(po\ seismou= tou= qeou= tou/tou eÃrga eiånai kaiì aÄn e)keiÍno i¹dwÜn 
fai¿h  Poseide/wna poih=sai: eÃsti ga\r seismou= eÃrgon, ẅj e)moiì e)fai¿neto eiånai, h( 
dia/stasij tw½n o)re/wn.  
“Now the Thessalians say that Poseidon made this passage whereby the Peneus flows; and this is 
reasonable; for whosoever believes that Poseidon is shaker of the earth, and that rifts made by 
earthquakes are that god’s handiwork, will judge from sight of that passage that it is of Poseidon’s 
making; for it is an earthquake, as it seems to me, that has riven the mountains asunder” (trans. Godley). 
  
204 RML iii.2 coll. 2172-3 s.v. Petraios (Höfer: 1902-1909).  
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e)ceph/dhsen o( prw½toj iàppoj: dio\ kaiì  àIppioj o(  Poseidw½n. 

“Another: Petraios is an epithet of Poseidon. They say that a contest is also conducted 

for Poseidon Petraios, where the first horse leapt from the rock: Therefore Poseidon is 

also (called) Hippios.”  

       

PP5. Etymologicum Magnum s.v.  àIppioj o( poseidw½n™ 

 àOti dokeiÍ prw½ton iàppon gegennhke/nai  Si¿sufon e)n  Qessali¿#,  

tv= triai¿nv pe/tran pai¿saj: oÀqen i¸ero\n  Poseidw½noj Petrai¿ou  

kaqi¿drutai e)n  Qessali¿#.   

“Poseidon Hippios: Because it seems (?) that the first horse, Sisyphos, was born in 

Thessaly, when Poseidon struck a rock with his trident, where a sanctuary of Poseidon 

Petraios was established in Thessaly.” 

 

Nilsson connects PP5 with the account offered in PP4 and also suggests that an 

aitiology for the games of Poseidon Petraios lay behind PP5 even though it is only a 

sanctuary that is explicitly mentioned.205 When the two sources are taken in tandem, 

both the agon of the Petraia and the sanctuary of Poseidon Petraios are spatially linked 

with the area where the first horse was created. Sisyphos looks like a misreading of 

Skyphios.206  

 

PP6. Apollonius of Rhodes 3.1240-1245: 

oiâoj d'  ãIsqmion eiåsi  Poseida/wn e)j a)gw½na,  

aÀrmasin e)mbebaw¯j, hÄ  Tai¿naron hÄ oÀge  Le/rnhj  

uÀdwr h)e\ kaiì aÃlsoj  ¸Uanti¿ou  ¹OgxhstoiÍo,  

                                                 
205 Nilsson 1995: 71. 
206 A scribal error of  SISUFOS for  SKUFIOS would be easy. 
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kai¿ te  Kalau/reian meta\ dh\ qama\ ni¿ssetai iàppoij   

pe/trhn q'  Ai¸moni¿hn, hÄ dendrh/enta  Geraisto/n®  

toiÍoj aÃr'  Ai¹h/thj  Ko/lxwn a)go\j vÅen i¹de/sqai. 

“And as Poseidon rides, mounted in his chariot, to the Isthmian contest or to Taenarus, 

or to Lerna’s water, or through the grove of Hyantian Onchestus, and thereafter passes 

even to Calaureia with his steeds, and the Haemonian rock, or well-wooded Geraestus; 

even so was Aeetes, lord of the Colchians, to behold” (Trans. Seaton). 

 

PP7. Scholion to Apollonius of Rhodes 1244a (Wendel): 

<Pe/trhn q'  Ai¸moni¿hn>™ th\n  Qessali¿da  Pe/tran. xwri¿on de/  

e)stin, e)n %Ò Poseidw½noj aÃgetai a)gw¯n, w¨j a)po\ tou= to/pou   

PetraiÍon kaleiÍsqai. Pi¿ndaroj: "paiÍ  Poseidw½noj  Petrai¿ou".    

“Haemonian rock: Thessalian Petra. It is a place where an agon of Poseidon is held so 

that he is called Petraios from the place. Pindar: ‘Son of Poseidon Petraios…’”  

 

The most suggestive aspect of the Apollonian passage and the commentary provided 

by the scholiast is the presence of the Thessalian sanctuary of Poseidon Petraios in a 

catalogue of the god’s other major Greek cult sites, especially those at Isthmia, 

Taenarus, Onchestos, Calauria and Geraistos.207  

The scholiast derives Petraios from an otherwise unknown Thessalian location, 

Petra.208 The rock from which Skyphios sprung was apparently known as Petra. 

                                                 
207 For an exploration of the linked features of three of these sanctuaries, cf. Schumacher 1993. The 
author emphasizes the extra-mural, liminal setting and asylum function of each.  
208 But, cf. Herodotus 5.92b, where Cypselus’ father is Aetion, son of Echechratides, from Petra. The 
name Echechratides and Herodotus’ mention that the family was Lapith in lineage makes a Thessalian 
connection likely.    
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“Haemonian” refers to Haemon, father of Thessalos, and regularly means 

“Thessalian” in Hellenistic literature.209

 

Numismatic Evidence 

Given the prominence of Thessalian horses in martial and agonistic contexts, it 

is not surprising to see them prominently displayed on Thessalian coinages of the 

Classical and Hellenistic periods. On a number of occasions, however, it is possible to 

move beyond the generic significance of the horse and glimpse a specific connection 

with Poseidon, perhaps as Petraios. I summarize the results in the following table: 

 

Table 14 

Poseidon Petraios (?) and Thessalian Coinage 

 

Type City Dates Reference/Notes 

1. Obv.: “Youth 

restraining bull”; Rev.: 

“Horse trailing reign” 

(SNG 93) 

Larisa, 

Crannon, 

Pharcadon, 

Pherai,  

479-

440a  

SNG Thessaly 38 (Crannon) with  

trident in the reverse field; 93, 98-

101 (Larisa); 209-211 

(Pharcadon); 234-235 (Pherai);   

2. Obv.: “Forepart of 

horse springing from 

rock”; Rev.: “Corn-

grain in deep incuse 

square”  

Pherai  479-

450a  

SNG Thessaly 236 

                                                 
209 Cf. Hunter ad Argonautica 3.1090. Additional references in Roman literature: V. G. 1.12 with Serv. 
ad loc.; Luc. 6.396ff with schol ad loc.; Slightly different accounts in Stat. Theb. 4.43 with Lact. Plac. 
ad loc. 
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Table 14 (Continued) 
 

3. Obv.: “Athena”; Rev.: “Forepart of 

horse springing from rock with olive 

bushes” 

Orthe (?) 

(Perrhaebia)  

350-

200a 

SNG 

Thessaly 

183 

4. Obv.: “Artemis (?) facing”; Rev.: 

“Poseidon seated on rock with trident and 

dolphin” 

Skotussa IIIa SNG 

Thessaly 

253 

 

The interpretation of the motivations for coin types is extraordinarily subjective. The 

suggestions advanced in the following commentary must be treated accordingly.  

The provocative imagery of the coins bearing type 1 is has drawn the attention 

of many numismatists and historians of religion. The presence of these types on the 

coinage of the so-called “Munzunion” of the fifth century BCE suggests a relevance 

that, if not pan-Thessalian, is certainly supra-local. The association of the scenes with 

Poseidon is made secure by the presence of the trident on the issue from Crannon. It is 

uncertain whether such a reading of the reverse then entitles us to interpret the struggle 

with the bull depicted on the obverse as also connected with Poseidon.210 These scenes 

of bull wrestling on Thessalian coinage have been linked with the so-called Minoan 

taurokathapsia and, more substantively, with the taurotheria listed in the victors lists of 

the Thessalian Eleutheria and Stena and a pair of inscriptions from Larisa containing 

the names of men in groups of four or seven and named oi¸ to\n tau=ron  

pefeira/kontej (IG ix.2 535-6: init. Ia).211 Nilsson was justly skeptical:212 Neither 

festival was explicitly connected with Poseidon.213  

                                                 
210 Moustaka 1983: 22; Head 1911: 293-4. 
211 Thess. feira/w = qhra/w. 
212 Nilsson 1995: 80-1. 
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It may also be possible to read the scenes not as sequential or coincidental 

scenes in a Poseidon ritual, but as two distinct moments in two different rituals. The 

obverse and the reverse occur independently of one another on numerous Thessalian 

issues of the Classical and Hellenistic period. The scene of a bridled horse running 

with no rider is in any case reminiscent of the obscure chariot ritual at Boiotian 

Onchestos described in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo.  

The representation of a horse springing forth from a rock on types 2-3 may 

recall Thessalian traditions concerning Poseidon Petraios and the birth of the first 

horse. In the case of Pherai, Gardner proposed an alternative interpretation: The horse 

emerging from the rock was a reference to the famous Hypereia spring in Pherai.214  

The Hypereia fountain is quite clearly depicted on a number of Pheraian types, 

however, independent of the horse leaping from the rock. While this does not furnish 

positive proof against Gardner’s interpretation, it does militate against it. 

If the interpretation of the horse leaping from the rock as a reference to 

Poseidon Petraios is sound, then it may be possible to read the presence of the grain on 

the reverse of 2, a common symbol on Thessalian coinage of the Classical period, as 

an allusion to the transformation of the Thessalian countryside from deluge to land 

suited for agriculture. 

The Skotussan issue, type 4, has a number of elements that also allude to that 

event, viz. Poseidon, the trident, a rock. The dolphin does not figure in any versions of 

the myths as they have come down to us, but Poseidon is often depicted in the 

company of dolphins.215 A cache of fragments of votive marble dolphins, one of 

which was inscribed [Pot]eidou=ni and dated to ca. 350-300a, were recently 

                                                                                                                                             
213 Although, if Robert is right that the Stena commemorated Thessalian support of Rome in a battle at 
the Tempe, then it is possible to see how Poseidon, as Petraios, Lutaios or in a related aspect, could 
have been honored.  
214 Gardner 1883: xxxvi-xxxvii. 
215 Burkert 1985: 137. 
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recovered from the modern village of Prinos, near ancient Trikka (modern Trikala).216 

These findings from so inland a site powerfully suggest that Poseidon maintained a 

strong link with the sea in Thessaly.     

 

Archaeological Evidence 

Beyond the dolphins mentioned above, whose connection to Poseidon Petraios 

is suggested only by the coinage from Skotussa, tetradic Thessaly has yet to yield any 

firm archaeological evidence for the cult of Poseidon Petraios.  

 

Discussion 

Nearly every region of Greece had its own tradition locating Poseidon’s 

creation of the original horse in its territory.217 The coupling of this aitiology with the 

drainage of the Thessalian countryside is unique, however, and it lends the god an 

unparalleled status in Thessalian myth.       

 The evidence gives no clear sense about where the sanctuary of Poseidon 

Petraios was located. In or around the Tempe would seem a logical location, but this 

remains a bare possibility. Although no myth links Poseidon, Apollo and the Tempe, it 

is significant that both divinities have such strong resonances with the area. Whether 

this stands behind the occasional pairing of Apollo and Poseidon in Thessalian 

religion, especially at Soros and Pythion, is uncertain.  

 Perhaps significantly, the aitiology of the Thessalian festival of the Peloria, in 

honor of Zeus Peloros, shares a number of elements with those texts which describe 

Poseidon Petraios’ role in the drainage of Thessaly. Athenaeus 14.639 quotes the 

following excerpt of Baton of Sinope (= FGrHist 268 F5): 

                                                 
216 SEG 40.503 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1985.  
217 Burkert 1985: 138. 
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Ba/twn d' o(  Sinwpeu\j o( r(h/twr e)n t%½ periì  Qessali¿aj kaiì   

Ai¸moni¿aj safw½j e)mfani¿zei th\n tw½n  Satournali¿wn e(orth\n  

 ¸Ellhnikwta/thn, fa/skwn au)th\n para\ toiÍj  QessaloiÍj  Pelw¯ria

kaleiÍsqai, gra/fwn ouÀtwj"qusi¿aj koinh=j toiÍj  PelasgoiÍj  

ginome/nhj a)paggeiÍlai¿ tina t%½  Pelasg%½aÃndra, %Ò oÃnoma hÅn   

Pe/lwroj, dio/ti e)n tv=  Ai¸moni¿# seismw½n mega/lwn genome/nwn  

r(agei¿h ta\  Te/mph oÃrh o)nomazo/mena kaiì dio/ti dia\ tou= 

diasth/matoj o(rmh=san to\ th=j li¿mnhj uÀdwr e)mba/lloi ei¹j to\ tou=  

Phneiou= r(eiÍqron, kaiì th\n pro/teron limna/zousan xw¯ran aÀpasan  

gegumnw½sqai kaiì a)nachrainome/nwn tw½n u(da/twn pedi¿a qaumasta\  

t%½ mege/qei kaiì t%½ ka/llei a)nafai¿nesqai. a)kou/santa ouÅn to\n   

Pelasgo\n th\n tra/pezan a)fqo/nwj au(t%½ kekosmhme/nhn t%½   

Pelw¯r% paraqeiÍnai. kaiì tou\j aÃllouj de\ filofronoume/nouj  

eÀkaston fe/rein oÀ ti eÃxoi par' au(t%½ be/ltiston kaiì paratiqe/nai  

e)piì th\n tra/pezan t%½ a)paggei¿lanti, kaiì au)to\n to\n Pelasgo\n  

proqu/mwj diakoneiÍn kaiì tw½n aÃllwn tou\j e)n a)ciw¯mati oÃntaj  

u(phreteiÍn, kaqo/ti e(ka/st% o( kairo\j pare/pipten. dio/per fasi¿n,  

e)peiì th\n xw¯ran kate/sxon, a)pomi¿mhma th=j to/te genome/nhj e(orth=j 

... kaiì qu/ontaj  Diiì  Pelwri¿% trape/zaj te lamprw½j kosmou=ntaj  

paratiqe/nai kaiì ouÀtwj fila/nqrwpon [te] th\n panh/gurin  

sunteleiÍn, wÐste kaiì tou\j ce/nouj aÀpantaj e)piì th\n qoi¿nhn  

paralamba/nein kaiì tou\j desmw¯taj lu/ein kaiì tou\j oi¹ke/taj  

katakli¿nantaj meta\ pa/shj parrhsi¿aj e(stia=n, diakonou/ntwn  

au)toiÍj tw½n despotw½n: kaiì to\ su/nolon eÃti kaiì nu=n  Qessalou\j  

megi¿sthn e(orth\n aÃgontaj prosagoreu/ein  Pelw¯ria." 
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“The orator Baton of Sinope, in his book On Thessaly and Haemonia, makes it clear 

that the festival of the Saturnalia is a very Greek affair; he says that among the 

Thessalians it is called the Peloria and writes as follows: ‘As a public sacrifice which 

was being held by the Pelasgians a man named Pelorus brought the news to Pelasgus 

that in Haemonia, during great earthquakes the mountains called Tempe had broken 

apart, and through the aperture the water of the lake rushed and was pouring into the 

stream of the Peneius, so that the land which had been marshy before was now entirely 

bared to view, and as the waters dried up, plains were appearing of wondrous extent 

and beauty. Well, when Pelasgus heard the story he set before Pelorus a table lavishly 

provided by himself. The other people, also, in friendly gratitude brought whatever 

each one possessed of his best, and set it upon the table for the messenger, while 

Pelasgus waited on him devotedly, and all other men of high rank assisted, according 

to the opportunity that fell to each. Hence, they say, after they had got possession of 

the territory, they instituted a festival in imitation of the one that had been held on that 

earlier occasion, and sacrificing to Zeus Pelorius they set up gaily furnished tables and 

carry out the festivities so generously that all foreigners, even, are welcomed to the 

feast, prisoners are set free, and slaves, reclining on couches with the utmost liberty, 

are entertained while their masters wait on them; in short, even to this day the 

Thessalians hold this as their chief festival, calling it Peloria’” (trans. Gulick). 

Despite the very dubious restoration of the festival name at McD 167 (= Ed. pr. 

Arvanitopoulos 1911: 301-305, no. 50) (Pharsalos: IVa), neither Zeus Peloros nor the 

Peloria are otherwise known in Thessaly or, indeed, elsewhere. Robertson suggests 

that Poseidon Petraios must have been honored in some fashion during the Peloria.218    

                                                 
218 Robertson 1984: 8. 
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Although penestai are never explicitly mentioned in this passage, Ducat 

implies that they lie behind the oiketai.219 Parallels for Saturnalia-type festivals of this 

type are known for the Clarotes of Kydonia (Crete).220   

 

5.6: Themis 

 

Introduction 

“The cult of Themis is found to be early and important only in Thessaly, that is, on the 

border of barbarism, the very region where the characteristic of which the Greeks from 

early times were proud, their regard for what is fitting and right, should be 

emphasized.”221

 

The first half of Rose’s statement is undoubtedly true. Themis emerges as one 

of the most important figures in Thessalian religion and is especially well-known in 

the Archaic and early Classical periods. Her cult is attested at Atrax, Pherai and 

Mondaia of tetradic Thessaly. Among the perioikoi, her cult is found at Perrhaebian 

Phalanna, Magnesia and Phthiotic Thebes. While her cult is not uncommon in the 

Greek world outside of the borders of Thessaly, in no other region is worship of the 

goddess so prevalent.222  

The second section of Rose’s statement is less certain. Earlier scholars tended 

to explain Themis in one of two ways—either as an earth goddess,223 often with 

oracular associations, or as a goddess of justice, sometimes as a personification of the 

                                                 
219 Ducat 1994: 101-2. 
220 Nilsson 1995: 393.  
221 Rose 1958. 
222 The goddess is conspicuously present in the three great, panhellenic oracular centers of mainland 
Greece. Cf. Berti 2002. Boiotia and Attica are two other regions with several prominent Themis cults.   
223 E.g., Preller 1894-1926: 1.477 with n. 1; Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 1956: 1.202-3. 
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abstract notion themis.224 Neither view adequately captures the diverse image of the 

goddess that emerges from Archaic and Classical literature, however. Since the 

various traditions concerning Themis (and themis) have been judiciously treated in a 

number of scholarly works, I take this opportunity to merely foreground some themes 

that will be significant for my consideration of the goddess’ cult in Thessaly.225  

In Homer, Themis has strong connections with the agora. The most striking 

passage is Iliad 11.806 ff., where the word themis seems to be synonymous with an 

assembly:  

a)ll' oÀte dh\ kata\ nh=aj  ¹Odussh=oj qei¿oio   

iâce qe/wn  Pa/trokloj, iàna/ sf' a)gorh/ te qe/mij te   

hÃhn, tv= dh\ kai¿ sfi qew½n e)teteu/xato bwmoi¿  

“But when in his running Patroclus came to the ships of godlike Odysseus, where was 

their place of assembly and place of judgment, where also had been built their altars of 

the gods…” (Trans. Murray).226  

At Iliad 20.4, the goddess Themis is connected with an Olympian agora:  

Zeu\j de\  Qe/mista ke/leuse qeou\j a)gorh\n de\ kale/ssai  

“But Zeus told Themis to summon the gods to the place of assembly…” (Trans. 

Murrary).  

Telemachus invokes she and Zeus in connection with a human agora at Odyssey 

2.68f.:  

li¿ssomai h)me\n  Zhno\j  ¹Olumpi¿ou h)de\  Qe/mistoj,   

hÀ t' a)ndrw½n a)gora\j h)me\n lu/ei h)de\ kaqi¿zei  

                                                 
224 E.g., DKP v s.v. Themis col. 676 (Potscher: 1975).  
225 See especially Janko’s note on Iliad 15.87-8 for Themis in Homer and the epic cycle; Vos 1956; 
Rudhardt 1999.  
226 Hainsworth ad loc.: “qe/mij is evidently a ‘assembly’, qe/mistej being what such a body 
endorsed.” Altars are already present in the Homeric agora. 
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“I pray you by Olympian Zeus and by Themis who dissolves and gathers the 

assemblies of men” (Trans. Murray). 

 As is clear from the preceding examples, Themis is closely linked with Zeus in 

poetry of the Archaic period. At Hesiod Theog. 901, Zeus takes Themis as his second 

wife: deu/teron h)ga/geto liparh\n  Qe/min “Second he married sleek 

Themis.” His relationship with Themis is stressed in the twenty-third Homeric hymn, 

where the two are linked in conversation: 

oÀj te  Qe/misti   

e)gklido\n e(zome/nv pukinou\j o)a/rouj o)ari¿zei  

“[Zeus] who consults closely with Themis as she sits leaning against him” (Trans. 

West).  

Pindar picks up this connection (Olympian 8.21-3): 

eÃnqa sw¯teira  Dio\j ceni¿ou pa/red- 

roj a)skeiÍtai  Qe/mij  

eÃcox' a)nqrw¯pwn  

“…where Themis, the saving goddess enthroned beside Zeus, respecter of strangers, is 

venerated…” (Trans. Race).  

A controversial fragment of his hymns may make Themis the first wife of Zeus 

(Hymni fr 30.1-5):227  

prw½ton me\n euÃboulon  Qe/min ou)rani¿an   

xrus<e/ai>sin iàppoij  ¹Wkeanou= para\ paga=n  

MoiÍrai potiì kli¿maka semna\n  

aÅgon  Ou)lu/mpou lipara\n kaq' o(do/n  

                                                 
227 The idea has the brilliant pedigree of Wilamowitz, Jacoby and Solmsen, but West’s objections at 
Theogony 901 are sound—without the complete context of the fragment, we cannot know whether 
Pindar said “ ‘<So he swallowed Metis; but he did not remain without wives.> First the Fates brought 
Themis to Olympus’, etc.”   
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swth=roj a)rxai¿an aÃloxon  Dio\j eÃmmen  

“First did the fates bring wise-counseling, heavenly Themis on golden horses from the 

springs of Okeanos along a shining road to the hallowed stair of Olympus to be the 

primordial wife of Zeus Savior” (Trans. Race).  

The testimonia concerning Themis Ichnaia which I will consider below offers an 

important Thessalian counterpart to this complex of stories linking Zeus and Themis. 

Indeed, it has been suggested by Steve Miller that in Thessaly, where Hera cults are 

notoriously sparse, Themis was the “Olympian” bride of Zeus.228     

 Themis is associated with prophecy in poetry of the Archaic period. Themis 

was the author of a number of important prophecies. At Pindar Isthmian 8, Themis 

calms a conflict between Zeus and Poseidon over Thetis (30-34): 

a)ll' ouÃ sfin aÃmbrotoi te/le-  

san eu)na\n qew½n prapi¿dej,  

e)peiì qesfa/twn <e)p>a/kou|san: eiåpe d' euÃbouloj e)n me/soisi  Qe/mij, 

eiàneken peprwme/non hÅn, fe/rteron pate/roj  

aÃnakta go/non tekeiÍn   

ponti¿an qeo/n  

“But the gods’ immortal minds did not accomplish that wedlock for them, when they 

heard what was ordained. For wise-counseling Themis said in their midst that it was 

fated for the goddess of the sea to bear a royal son mightier than his father” (Trans. 

Race).  

Pindar clearly presents Themis with the authority of an oracle by describing her 

speech as qesfa/twn and its contents as what is peprwme/non. It is also tempting 

to see a close connection between Thessaly and Themis recognized by Pindar in this 

                                                 
228 Miller 1974: 252-255. 
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passage. The consequences of Themis’ prophecy are specifically Thessalian: Thetis 

will marry a Thessalian, Peleus.   

Themis is also implicated in the beginning of the Trojan War. While the extant 

literature is not explicit that this was an oracular or prophetic act—Proclus’ epitome of 

the Cypria (Chrest. i.24-5) calls attention to the fact that Zeu\j bouleu/etai   

meta\ th=j  Qe/midoj periì tou=  Trwi+kou= pole/mou “Zeus counseled with 

Themis about the Trojan War”—a fourth-century pelike from Kertsch depicts Themis 

sitting on an omphalos, speaking with Zeus in the company of other divinties.229

Themis is first associated with the oracle of Delphi by Aeschylus (Eum. 1-4), 

where she is said to be a prior owner of the oracle. This suggestion became current in 

both literary and artistic presentations,230 although the historicity of these earlier 

stages is doubtful. That such a story could even be developed about Themis, however, 

is revelatory of her general affinities with oracular and prophetic arts.    

 

Epigraphic Evidence 

The Thessalian calendar contained the month Themistios in which the 

*Themistia were celebrated, almost certainly in honor of Themis. LGPN iii.B lists 18 

Thessalians whose names  begin in Themis-.  

 

T1. Phalanna, VIa  

IG ix.2 1236  

[® ®]j  ¹Oresta[i¿]a o)ne/qeke ta=i  Qe/missti. 

“[so-and-so] daughter of Orestas [dedicated] to Themis.” 

 

                                                 
229 LIMC s.v. Themis 17 = LIMC s.v. Aphrodite 1416  
230 E.g. Eur. I.T. 1259 ff., LIMC s.v. Themis 10-11. For a critical evaluation of the entire complex, see 
Sourvinou-Inwood 1986.  
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The original physical form of this stone is not clear from the extant descriptions. The 

text is dated on the basis of letter form. This Orestas is not otherwise known.231  

 

T2. Atrax, VIa 

SEG 27.183 = SEG 45.553 = Ed. pr. Gallis 1974: 273-277. Cf. BE 1976: no. 339 

Qe/misti  ¹Agorai¿ai  

oi¸ tagoiì o)ne/qeken  

oi¸ a)mfiì  Ko/rron   

kaiì Wannei¿an   

kaiì  ¹Omfali¿ona. 

“To Themis Agoraia, the tagoi led by Korros, Wanneia and Omphalion dedicated” 

 

Large marble stele with a vertical rectangular cutting on its face for the insertion of a 

votive and a tenon on top also for securing a votive.232 The dating of the monument is 

controversial as the stone was inscribed by at least two different cutters. According to 

Jeffrey’s typology of Thessalian letter forms, the alphas and thetas of line 1 are later 

than those of the following lines.233 Gallis offers a date in the first half of the 4th 

century BCE for line 1, while the rest of the inscription dates to the end of the 6th 

century or 1st half of the 5th century BCE.234 There is no evidence for an erasure 

beneath line 1.235

 How are we to explain this rather curious inscription? Gallis suggests that it 

must have initially been self-evident to the dedicators, the public as a whole and 

                                                 
231 LGPN iii.B s.v.  )Ore/staj 36. 
232 I was able to examine the stone in the Larisa apotheke in July 2004. 
233 Jefferey 1990: 96ff. Line 1 contains a5 and q3, while the following lines contain a1 and q2.  
234 Gallis 1974: 274.   
235 Gallis 1974: 276. 
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Themis herself to what deity this dedication belonged.236 He posits a later change in 

the environment within which the stele was originally situated: Perhaps the presence 

of other dedications no longer made it clear for what divinity the stele was set up.237 

Since there were at least two areas on the stele where votives could have been 

attached, it is possible that the votive bore a distinctive image of Themis or otherwise 

left no doubt to the viewer to whom the object was offered. A second stele, dedicated 

to Athena Agoraia, was found near this dedication to Themis Agoraia and it carries the 

same basic traits: The letter forms used for the names of the dedicators—not tagoi in 

this case, but archons—date to the middle or late 5th century BCE, while the line that 

carries the name of Athena Agoraia dates to the first half of the 4th century. Gallis 

suggests that whatever motivated the later cutting of Themis Agoraia on T2 also 

motivated the later cutting of the Athena Agoraia dedication. He also suggests that the 

same individual was responsible for the later cuttings.238

 While Gallis’ reconstruction is plausible, one must be cautious in dating 

inscriptions by letter form, especially when, as in Archaic Atrax, local comparanda 

are not especially numerous. Jefferey’s extraordinarily useful typologies must still be 

verified on a case by case basis. There is no reason why T2 could not have been 

produced by two contemporary cutters in Atrax using different letter forms. SEG 

41.540A (Ambracia: VIa), though a considerably larger monument than T2, offers a 

useful parallel for this phenomenon.  

 

 

 

                                                 
236 Gallis 1974: 276. One could envision numerous scenarios: For example, the stele could have stood 
within the temenos of Themis in Atrax.  
237 Gallis 1974: 276. 
238 Gallis 1974: 278. 
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The inscription specifies the dedicating tagoi as oi¸ a)mfiì  Ko/rron | 

kaiì  Wannei¿an | kaiì  ¹Omfali¿ona, which Helly translates as “les tages 

Korros, Arneias et Omphalion et leur entourage.”239 Expressions like oi( peri/,  

oi( a)mfi/ + accusative proper name are common in Thessaly. Typically the context of 

the inscription clearly delineates what binds the group. In Thessaly, the expression 

very frequently occurs as shorthand for local colleges of tagoi. For example, IG ix.2 

1231 13ff. (Phalanna: fin. IIa):  

e)pimele\j [d]e\ gene/sqw toiÍj   

[ta]goiÍj toiÍj periì  Eu)bi¿oton, oÀpwj   

[pr]oceni¿a hÀde a)nagrafv= ei¹j ki¿on[a]   

[li]qi¿nhn ktl.  

“Let Eubiotos and the other tagoi see to it that this proxeny be inscribed on a stone 

stele…” 

Rather than list the names of all the tagoi who held the office of tagos in Phalanna at 

that time—usually 5, but sometimes as many as 7—the expression oi( peri/ marks 

out the entire group by mentioning only one member.240 None of the three tagoi 

mentioned in T2 are otherwise known.241   

 The role of tagoi in Archaic and Classical Thessalian society is a matter of 

some dispute. It seems clear that in the case of T2, tagoi are a college of local 

                                                 
239 Helly 1995. E.g., Il. 3.146-9: 
Oiá d' a)mfiì  Pri¿amon kaiì  Pa/nqoon h)de\  Qumoi¿thn | La/mpo/n te  Kluti¿on q'  
 I̧keta/ona/ t' oÃzon  ãArhoj | Ou)kale/gwn te kaiì  ¹Anth/nwr pepnume/nw aÃmfw |  
hÀato dhmoge/rontej e)piì  Skaiv=si pu/lvsi. Kirk translates ad loc. “ ‘Those around Priam and 
Panthoos…as well as Oukalegon and Antenor’, i.e. Priam and his companions Panthoos and so on” and 
cites further Homeric parallels at Il. 2.445, 6.435-7.   
240 For fuller explication of formulae of this type, Cf. BE 1965: no. 210. 
241 Cf. LGPN iii.B s.v. Wannei/aj 1;  )Omfali/wn 3; Ko/rroj 1.  
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magistrates. An Archaic sacred law from Atrax reveals that tagoi received fines for 

infractions in the cult of Athena Polias.242

 Themis was also worshipped as Agoraia in Magnesia (T4, to be considered 

below). While the epithet Agoraia is technically applicable to any divinity whose cult 

was situated in the vicinity of the Agora, it is nevertheless tempting to see Themis 

being worshipped in a particularly Homeric aspect in Thessaly.243 The dedication to 

Athena Agoraia which was discovered with T2 suggests that the two goddesses were 

cultically or at least conceptually linked.   

 

T3. Magnesia, V-IVa  

SEG 37.491 = Ed pr. Magoulas 1985: 89-94 

Qe/misti p- 

rosteiqi¿d- 

ia, toiÍ i¸ero- 

iÍ aÃkainna   4 

I deka/poj. 

“Breast plates/horse armor for Themis, one ten-foot measuring rod for the sanctuary” 

 

Stele. The stone is dated by letter form. Any interpretation of this inscription is 

dependant on a proper appreciation of the syntax. While prosteiqi¿dia could be 

either nominative or accusative, aÃkainna can only be in the nominative case. The 

classification of the inscription as a votive offering is prima facie unlikely. Autopsy of 

                                                 
242 Ed. pr. Giannopoulos 1934-5: 140. Helly 1979, has argued that this inscription is from Argoura, not 
Atrax.  
243 Her association with the agora extends beyond Thessaly, e.g., at Boiotian Thebes, where a sanctuary 
of Themis was next to that of Zeus Agoraios (Paus. 9.25.1).  
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the stone in the Larisa apotheke in July 2004 revealed no trace of a cutting for the 

insertion of a votive. It is likely that this stone is an abbreviated inventory.   

prosthqi¿dion only occurs three times in Greek literature and is defined by 

LSJ as a “breast-ornament.” Pollux 2.162 suggests an equine context: 

kaleiÍtai de\ kaiì prosthqi¿dia iàppwn oÀpla  

“the armor of horses is also called prostethidia.”  

Magoulas follows this line of interpretation in the editio princeps.244 The other two 

occurrences of the word have nothing to do with horses, however:  

1) Polybius 21.6.7 

 ¹Ecelqo/ntej me\n  Ga/lloi du/o meta\ tu/pwn kaiì prosthqidi¿wn  

e)de/onto mhde\n a)nh/keston bouleu/esqai periì th=j po/lewj  

“Two Galli or priests of Cybele with images and pectorals came out of the town, and 

besought them not to resort to extreme measures against the city” (Trans. Paton);  

2) Polybius 21.37.5-7 

paragi¿nontai  Ga/lloi par'  ãAttidoj kaiì  Batta/kou tw½n e)k   

Pessinou=ntoj i¸ere/wn th=j  Mhtro\j tw½n qew½n, eÃxontej  

prosthqi¿dia kaiì tu/pouj, fa/skontej prosagge/llein th\n qeo\n  

ni¿khn kaiì kra/toj  

“As he was encamped close to the river, two Galli, with pectorals and images, came 

on behalf of Attis and Battacus, the priests of the Mother of the Gods at Pessinus, 

announcing that the goddess foretold his victory” (Trans. Paton).  

Which of the attested literary usages, if either, is most likely for T3? 

Given Thessaly’s reputation for horsemanship in antiquity and the goddess’ 

popularity in the region, it is plausible that equine armor would be at home in a 

sanctuary of Themis. Known dedications of horse armor or other kinds of implements 

                                                 
244 Magoulas 1985: 90. 
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worn by horses are not uncommon.  Deities or heroes who receive these types of 

votive may be in some way associated with horses or the dedication may relate 

specifically to the circumstances preceding the dedication. For example, Plutarch 

describes how Cimon dedicated a bridal to Athena before leaving Athens at the 

advance of the Persians.245 Victorious armies would occasionally dedicate equine 

accoutrements of their enemy as a tithe of spoils. Timoleon allegedly offered a chariot 

of the Carthaginians to Apollo following his victory at Crimesus, although it is unclear 

if the chariot actually participated in the fighting or if it was a commissioned piece.246

In his report on the bronzes uncovered during the early excavations of 

Olympia, A. Furtwängler commented on a number of rings discovered in the area of 

the Pelopeion and near the altar of Zeus which had parallels with rings associated with 

horse armor discovered in South Italian graves.247 Furtwängler also associated a 

bronze knob248 found near the west façade of the temple of Zeus with a bridal and a 

bronze plate found north of the Prytaneion with some kind of horse armor.249  

These dedications of horse armor at Olympia, if indeed that is what they are, 

may be associated with Pelops, although such activity is not otherwise attested in his 

cult at Olympia.250 He is associated with horses in myth and votive dedications of 

horse armor do not seem out of place in his cult. 

We find another possible explanation for these presumed dedications of horse 

armor within the Altis when we consider the vast quantities of armor dedicated to 

Zeus in the Archaic and early Classical period. Armies regularly commemorated their 

                                                 
245 Plutarch, Kimon 5.2. Plutarch suggests that the dedication was in this case symbolic of the 
Athenians’ need for sailors, not cavalry, to combat the Persians.    
246 Rouse 1902: 107. Plutarch, Timoleon 27.  
247 Furtwängler 1896: 63-64. He provided no further details about the South Italian graves, however. 
248 Furtwängler 1896: 97-98, no. 682. 
249 Furtwängler 1896: 195, no. 1252: “vielleicht von Pferdergeschirr.” 
250 For discussion of Pelops’ cult at Olympia, see Pausanias 5.13 ff., Burkert 1983: 93 ff. Pausanias 
mentions no votives, but mentions a ram sacrifice with oracular features. 
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victories with dedications of armor, either as a simple thank offering or as a tithe.251 

Both types of action have been associated with the oracle of Zeus at Olympia, an 

institution which seems to have been particularly connected with war.252

Beyond Olympia, we find a conspicuous presence of horse accoutrements in 

the Attic cult of Poseidon Hippios celebrated at Colonnus.253 If a cult inventory has 

been supplemented and interpreted correctly, it is interesting to note that equine 

headgear is included in a list of objects which seem to have played an actual role in the 

cult, together with offering tables, cups and implements for flaying and roasting 

sacrificial animals.254   

There are therefore good parallels for the presence of the equine apparatus in 

cult contexts, especially of those divinities which are known to have had a special 

relationship with horses.  

 The pectorals worn by Galli are known from a handful of material remains.255  

We simply do not know enough about the costume of officials and devotees of cults of 

Themis in the Greek world to determine whether Galli-like pectorals could have 

played any role. One may also speculate that a cult image of Themis was adorned with 

prostethidia. There is not enough evidence in the final analysis to determine which, if 

either, of these meanings is operative.  

Lines 4-5 of the inscription are no less problematic. LSJ s.v. aÃkaina offers 

the following possible meanings: “I. spike, prick, goad; II. 1. ten-foot rod used as a 

measure; 2. square measure of 100 ft.” The specification that the aÃkainna is 

                                                 
251 It is the inscriptions that seal this interpretation. No pieces of the proposed horse armor carry any 
trace of an inscription.  
252 It is not likely that these dedications are associated with victors at the games themselves. Victorious 
riders tended to commemorate their victories with actual models of horses or chariots. Cf. Rouse 1902: 
166-7. 
253 IG i3 405, IG ii2 1542 25. 
254 IG i3 405 (413/2-405/4a) where a kekru]falei¿o is mentioned. LSJ s.v.  kekru/faloj I.2: 
“part of the head stall of a bridle.” Cf. Xen. Eq. 6.8.  
255 Gow 1960: 89-90, with illustrations and references to an Antonine relief.  
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deka/poj, “ten feet long” not “ten,” makes it extremely unlikely that land is here 

recorded. We may therefore immediately exclude LSJ II 2.  

An exact parallel for the expression in T3 is found in Callimachus Aetia  

24.6-7:  

deka/p[o]un d' eiåxen aÃkainan oÀge,  

a)mfo/teron ke/ntron te bow½n k?aiì==me/tron a)rou/rhj  

“He [Thiodamas] held a ten-foot pole, both a goad for the oxen and a measure for the 

land” (Trans. Trypanis).  

Apollonius Rhodius 3.1323-4 reads: 

e)rgati¿nhj wÐj ti¿j te  Pelasgi¿di nu/ssen a)kai¿nv ou)ta/zwn lago/naj 

“[Jason] like some ploughman with a Pelasgian goad pricked [the bulls] striking their 

flanks” (Trans. Seaton with modification).  

On the word a)kai¿nv, the scholiast (Wendel) comments:  

a)ntiì tou= ke/ntr%. aÃkaina de/ e)sti me/tron deka/poun, Qessalw½n  

euÀrema, hÄ r(a/bdoj poimenikh\ para\  PelasgoiÍj hu(rhme/nh  

“akaina: instead of ‘goad’. The akaina is a ten-foot measure, an invention of the 

Thessalians, or a shepherds’ staff found among the Pelasgians.”  

Comparison of Apollonius’ simple use of the word as “goad” with Callimachus’ 

fulsome gloss of the phrase as both “goad” and “measuring stick” leads one to wonder 

whether the deka/pouj a)/kaina was the subject of some Alexandrean quarrel. 

Thessalian inscriptions of the Hellenistic period attest to the use of a)/kaina as an 

abstract unit of distance,256 but the concrete meaning of “measuring stick/goad” seems 

much more appropriate for T3.  

One could understand the presence of a measuring rod/cattle prod in a number 

of different ways. Themis has associations with agriculture through the Horai, her 

                                                 
256 E.g., SEG 43.311 = Ed. pr. Missailidou-Despotidou 1993. 
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daughters by Zeus.257 A dedicatory epigram of Agathios Scholastichus (AP 6.41) 

offers a useful parallel for the dedication of a goad to a goddess of agriculture:  

Xalko\n a)rotrhth\n klasibw¯laka neiotomh=a  

kaiì th\n taurode/tin bu/rsan e)pauxeni¿hn  

kaiì bou/plhktron aÃkainan e)xetlh/enta/ te go/mfon  

DhoiÍ  Kallime/nhj aÃnqeto geiopo/noj,  

tmh/caj eu)aro/tou r(a/xin o)rga/doj: ei¹ de\ e)pineu/seij  

to\n sta/xun a)mh=sai, kaiì drepa/nhn komi¿sw.  

“His brazen share that breaks the clods and cuts the fallows, the leather thong that 

passes under the neck of the ox, the goad with which he pricks it, and his plough-bolt 

doth the husbandman Callimenes dedicate to thee, Demeter, after cutting the back of 

his well-ploughed field. Grant me to reap the corn, and I will bring thee a sickle, too” 

(Trans. Paton). 

It is conceivable that the abbreviated inventory of T3 records the presence of an 

akainna in the sanctuary of Themis which had been dedicated to her.258

 Another potential parallel comes from Rhamnous where Themis and Nemesis 

were honored with a joint cult. A damaged votive relief from Rhamnous depicts 

Themis and Nemesis. The latter holds what is usually called a scepter but may be a 

measuring rod. A popular coin type from Roman Smyrna represents two Nemeses, one 

of which sometimes holds a measuring rod.259 I will later suggest that the two 

goddesses may also have been associated in Thessaly. What significance such an 

object would have held within the cult of Themis in Magnesia is unclear. The concept 

of measurement was closely connected with ideas of retribution and justice.    

                                                 
257 Hes., Theog. 901. 
258 Harpocration, s.v. Bou/xeta, preserves a tradition wherein Themis is carried by ox to Boucheta 
following the flood of Deucalion. A goad may have been useful in this mythical circumstance as well, 
though there is no way of knowing if such a tradition was current in Magnesia.   
259 E.g., LIMC s.v. Nemesis 10. 
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T4. Magnesia, 500-450a 

McD 1040 = Ed. pr. Arvanitopoulos 1911: 300-1, no. 49  

Q?e/midi a)g?o- 

rai¿ai. 

“To Themis Agoraia.” 

 

Small stele. The date is suggested by letter form. Themis Agoraia is also known from 

Atrax (T2).  

 

T5. Pherai, IVa 

SEG 45.645 = Ed. pr. Miller 1974 

[[ [ (Isti/]a Dh[m]h/thr [ )En]odi/a  )Afrodi/th  )Aqhna= [Q]e/mij ]]  → 

[[ (Is[t]i/a Dhmh/thr  )En[od]i/a  )Aqhn[a=]  )Afrod[i/]th Qe/mi[j] ]] ← 

[Qe/]mij  )Afrodi/th  )Aqhna=  )Enodi/a Dhmh/thr  (Isti/a  → 

 “Hestia, Demeter, Enodia, Aphrodite, Athena, Themis; Hestia, Demeter, Enodia, 

Athena, Aphrodite, Themis; Themis, Aphrodite, Athena, Enodia, Demeter, Hestia.” 

 

Large marble altar. I have treated the monument in the section on Ennodia (= E9). 

 

T6. Phthiotic Thebes, 250-217a 

McDevitt 50 = Ed. pr. Arvanitopoulos 1908: 171  

Q?e/midi 

“To Themis.” 
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Stele. Date suggested by letter form. It is noteworthy that the stele was recovered 

during excavation in and around a sanctuary of Athena at Phthiotic Thebes. The two 

figures may have been associated in cult here as at Atrax. 

 

T7. Gonnoi, ca. 178a 

Helly 1973: II, no. 69 8-10 

...kai\ par ) e)kei/noij h( proce- 

ni/a a)nagraf$= ei)j ki/ona liqi/nhn [kai\] 

teq$= e)n t%½ i¸er%½ th=j  Qe/midoj ktl. 

“…let the proxeny decree be published among among them, the Mondaians, on a stone 

stele and set up in the sanctuary of Themis…” 

 

Marble stele. Text is dated by eponymous strategos of the Thessalian League. A 

decree of proxeny is voted for judges from the Thessalian city of Mondaia by the 

Perrhaebian city of Gonnoi. 

  

T8. Dodona, date? 

SIG2 793 

Di\ Na/wi kai\ Diw/nai   

e)pikoina=tai Mon[d]aiata=n to\ koino\n pe\r to<i=> [a)r-] 

gu/rroi ta=j Qe/misto<j>, ai) a)<n>ekt[o/]n e)sti ta= Qemi/- 

[s]ti kai\ be/ltion e)<s>kixre/men.  

“The community of the Mondaeans enquires of Zeus Naios and Dione concerning the 

money of Themis whether it is permissible and better to put it on loan for Themis.”260  

 

                                                 
260 Trans. Parke. 
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Lead lamella. Inscriptions of this sort are extremely difficult to date. The people of 

Mondaia inquire about loaning money from the sanctuary of Themis to raise revenues.  

 

Literary Evidence 

T9. Strabo 9.5.14 

tau=ta d' e)stiì th=j  Qettaliw¯tidoj mia=j tw½n tetta/rwn meri¿dwn th=j

sumpa/shj  Qettali¿aj, hÂj kaiì ta\ u(p'  Eu)rupu/l% kaiì o(  Fu/ll<oj,

oÀpou  ¹Apo/llw>noj tou=  Fulli¿ou i¸ero/n, kaiì  ãIxnai, oÀpou h(   

Qe/mij  ¹Ixnai¿a tima=tai. Kai\ Ki/eroj d ) ei)j au)th\n suntelei= kai\  

a(/<panta me/xri> th=j  )Aqamani/aj. 

“But these locations belong to Thessaliotis, one of the four tetrads of all Thessaly, to 

which belongs both the territories governed by Eurypylos and Phyllos, where there is a 

sanctuary of Apollo Phyllios, and Ichnai, where Themis Ichnaia is honored. Both 

Kierium and all the land up to Athamania belong to it.” 

 

Themis Ichnaia is already mentioned at Homeric Hymn to Apollo 89ff. as one of the 

goddesses who assists Leto during the birth of Apollo:  

Au)ta\r e)pei¿ r(' oÃmose/n te teleu/thse/n te to\n oÀrkon,   

Dh=loj me\n ma/la xaiÍre go/n% e(ka/toio aÃnaktoj,  

LhtwÜ d' e)nnh=ma/r te kaiì e)nne/a nu/ktaj a)e/lptoij  

w©di¿nessi pe/parto. qeaiì d' eÃsan eÃndoqi pa=sai  

oÀssai aÃristai eÃsan,  Diw¯nh te  ¸Rei¿h te   

¹Ixnai¿h te  Qe/mij kaiì a)ga/stonoj  ¹Amfitri¿th  

“Now when Leto had sworn and ended her oath, Delos was very glad at the birth of 

the far-shooting lord. But Leto was racked nine days and nine nights with pains 

beyond wont. And there were with her all the chiefest of the goddesses, Dione and 
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Rhea and Themis Ichnaia and loud-moaning Amphitrite.” (Trans. Evelyn-White with 

modification). 

While the testimony of Strabo allows for a topographic explanation of Ichnaia, other 

related explanations of the epithet were current in antiquity. Stephanus, 

s.v.  ãIxnai, comments as follows:  

po/lij  Makedoni¿aj.  ¸Hro/dotoj e(bdo/mv.  ¹Eratosqe/nhj de\  ãAxnaj 

au)th/n fhsi...to\ e)qniko\n  ¹IxnaiÍoj kaiì  ¹Ixnai¿a h(  Qe/mij. diwkome/nh

ga\r u(po\ tou=  Dio\j katelh/fqh e)n toiÍj tw½n  ¹Ixnai¿wn to/poij, kaiì 

a)po\ tou= diwxqh=nai kat' iãxnoj w©noma/sqh.  

“Ichnai: City of Macedonia. Herodotus in the seventh book. Eratosthenes calls it 

Achnai…The ethnic is Ichnaios, [like] Themis Ichnaia. For she, pursued by Zeus, was 

seized/raped by him in the region of Ichnai, and she is so-called because she was 

tracked down by her footsteps.”  

I will consider the Macedonian location of this myth presently. The verb 

katelh/fqh suggests violence261 and contrasts sharply with the more neutral 

h(ga/geto of the Hesiodic account.262

Lycophron Alex. 128-131 also mentions an Ichnaian goddess, most likely 

Themis: 

keiÍno/j se,  Gouneu\j wÐsper, e)rga/thj di¿khj,   

th=j q'  ¸Hli¿ou qugatro\j  ¹Ixnai¿aj brabeu/j,   

e)pesbolh/saj lugra\ nosfieiÍ ga/mwn,  

li¿ptonta ka/sshj e)kbalwÜn peleia/doj. 

                                                 
261 Cf. LSJ, s.v. katalamba/nw I.1, II. 
262 Hes., Theog. 901. h)ga/geto could easily conceal an act of violence, however. 
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“He, like to Guneus, minister of right and judge of the Ichnaian daughter of the sun, 

with stern rebuke shall rob thee of thy mate, and drive thee lusting from thy wanton 

dove” (Trans. Mooney with modification). 

A scholion on the passage makes a number of significant observations (ANt (Leone)): 

quga/thr de\ tou=  (Hli/ou Qe/mij, dio/ti kai\ au)th\ “pa/nta e)for#= kai\  

pa/nta e)pakou/ei”, o(/qen kai\  )Ixnai/a dia\ to\ kat ) i)/xnoj tw=n  

a)nqrw/pwn poreu/esqai. 

“The daughter of the sun is Themis, because she also ‘sees and hears all things,’ for 

which reason she is also Ichnaia because she proceeds along the footsteps of men.” 

While this is a very different image of Themis Ichnaia than that encountered in 

Stephanus, one is tempted to read the two passages in conjunction. Just as Themis 

Ichnaia was tracked by her footsteps, so now she too tracks others by their footsteps. 

Schol. B (Leone) suggests that Lycophron does not literally mean that Themis was the 

daughter of Helios. One may infer the relationship’s symbolic dimension from the 

quotation of Od. 11.109, a description of Helios in Homer, in schol. ANt (Leone). 

Themis Ichnaia is the daughter of Helios because she functions similarly. To proceed 

along someone’s footsteps can signify, in addition to the neutral sense of follow, both 

to emulate263 and to pursue for the purposes of punishment or retribution. The latter 

sense is to be preferred in the case of Themis Ichnaia.  

 The Lycophron scholion intimates this retributive aspect of Themis, an aspect 

also suggested by her association with Nemesis at Rhamnous, who is also once 

described as Ichnaia (Diodorus: A.G. 9.4051-2): 

Adrh/steia/ se diÍa kaiì i¹xnai¿h se fula/ssoi  

parqe/noj, h( pollou\j yeusame/nh,  Ne/mesij  

                                                 
263 Cf. Pind., Nemean 6.15-20. 
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“Divine Adrasteia and the tracker-maiden, deceiver of many, Nemesis—may they 

keep you safe” (Trans. Gow-Page).264  

Indeed, it would be easy to mistake the activities of Themis at, e.g., Quintus of 

Smyrna 13.369 ff., where she is described floating in the air, watching the 

a)nqrw/pwn fu=la, for those of Nemesis. It is possible that the two goddesses were 

perceived as doublets of one another in some areas and doubleness seems 

characteristic of the cults of both goddesses, e.g., double Nemeses at Smyrna (Paus. 

1.33.7-9), double Themides at Troizen (Paus. 2.31.5).  

 If or how these aspects of Themis Ichnaia were reflected in the actual cult of 

Themis Ichnaia in Thessaly is totally uncertain. I have speculated in the case of the 

Magnesian akainna, T3, that a measuring rod may symbolize the goddess’ retributive 

function.  

Strabo is our only source for Thessalian Ichnai, the location of which remains 

unknown. Giorgiades attached the name Ichnai to a group of ancient remains in 

northern Thessaliotis, near modern Elja.265 Stählin could do no better than echo 

Strabo: “Über Ichnai oder Achnai, wo die Themis Ichnaia verehrt wurde, weiss man 

nur, dass es zur Thessaliotis gehörte.”266 A recent student of the topography of the 

region, Jean-Claude Decourt, despaired of locating Ichnai.267 Strabo’s authority has 

nevertheless not been challenged by modern scholars.  

  A Macedonian Ichnai is better attested.268 We have already encountered this 

city at Stephanus s.v. ãIxnai. In his account of Xerxes’ movements along the 

Thracian and Macedonian coastline, Herodotus mentions Ichnai and Pella as 

                                                 
264 This passage led Canterus to comment ad Lyc. 129: Ichnaea vocatur Themis seu Nemesis… 
265 Georgiades 1894: 206.  
266 Stählin 1967: 135.  
267 Decourt 1990: 180, “Phyllos ne devait pas être très éloignée d’Ichnai (mais où était Ichnai?)” 
268 A Mesopotamian Ichnai, doubtless a product of Macedon’s eastern campaigns in the Hellenistic 
period, is known from, e.g., Plut., Cras. 25.12, Cassius Dio 40.12.   
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occupying a narrow strip of land near the opening of the Axius River into the 

Thermaic Gulf, on the border of the Bottiean and Mygdonian territories.269 Pliny 

places Ichnai in the same general vicinity as Herodotus.270 Macedonian Ichnai is 

known to have minted coins with the ethnic IXNAON, IXNAIWN, from the 

middle of the 6th century.271  

 Hesychius s.v. < ¹Ixnai¿hn xw¯ran> complicates Strabo’s testimony 

considerably: 

th\n  Makedoni¿an, eÃnqa to\ manteiÍon o(   ¹Apo/llwn kate/sxe, kaiì  

tima=tai  ¹Ixnai¿h  Qe/mij 

“Ichnaian territory: Macedonia, where Apollo has an oracle and Themis Ichnaia is 

honored.” 

Are Strabo’s Thessalian Ichnai and Themis Ichnaia simply a mistake or is it possible 

that there were two places known as Ichnai, one in Thessaly and one in Macedonia, 

each with its own cult of Themis Ichnaia? Satisfactory arguments could be made on 

both fronts. While Strabo’s reliability is often justifiably impugned, mere homonymy 

of place and cult is not sufficient to condemn him here.272 What historical 

circumstance could explain the testimony of both Strabo and Hesychius? One 

possibility is that there was a close, perhaps colonial, relationship between the two 

settlements. This would clarify both the shared city name and cult. Ennodia and 

                                                 
269 Herodotus 7.123.   
270 Pliny HN 4.35: mox in ora Ichnae, fluvius Axius. 
271 Hammond and Griffith 1972-1988: 2.76f., 85. Cf. Head 1911: 199. Since the coins are similar in 
type to others certainly produced in Macedonia at this time and since the date precedes the putative 
beginning of Thessalian coinage, it is almost certain that these coins belong to Macedonian, not 
Thessalian, Ichnai.    
272 It is impossible to determine to which Ichnai the few mentions of the city or the ethnic in 
epigraphical texts refer. The city of Ichnai, most likely either Thessalian or Macedonian, is mentioned 
in a Delphian list of theorodokoi (ed. pr. Plassart 1921: col. III, l. 63: 
e)n  ãIxnaij  Di¿hj  ¹Alke/tou). The Ichnaian ethnic is mentioned in a Delphian proxeny decree 
(FD iii.3 207 2). The Ichnaian comes between an individual from Edessa and one from Meliboea in a 
sequence of names originating from Thessaly or Macedonia. The ethnic is also known from in a 
sepulchral inscription from Athens (IG iii.2 2500: date?). 
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perhaps Zeus Thaulios offer parallels for other cults shared between Macedonia and 

Thessaly. 

 

Numismatic Evidence 

There is no conclusive numismatic evidence for Themis in Thessaly.   

 

Archaeological Evidence 

There is no archaeological evidence for the cult of Themis in Thessaly.  

 

Discussion 

The portrait of Themis that has emerged in the course of this presentation is 

multifaceted. While I hope to have demonstrated her popularity at all periods of 

Thessalian history, the Archaic and early Classical evidence is more substantial than 

what has been preserved for the other cults treated in this dissertation. The cult of 

Themis seems to have been established in Thessaly early and its distribution was wide. 

In fact, each of three main peioikic satellites of tetradic Thessaly provides evidence for 

the cult. Perrhaebian Phalanna in the Archaic period (T1), Magnesia in the Classical 

period (T3-4) and Phthiotic Thebes in the Hellenistic era (T6). In the figure of Themis 

at least, there seems to have been some kind of common religious ground among the 

various territories.   

 The association of Themis and the agora attested in Homer is also present in 

her Thessalian manifestations. It is not surprising to find the goddess deeply 

implicated in the political life of various localities of the region, especially in 

Mondaia, where her sanctuary was perhaps the principal locus of publication of state 

documents (T7), and in Atrax, where the goddess was worshipped by the local college 
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of tagoi in the Archaic period (T2). The goddess could also be worshipped by 

individuals, as T1 indicates. 

 The cult of Themis was also well established in Boiotia and certain aspects of 

her worship there are comparable to what we have observed in her Thessalian cults.273 

Pausanias mentions a temple of Themis in Tanagra274 and a sanctuary, with cult 

image, in suburban Thebes.275 Her sanctuary in Thebes is near that of Zeus Agoraios 

while her temple in Tanagra is in a precinct which housed the temples of polis 

divinities.  

 

5.7: Zeus Homoloios 

 

Introduction 

 Nilsson presciently recognized that the cult of Zeus Homoloios in central and 

northern Greece was much more important than the extant evidence would suggest.276 

In the case of Thessaly, his supposition has been entirely borne out by the 

archaeological discoveries of the past thirty years. The cult of Zeus Homoloios, 

                                                 
273 Vos 1956: 69 and 78, argued that the worship of Themis in Boiotia was of considerable antiquity and 
connected with the cults of Themis in Thessaly. Although the evidence from Boiotia is late, two 
passages from Pausanias and a Hellenistic inscription, Schachter 1981-: 3.50 n. 7, admits that Vos’ 
proposal is tenable: “…the grouping at Tanagra suggests he may be right” (i.e. Themis’ temple is 
located near other gods who, ibid., 50, “embod[y] a feature essential to the functioning of the polis.”)   
274 Pausanias 9.22.1: e)n  Tana/gr# de\ para\ to\ i̧ero\n tou=  Dionu/sou  Qe/mido/j  
e)stin, o( de\  ¹Afrodi¿thj, kaiì o( tri¿toj tw½n naw½n  ¹Apo/llwnoj, o(mou= de\ au)t%½  
[kaiì]  ãArtemi¿j te kaiì  Lhtw¯. 
“Beside the sanctuary of Dionysus at Tanagra are three temples, one of Themis, another of Aphrodite, 
and the third of Apollo; with Apollo are joined Artemis and Leto” (trans. Jones). 
275 Pausanias 9.25.4: kata\ de\ th\n o(do\n <th\n> a)po\ tw½n pulw½n tw½n  Nhistw½n to\  
me\n Qe/mido/j e)stin i̧ero\n kaiì aÃgalma leukou= li¿qou, to\ de\ e)fech=j  Moirw½n, to\ 
de\  ¹Agorai¿ou  Dio/j. 
“Along the road from the Neistan gate are three sanctuaries. There is a sanctuary of Themis, with an 
image of white marble; adjoining it is a sanctuary of the fates, while the third is of Zeus of the Market” 
(trans. Jones). 
276 Nilsson 1995: 12-3. Zeus Homoloios surprisingly does not factor in the other standard panhellenic 
surveys. Cook 1914-1940 discusses the cult at 900 n.1, 904 n.4.  
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previously and inconclusively thought to have existed in Thessaly on the presence of 

the month name Homoloios in the league calendar, is now certainly attested in 

inscriptions from Atrax, Larisa and Metropolis of tetradic Thessaly. The cult is also 

attested in Boiotian Thebes, Eretria and Eresos (Lesbos). On Lindos, a Zeus Amalos is 

known which may be related to Homoloios. The month Homoloios is present in the 

calendars of the Thessalian league, Boiotia, Aitolia and Lesbos.  

There was no agreement about the epithet’s meaning in antiquity.277 Ancient 

scholars variously appealed to topography, mythology and philology, often in 

combination. Regional and local variation was the norm. Though much of the ancient 

literary evidence is concerned with the epithet’s relevance in a Boiotian, especially 

Theban, context, I will begin with what may be a particularly Thessalian explanation. 

A fragment of Aristophanes the Boiotian preserved in both Photius and the Suda 

presents a mythic aitiology of the cult—albeit abbreviated—in a Thessalian context 

(Aristophanes the Boiotian, FGrHist 379 F 2 = Photius s.v.   ̧Omolw¯i+oj Zeu/j): 

e)n  Qh/baij kaiì e)n aÃllaij po/lesi Boiwti¿aj: kaiì o( e)n  Qessali¿ai 

a)po\  ¸Omolw¯aj profh/tidoj th=j  ¹Enue/wj: hÁn profh=tin ei¹j   

Delfou\j pemfqh=nai o(  ¹Aristofa/nhj e)n deute/rwi  Qhbai+kw½n. 

“Homoloian Zeus: In Thebes and in other cities of Boiotia. And the one in Thessaly 

(sc. is named) from Homoloa, prophet of Enyo, which prophet Aristophanes claims, in 

the second book of the Thebaika, was sent to Delphi.”   

Aristophanes of Boiotia was active in the late fifth-early fourth century BCE and 

wrote a Thebaika or Thebaion Horon from which the preceding fragment originated. 

Suda s.v.  ¸Omolw¯i+oj transmits the text with a subtle but significant difference:    

Zeu\j e)n  Qh/baij kaiì e)n aÃllaij po/lesi  BoiwtikaiÍj kaiì e)n 

                                                 
277 Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 1891: 214-6, discusses the relevant sources.  
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Qessali¿#: a)po\  ¸Omol%¯aj profh/tidoj, th=j  ¹Enue/wj: hÁn profh=tin 

ei¹j  Delfou\j pemfqh=nai, w¨j  ¹Aristofa/nhj e)n b§  Qhbai+kw½n. 

“Homoloios: Zeus in Thebes and other cities of Boiotia and in Thessaly; (sc. named) 

from Homoloa, prophet of Enyo, which prophet Aristophanes claims, in the second 

book of the Thebaika, was sent to Delphi.”  

Did Aristophanes record a shared Boiotian and Thessalian tradition concerning Zeus 

Homoloios (Suda) or one specific to Thessaly (Photius)? Given the repeated syntax 

e)n...kai\ e)n...kai\ e)n of the opening of the entry, it is easy to see how the definite 

article o( dropped out in Suda. It is far more difficult to explain how it would have 

been introduced into Photius. It is therefore likely that Aristophanes used the tale of 

Homoloa the prophetess to explain the Thessalian cult of Zeus Homoloios. 

 Enyo, often represented in myth and cult as the female consort of Enyalios or 

Ares,278 is not otherwise connected with Thessaly or with oracles, although Ares was a 

popular oracular divinity in Asia Minor.279 Although the fragment is terse, it is 

possible to situate this account within the framework of other cult aitiologies where an 

individual is sent to Delphi when his or her territory is afflicted by some malaise and 

returns with instructions to found a new cult.280 Given the observed tendency of Enyo 

to be paired with a male figure in myth and cult, one wonders whether Zeus 

Homoloios played this role in Thessaly.     

 Aside from this admittedly problematic fragment of Aristophanes, however, 

the literary sources do not connect Zeus Homoloios with Thessaly but with Boiotia, 

especially Thebes, where the epithet Homoloios, vel sim. is applied in addition to 

Athena281, Demeter282 and one pair of the seven gates of Thebes. The gates in 

                                                 
278 Graf 1985: 268. Cf. also Guarducci 1985: 11ff. 
279 Ares and Enyalios are only sporadically attested in northern Greece. Cf. Graf 1985: 267.  
280 RE viii col. 2262 (Jessen) s.v. Homoloia. 
281 Schol. Lyk. 520. The cult is not epigraphically attested. 
282 Photius s.v. Homoloios Zeus; Suda s.v. Homoloios; Apost. s.v. Homoloios Zeus. Cf. Doria 1985.   
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particular attracted attention, and understanding how ancient traditions explained the 

significance of the epithet in this particular case of Theban topography may assist our 

inquiry into the epithet’s significance in Thessaly. Let us begin with the scholion to 

Euripides Phoen. 1119  ( ¸Omolwi¿si de\ ta/cin ei)=xe pro\j pu/laij. “He 

directed his squadron toward the Homoloian Gates.”):  

auÂtai ouÀtwj e)klh/qhsan a)po\  ¸Omolwe/wj tou=  ¹Amfi¿onoj.  Tou\j  

ga\r periì  ¹Amfi¿ona/ fasi su\n toiÍj paisiìn aÀma  Ka/dm% teixi¿sai  

th\n po/lin.  ¹Aristo/dhmoj (FGrHist 383 F 5a) d' au)ta/j fhsin ouÀtw  

klhqh=nai dia\ to\ plhsi¿on eiånai tou=  ¸Omolwou h(/rwoj.  ãAlloi  

de\ a)po\ mia=j tw½n  Nio/bhj qugate/rwn,  ¸Omolwi¿+doj kaloume/nhj. 

“These gates were so-called, viz. Homoloian, from Homoloes the son of Amphion. For 

they say that those with Amphion, together with their children, at the time of Kadmos, 

built a wall for the city. Aristodemos283 asserts that they were so-called because of the 

proximity of the hero Homoloos. Others say that it was from of one of the daughters of 

Niobe named Homolois.” 

Multiple explanations of the epithet for the gates existed within a Theban frame of 

reference. Although this entry has no direct bearing on Zeus Homoloios, it is 

reasonable to conjecture, given his prominence in Theban religion, that there were as 

many explanations of his epithet which relied exclusively on local genealogy and/or 

topography—perhaps the same as those listed here.   

Another strand of interpretation, however, which combined the mythological 

approach with a topographical explanation, has slightly more bearing on Thessaly. The 

northern reach of the Ossa massif which formed the southern border of the Tempe was 

in antiquity known as Homole, vel sim., upon which there was a settlement known as 

                                                 
283 A series of questions about the identity of Aristodemos “the Theban” need not vex us here. He is 
most likely the same Aristodemos quoted in the Euripides scholion supra and is dated by Jacoby to ca. 
150-130a. 
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Homolion, vel sim.284 Steph. Byz. s.v.  ¸Omo/lh associates the Homoloian Gates of 

Thebes and Boiotian Zeus Homoloios with this region: 

oÃroj  Qettali¿aj.  Pausani¿aj e)na/t%. le/getai kaiì < àOmoloj.> oi¸  

oi¹kou=ntej  ¸OmoloeiÍj. kaiì  Qhbw½n [pu/l]ai pro\j t%½ oÃrei  

 ¸Omolwi¿+dej, kaiì  Zeu\j  ¸Omolw¯i+oj tima=tai e)n  Boiwti¿#. 

“Homole: a mountain in Thessaly. Pausanias in the ninth book. It is also called 

Homolos. The inhabitants (sc. are called) Homoloeis. And the gates of Thebes 

oriented toward the mountain are called Homoloian, and Zeus Homoloios is honored 

in Boiotia.” 

Therein is a loose association of a Boiotian cult epiclesis with Thessalian and Theban 

topography. As we have seen above in the Euripides scholion, there was no shortage 

of competing, perhaps cooperative, explanations of the Homolian Gates in Thebes. 

Such was the nature of ancient aitiology. The passage in Pausanias to which Stephanus 

alludes, 9.8.5-7, makes the Theban-Thessalian connection more explicit:   

ta\j de\ e)piì tau/taij pu/laj o)noma/zousin  ¹Wgugi¿aj, teleutaiÍai de/  

ei¹sin  ¸Omolwi¿dej: e)fai¿neto de\ eiånai¿ moi kaiì to\ oÃnoma new¯taton  

taiÍj pu/laij tau/taij, ai¸ de\  ¹Wgu/giai to\ a)rxaio/taton. (9.8.6) ta\j  

de\  ¸Omolwi¿daj klhqh=nai¿ fasin e)piì toi%½de. h(ni¿ka u(po\  ¹Argei¿wn  

ma/xv pro\j Gli¿santi e)krath/qhsan, to/te o(mou= Laoda/manti t%½  

 ¹Eteokle/ouj u(peci¿asin oi¸ polloi¿: tou/twn ouÅn moiÍra th\n me\n  

e)j tou\j  ¹Illuriou\j porei¿an a)pw¯knhse,trapo/menoi de\ e)j 

Qessalou\j katalamba/nousin  ¸Omo/lhn, o)rw½n tw½n  

                                                 
284 E.g. Strabo 9.5.22: 
to\ me\n ouÅn  ̧Omo/lion hÄ th\n  ̧Omo/lhn (le/getai ga\r a)mfote/rwjŸ  
a)podote/on au)toiÍj: eiãrhtai d' e)n toiÍj  MakedonikoiÍj oÀti e)stiì pro\j tv=  ãOssv  
kata\ th\n a)rxh\n th=j tou=  Phneiou= dia\ tw½n  Tempw½n diekbolh=j.  
“Now Homolium, or Homolê (for it is spelled both ways), should be assigned to the Magnesians; as I 
have said in my description of Macedonia, it is close to Ossa, situated where the Peneius begins to 
discharge its waters through Tempê” (trans. Jones).  
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Qessalikw½n kaiì euÃgewn ma/lista kaiì uÀdasin e)pirreome/nhn. (9.8.7) 

Qersa/ndrou de\ tou=  Polunei¿kouj a)nakalesame/nou sfa=j e)piì ta\  

oi¹keiÍa, ta\j pu/laj dia\ wÒn th\n ka/qodon e)poiou=nto a)po\ th=j  

 ¸Omo/lhj o)noma/zousin  ¸Omolwi¿daj. 

“Next after these gates is the one called Ogygian, and lastly the Homoloian gate. It 

appeared to me too that the name of the last was the most recent, and that of the 

Ogygian the most ancient. The name Homoloian is derived, they say, from the 

following circumstance. When the Thebans were beaten in battle by the Argives near 

Glisas, most of them withdrew along with Laodamas, the son of Eteocles. A portion of 

them shrank from the journey to Illyria, and turning aside to Thessaly, they seized 

Homole, the most fertile and best-watered of the Thessalian mountains. When they 

were recalled to their homes by Thersander, the son of Polyneices, they called the 

gate, through which they passed on their return, the Homoloian gate after Homole.”285  

While there is no explicit mention of Zeus Homoloios, we glimpse in Pausanias’ pre-

history of the Homoloian Gates at Thebes a complex of issues similar to those we 

witnessed in the case of Athena Itonia: War resulting in travel between Thessaly and 

Boiotia and the transposition of the toponymy of one region to the other. If we 

supplement the Pausanias passage with the lemma in Stephanus, an association of the 

Theban gates with Zeus Homoloios and Thessalian topography becomes more 

plausible.  

Other evidence helps us flesh out the picture. A connection between Thessalian 

Homole and a festival known as the Homoloia is suggested by Aristophanes the 

Boiotian, preserved in the scholion to Theocritus 7.103a286: 

 ¸Omo/lh de\  Qettali¿aj oÃroj, w¨j  ãEforoj (FGrHist 70 F 228) kaiì 

                                                 
285 Trans. Jones. 
286 Theocritus 7.103: to/n moi,  Pa/n,  ̧Omo/laj e)rato\n pe/don oÀste le/logxaj ktl.  
“Ah, Pan, to whom has fallen the lovely plain of Homole…” (trans. Gow) 
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 ¹Aristo/dhmoj o(  QhbaiÍoj (FGrHist 383 F 5b) e)n oiâj i¸storeiÍ periì  

th=j e(orth=j tw½n  ¸Omolwi¿+wn kaiì  Pi¿ndaroj e)n toiÍj  ¸Uporxh/masin

(fr. 113 Snell-Mahler). 

“Homole is a mountain in Thessaly, so Ephoros and Aristodemos the Theban, in the 

work in which he makes an inquiry about the festival of the Homoloia, and Pindar in 

the Hyporchemata.” 

Most significant for my purposes is the implicit suggestion in the scholion that 

Aristodemos connected Thessalian topography with a festival known as the 

Homoloia—perhaps Theban, given Aristodemos’ ethnic and the suggestive presence 

of Pindar. 

 Istros offers evidence for a third type of interpretation current in antiquity 

(FGrHist 334 F 5 = Photius s.v.  ¸Omolw¯i+oj  Zeu/j ≈ Suda s.v.  ¸Omolw¯i+oj): 

ãIstroj de\ e)n th=i dwdeka/thi th=j sunagwgh=j, dia\ to\ par'   

Ai¹oleu=sin to\ o(monohtiko\n kaiì ei¹rhniko\n oÀmolon287 le/gesqai.  

“Istros, in the twelfth book of the Synagoge (sc. says that Zeus is called Homoloian) 

because among the Aiolians what is agreeable and peaceful is called homolon.” 

Istros “the Callimachean” was a wide-ranging Alexandrian scholar of the mid-third 

century BCE who authored an Attika, also known as Synagoge ton Atthidon, in at least 

14 books, from which the preceding fragment originated. Not a history in any true 

sense, the Attika seems to have been a digest of events treated in previous Atthides. It 

is impossible to ascertain how this etymology emerged within the work. Jacoby notes: 

“Istros’ reference to an Aiolian word is by no means foolish in view of the geographic 

sphere of the epithet, of the festival Homoloia, and of the month Homoloios. It is 

                                                 
287 oÀmolon Photius: o(/milon Sud. A. 
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remarkable anyhow that he explains the epithet etymologically, not deriving it  

a)po\ to/pou.”288

 While there is no need to force Istros’ philological explanation of the epithet 

into a necessary relationship with the other interpretive traditions known in antiquity, 

one may note the implied reconciliation between Laodamas and Thersander, children 

of Eteocles and Polyneices, in the Pausanias passage. It is also entirely possible that 

Istros’ discussion is based on analogy with well-known cults of Zeus Homonoia.   

A striking shared feature of each interpretive strand is their frame of reference. 

Zeus Homoloios is situated within an Aiolian milieu, whether Boiotian or Thessalian, 

or Boiotian and Thessalian, or, as Istros explicitly states, Aiolian. This general feature 

is, as Jacoby notes, entirely borne out by the epigraphic evidence both for month 

names and cult. In general, the details of the mythological explanations are not in 

themselves especially trustworthy or illuminating about the character of the deity. 

Local tradition was predictably malleable and subject to manipulation throughout time 

for purposes which are irrecoverable. Perhaps more significant, however, is the 

testimony of Pausanias, to which we will return at the close of this section.          

 Let us now consider the epigraphic and archaeological evidence for the cult of 

Zeus Homoloios in Thessaly. 

 

Epigraphic Evidence 

 Epigraphic evidence for the cult of Zeus Homoloios in Thessaly was at one 

point entirely limited to the month Homoloios in the League calendar, a dubious 

attestation of the cult in itself. In the past thirty years, however, four Thessalian 

dedications to Zeus Homoloios have been published. 

 

                                                 
288 Jacoby’s commentary ad loc. 
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ZH1. Atrax, ca. 250-200a 

SEG 35.493 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984a: 197-8, no. 65 

Di[iì+]  ¸Omoloui¿o[u].  

“To/Of Zeus Homoloios” 

 

Marble pedimental stele. It is not clear if this dedication is the ineditum mentioned in 

Helly’s publication of ZH2 and dated to IV-IIIa.289    

 

ZH2. Atrax, fin. III-init. IIa 

Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1977: 137, no. 3. Cf. SEG 33.452 = Helly 1983b: 163-4   

 ¹Ale/candroj   

Qrasulo/xeioj   

Diiì  ¸Omoloui¿ou.  

“Alexander son of Thrasylochus [dedicated] to Zeus Homoloios.” 

 

Marble pedimental stele. Letter forms of the late third-early second century BCE. The 

date corresponds well with the typology of the dedication.290 This Alexander (= LGPN 

iii.B s.v. ¹Ale/candroj 93) is on record as a tagos of Atrax in SEG 29.502, now 

dated to 230-200a.291 He is the father of two sons, Thrasylochus and Theodorus, who 

were strategoi of the Thessalian League in 187/6a and 184/3a respectively.292 The 

former, during his tenure as strategos, was honored with proxeny by the Delphians 

(SIG3 585 165); the latter was victor in the horse race at the Eleutheria (IG ix.2 526 

                                                 
289 Helly 1983b: 164. 
290 Helly 1983b: 164. 
291 = Ed. pr. Gallis 1973-4: 583-4. For the date, cf. Marek 1982: 115; Helly 1983b: 157-160.  
292 Kramolisch 1978: 50-1.  
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16). As Habicht notes, “the family must have been one of the leading families of 

Thessaly and certainly the first in Atrax.”293  

 

ZH3. Larisa, Ia vel ante 

SEG 35.608 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1984b: 216-217, no. 96 A  

Diì  ¸Omoloui¿ou  

 ¹Andragaqi¿dai  

oi¸ e)n kullia/daij.  

“To Zeus Homoloios the Andragathidai in the kylliadai (dedicated)” 

 

Marble stele. Undated by ed. pr., but the stele was later reused to record a series of 

manumissions which date to Ia (SEG 35.599). There are some minor discrepancies 

between ed. pr.’s transcription and the drawing of line 1 and 3. I have printed SEG’s 

text.  

Ed. pr. interprets the Andragathidai of line 2 as a family or phratry and the 

oi¸ e)n kullia/daij of line 3 as the name of a phyle. The termination –idai is 

certainly suggestive of a family. The phrase oi¸ e)n kullia/daij in line 3 is more 

difficult and may identify a branch of the Andragathidai by where they lived or owned 

property.     

 

ZH4. Metropolis, date ? 

SEG 40.482 = Ed. pr. Intzesiloglou 1985: 195  

 Diiì  

 ¸Omoloi¿oi. 

“To/for Zeus Homoloios” 

                                                 
293 Habicht 1987c: 24.  
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SEG: “Stele with crowning member and two akroteria.” Undated by ed. pr. 

 

Numismatic Evidence 

I have briefly considered images of Zeus on Thessalian coinages in an earlier 

section of Zeus Eleutherios. Though a popular figure, he is nowhere identified on 

coinage as Homoloios nor does he otherwise possess any iconographic attribute that 

suggests his representation as Homoloios.   

 

Archaeological Evidence 

None of the Thessalian inscriptions concerning Zeus Homoloios was retrieved 

from the site of its primary deposition. The acropolis of ancient Homolion has 

produced evidence for an Archaic apsidal building, tentatively identified as a temple, 

associated with a fragment of a monumental terracotta foot stamped with a 

thunderbolt.294 The thunderbolt coupled with the ancient topographic explanations of 

the epithet Homoloios allows for an interpretation of this site as a sanctuary of Zeus 

Homoloios. The evidentiary record is still too slender for this interpretation to bear 

any real weight, however.    

 

Discussion 

Perhaps the most salient feature to emerge from our discussion of the variety of 

ancient explanations of the epithet Homoloios is the Aiolian frame of reference. This 

impression is confirmed by the epigraphic evidence. Cultic relationships between 

Boiotia and Thessaly are disarmingly common. With the presence of Homoloios in the 

calendar of Lesbian Kyme and the significant numbers of theophoric names in Lesbos 

                                                 
294 Arvanitopoulos 1910: 189-90; Arvanitopoulos 1911: 284-287.  
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and Aiolis of Asia Minor, though, it becomes legitimately possible to speak of an 

Aiolian cultic stratum in the case of Zeus Homoloios. This can only be a beginning, 

for evidence of the cult’s Thessalian manifestation, to say nothing of an Aiolian 

dimension, is still on the whole scarce.  

 If the cult was originally a kind of peak cult localized at Thessalian Homole, it 

later became unmoored from its surroundings and spread to large areas of north-

central Greece and Aeolis in Asia Minor. In this sense, then, and on a much smaller 

scale, it may be seen to mirror the spread of the cult of Zeus Olympios, which perhaps 

also began as a peak cult but eventually grew to panhellenic proportions, chiefly 

through the prestige of Olympia in Elis.295 The extent to which a connection with 

Thessalian Homole/Homolion was perceived in the performance of the cult at its 

various locations is uncertain. The testimony of Pausanias certainly suggests that in 

the second century CE, some Thebans felt that the Homoloian Gates were linked to 

that particular region of northern Thessaly. 

 The geographical distribution of the cult within tetradic Thessaly is roughly 

parallel to that of Dionysus Karpios. The two securely dated inscriptions from 

Thessaly, ZH1 and ZH2, both belong to the late third or early second century BCE. If 

there is any truth to the identification of the temenos on the acropolis of Homolion as 

belonging to Zeus Homoloios, then our earliest evidence may be several centuries 

earlier. The presence of the month Homoloios in the league calendar in any case 

suggests an earlier date.   

This calendar evidence also indicates that the Homoloia in Thessaly were a 

state festival. The divinity could also receive private dedications, however, as 

evidenced by ZH1, ZH2 and ZH4. ZH2, the dedication of Alexander, indicates that 

                                                 
295 Cf. Nilsson 1995: 12-13 where the author suggests that Zeus Homoloios was overshadowed by Zeus 
Olympios.  
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the cult could be patronized by elite members of Thessalian society. Finally, the 

dedication of the Andragathidai, ZH3, reveals that Zeus Homoloios could also receive 

cult from gentilicial groups.296 The brevity of each of the dedications does not enable 

us to glimpse his particular sphere of influence. 

Theophoric names like  ¸Omolwiìj and  ¸Omolw¯i+xoj, though attested 

throughout the Greek world, are especially common in Boiotia.297 They are rare in 

Thessaly, however: Only one  (Omolw/i+xoj is known from Phthiotic Thebes.298 

Whether this reflects a different conception of the divinity in the two regions or 

differing onomastic taste is uncertain.   

 

5.8: Zeus Thaulios  

 

Introduction 

 The cult of Zeus Thaulios is attested in Pherai, Larisa, Pharsalos and Atrax of 

tetradic Thessaly. The cult is unattested outside of tetradic Thessaly. The significance 

of the epithet is completely opaque. Three groups of mostly late literary texts have 

been exploited by scholars in an attempt to clarify the epithet’s meaning.  

1) Hesychius s.v. Qau/lia makes reference to a Dorian festival known as the 

Thaulia: 

e(orth\ a)xqeiÍsa u(po\  Ktea/tou: par' oÁ kaiì <qauli¿zein> le/gein tou\j  

DwrieiÍj 

“Thaulia: A festival introduced by Kteates, wherein  the Dorians claim to thaulizein.” 

The festival is not otherwise attested.299

                                                 
296 Graf 1985: 31 discusses several examples of Zeus Olympios receiving gentilicial cult. 
297 E.g., LGPN iii.B s.v.  (Omolw/i+xoj identifies 104 different Boiotians with that name. Cf. Sittig 
1912: 14-15. On the related names Amaloichos, vel sim., in Asia Minor, cf. Robert 1960a: 237ff. 
298 LGPN iii.B s.v.  (Omolw/i+xoj 107. 
299 Cf. Nilsson 1995: 472.  
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2) A perplexing group of texts concerns the Attic Bouphonia: 

a) Hesychius s.v. [boutu/pon]: 

[bouqu/thn] ...  ¹Aqh/nhsin e)kaleiÍto, e)k tou= Qaulwnidw½n  

ge/nouj kaqista/menoj 

“…[ox-striker]: called [ox-sacrificer] in Athens, established by the family of the 

Thaulonidai.” 

b) Hesychius s.v. Qaulwni¿dai: 

ge/noj i¹qagenw½n  ¹Aqh/nhsi 

“Thaulonidai: family of true-born (?) at Athens”   

c) Suda s.v. Boufo/nia™ 

e(orth\ para\  ¹Aqhnai¿oij pa/nu a)rxai¿a. e)n ga\r toiÍj  Dii+polei¿oij 

fasiì to\n bou=n to\ po/panon fageiÍn to\ pareskeuasme/non ei¹j th\n  

qusi¿an,  Qau/lwna de/ tina, w¨j eiåxe, t%½ pele/kei a)pokteiÍnai to\n  

bou=n, w¨j kaiì  ¹Androti¿wn fhsi¿. 

“Bouphonia: An extremely ancient festival [celebrated] in Athens. For they say that at 

the Dipoleia a cow ate the popanon which had been prepared for the thysia. A certain 

Thaulon, so [the story] goes, killed the cow with an ax, as Androtion too claims.” 

d) Suda s.v. Qau/lwn, Qau/lwnoj:  

oÁj t%½ i¹di¿% pele/kei a)pe/kteine to\n bou=n to\n fago/nta to\ po/panon,

oÀper hÅn pareskeuasme/non ei¹j th\n qusi¿an e)n toiÍj  Dii+poli¿oij.  

kaiì zh/tei e)n t%½  Boufo/nia. 

“Thaulon, Thaulonos: [the individual] who with his own axe killed the cow after it ate 

the popanon which had been prepared for the thysia at the Dipoleia. See also 

‘Bouphonia.’”  

This group of testimonia concerns the aitiology of the Attic Bouphonia. According to 

Androtion, the earliest witness, Thaulon killed a cow that had eaten a cake prepared 
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for the sacrifice and feast at the Dipoleia, a festival in honor of Zeus Polias. This 

Thaulon may have been the eponymous hero of the Attic genos of the Thaulonidai 

who, if the first fragmentary testimony from Hesychius is reliable, established the rite 

of the Bouphonia and officiated in the cult.300 None of the testimonia suggest a 

connection with Thessaly and it may be best to regard this similarity of names as 

coincidental.  

3) The most suggestive evidence comes from Hesychius and Herodian who 

both claim that Thaulos/Thaulios was an epiclesis for Macedonian Ares: 

a) Hesychius s.v. Qau/lioj hÄ  Qau=loj:  

 ãArhj  Makedo/nioj 

“Thaulios or Thaulos: Macedonian Ares.” 

b) Herodian s.v. Qau=moj hÄ  Qau=loj:   

 ãArhj  Makedo/nioj.  

“Thaumos or Thaulos: Macedonian Ares.” 

A tantalizing pair of testimonia. While literary and numismatic sources in particular 

reveal that Ares was a popular figure in Macedonia,301 nowhere else does he receive 

the epiclesis Thaulios.   The implication of Thessalian and Macedonian politics was 

early and complete. Whether this state of affairs was a reflection of a deeper cultural 

connection between the two or merely a necessary feature of geographic proximity has 

been one of the more intriguing questions in contemporary Thessalian scholarship. It 

is plausible that with the cult of Zeus Thaulios we are faced with another instance of 

cultic overlap between Macedonia and Thessaly, just as in the case of Ennodia and 

Themis Ichnaia.  

                                                 
300 Parker 1996: 299, regards the Thaulonidai as a certain or probable Athenian genos: “…there is no 
reason to doubt the existence of an autonomous genos of Thaulonidai who supplied…the most 
important of all boutupoi.” 
301 Baege 1913: 62-70. 
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 Modern scholars have variously attempted to explain the epithet’s significance 

on the basis of these testimonia and in conjunction with comparative linguistics and/or 

the historical record. I briefly summarize three prominent, admittedly provisional, 

interpretations.302 Hiller von Gaertringen compares the greek qau- with the Germanic 

dau visible in, e.g., Old High German tōt: “Then Thaulon would be the same as 

bouphonos, Thaulia = bouphonia and Zeus Thaulios the god to whom the Bouphonia 

applied.”303

Solmsen, followed by Chantraine, compared Hipponax fr. 3 (West):304 

 ¸Ermh= kuna/gxa, mhionistiì  Kandau=la,   

fwrw½n e(taiÍre, deu=ro/ moi skapardeu=sai.  

“Hermes, dog throttler, Candaules in Maeonian, companion of thieves, come give me 

a hand (?)”305

He suggested that Thaulios could be rendered as “throttler” and further supposed that 

the epithet concealed a reference to an archaic manner of sacrifice by strangling or 

throttling, visible on some Mycenaean gems and preserved on Hellenistic-Early 

Imperial coin issues of Ilion.306  

 Following a similar chain of association, Chrysostomou connects Zeus 

Thaulios with Zeus Phonios, known on an inscription from Larisa.307 He further 

suggests that Zeus Thaulios was a god of purification, specifically for those who had 

committed homicide. He explains the prominence of the cult in Thessaly as a response 

to the violent factionalism which seems to have perpetually gripped the region.308        

                                                 
302 Cf., in addition, Costanzi 1913; Costanzi 1914. 
303 Hiller v. Gaertingen 1911: 156, “Dann würde Qau/lwn dasselbe wie boufo/noj, Qau/lia =  
boufo/nia sein, und Zeus Qau/lioj der Gott, dem die Boufo/nia gelten.” 
304 Solmsen 1911: 286-7; Chantraine s.v. Thaulios. 
305 Trans. Gerber. 
306 Solmsen 1911: 290-1. 
307 In line 38 of the inventory published at Helly 1970b. 
308 Chrysostomou 1998: 241. Cf. also Chrysostomou 1993-4: 185-189. 
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I am very skeptical of the applicability of any of these explanations to the 

Thessalian Zeus Thaulios.309 There is simply no need to be compelled to make all of 

the literary evidence fit a uniform picture, especially when so much of it is late and 

lacking any basis in the epigraphic or material record. There are no details that can 

either support or contradict the Bouphonia hypothesis. The case is similar with the 

material record. There are no votives, no certain visual representations of the god 

even, that assist our understanding of his character. In such circumstances, 

comparative linguistics can only furnish supporting evidence for cult interpretation. 

Chrysostomou’s vaguely historicizing reading is only slightly more attractive. We will 

see that the majority of dedications to Zeus Thaulios have been dated to periods of 

great political stress in Thessaly, but this chronological coincidence leads his 

argument to excess: Since these dedications were made during a period of social 

conflict, they must be related to it.   

It is safest to temporarily admit our ignorance of the significance of Thaulios in 

a Thessalian context and to focus on the epigraphic and material evidence itself to 

determine if any patterns emerge.310

  

Archaeological and Epigraphic Evidence 

Pharsalos 

A small rise near ancient Pharsalos has produced architectural members 

suggestive of a Doric temple and dated to the Late Archaic or Early Classical period.  

                                                 
309 When pursued to their logical conclusions, some of these arguments lead to stunning conclusions. 
On the basis of the Hiller-Solmsen line, Zeus Thaulios will have once had a near panhellenic status and 
the Bouphonia, or the equivalent, would have had a role in the Ionian, Dorian and Aiolian world. While 
Trümpy has recently proven that the Bouphonia belonged to the oldest, pre-migration stratum of Ionian 
religion, there is insufficient evidence to extend this practice to the Dorian and Aiolian world, if indeed 
one can even speak of such a thing. These linguistic similarities are just that, similarities. They cannot 
be a substitution for argument. 
310 In the following sections, I treat archaeological and epigraphic evidence together. 
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Arvanitopoulos claims to have seen a number of votive bases in the vicinity. Initially 

extramural, this site was eventually incorporated within the expanded fortifications of 

the fourth century BCE. Subsequent excavation on site brought to light a number of 

female terracotta figurines dating to the Hellenistic period.311  

The sanctuary was tentatively connected with Zeus Thaulios on the basis of an 

inscription found on site, since lost, and first published by Arvanitopoulos: 

 

ZT1. Pharsalos, IVa 

IThessEnip 62  

Di\ Qauli/wi 

a)nxistw=n o(i peri\ Par- 

me/niskon 

“To Zeus Thaulios, a)nxistw=n (?) Parmeniskos312 and his group [offered]” 

 

Rupestral. Now irrecoverable due to modern building in the area. The line division is 

uncertain. Giannopoulos proposed a fourth-century date for unclear reasons.  

For the expression o(i peri\ + accusative name, see T2. The suggestive and 

troubling a)nxistw=n is apparently a partitive genitive, the whole from which 

Parmeniskos and his group are a subdivision. The a)nxistw=n, otherwise unattested in 

Thessaly, must be members of an a)gxistei¿a, for which compare Suda, s.v. 

 ¹Agxisteu/j kaiì  ¹Agxistei¿a: 

sugge/neia. kaiì < ¹AgxisteiÍj,> oi¸ a)po\ a)delfw½n kaiì a)neyiw½n kaiì  

qei¿wn kata\ pate/ra kaiì mhte/ra e)gguta/tw tou= teleuth/santoj.  

oi¸ de\ eÃcw tou/twn, suggeneiÍj mo/non. oi¸ de\ kat' e)pigami¿an  

                                                 
311 Theocharis 1964: 260-1. 
312 = LGPN iii.B s.v. Parmeni/skoj 46. The name is attested three other times in Pharsalos and is 
popular throughout Thessaly. 
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mixqe/ntej toiÍj oiãkoij oi¹keiÍoi le/gontai. 

“Anchisteus and Anchisteia: Syngeneia. Anchisteis: Those nearest the deceased from 

the brothers or nephews or uncles, by father or mother: Those outside of this group are 

only syngeneis. Those by a second marriage mixed into the household are called 

oikeioi.”  

The notion had a specialized sense in Athens. Jebb comments succinctly on Sophocles 

Antigone 174: “In Attic law, a)gxistei¿a was any degree of relationship on which a 

claim to an inheritance could be founded in the absence of a will otherwise disposing 

of it.”313 A new sacred law from Entella (init. vel med. IIIa), NGSL 26, details the 

symbolic reformation of a fractured and fractious populace into small, five man groups 

which avoided the kind of a)gxistei¿a also avoided in the courts (ll. 17-9):314  

...kai\ e)k tw=n loi[p]w=n polita=n potiklarw/ntw trei=j   

po\t tou\j du/o e)/cw ta=n agxiste?ia=n a(=n o( no/moj e)k tw=n d?ikas- 

thri/wn meqi/stasqai ke/letai. 

“…they shall then choose by lot three men from the rest of the citizens in addition to 

the (former) two, avoiding relationships which the law states deviate from the 

(practice of the) courts.”315  

While it is hazardous to assume that the concept had the same specific legal sense in 

Thessaly, the Pharsalos dedication may provide evidence for a positive cultic function 

of such a kinship group in the region.      

                                                 
313 Cf. MacDowell 1989: passim for further discussion of anchisteia in Athenian law. 
314 SEG 30.1119 = Ed. pr. Nenci 1980: no. III. Cf. SEG 29.1130 bis B 37-41 for a series of second-
century Klazomenian regulations about who cannot serve on a jury: 
ou) deiÍ dika/zein: mh\ dika/zein pate/ra paid[iì] | mhde\ paiÍda patriì m[hd]e\ a)delfou\j
a)delfw½i mhde\ a)delfidou=j | mhde\ pa/trwaj mhd[e\] mh/trwaj mhde\ gambrou\j mhde\ 
penqerou\j mhde\ koinwnou\?[j th=]j [di¿]k?hj mhde\ proce/nouj mhde\ tou\j ei¹sagwgeiÍj  
| tw½n dikw½n mhd[e\ tou\j tr]e?fome/nouj u(po\ th=j po/lewj. 
315 Trans. Lupu. 
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 Chrysostomou has recently tried to add Ennodia to this sanctuary. He draws 

attention in particular to the presence in both Pherai and Pharsalos of a Doric temple in 

the vicinity of both a Protogeometric-Geometric sanctuary and a major crossroads. He 

also attempts to connect the female terracotta figurines with Ennodia.316 Morgan is 

suspicious, pointing out that “while the hypothesis that this was shared with Ennodia 

is attractive, it is unproven and the votive record is not comparable.”317

 A second inscription mentioning Zeus Thaulios was recovered from the 

acropolis of Paleopharsalus, modern Xylades:318

 

ZT2. Pharsalos, IVa  

IThessEnip 63 = Ed. pr. Woodward 1910: 154, no. 5   

Dio\j Qauli/ou 

“Belonging to Zeus Thaulios” 

 

Altar. Letter forms of the fourth century BCE. Given the distance between 

Paleopharsalus and Pharsalus, it is likely that this altar did not emanate from the 

putative sanctuary in Pharsalos. It should be regarded as evidence for a second cult of 

Zeus Thaulios.  

 

Pherai 

 The large sanctuary north of the modern town of Velestino has been variously 

attributed to Zeus Thaulios, Ennodia or Zeus Thaulios and Ennodia. Arvanitopoulos 

and Béquignon both associated the sanctuary with Zeus Thaulios: Zeus Thaulios was 

the best attested god in Pherai in the early decades of the twentieth century and the 

                                                 
316 Chrysostomou 1998: 62.  
317 Morgan 2003: 139. 
318 The identification of Paleopharsalus with modern Xylades is suggested by Decourt 1990: 218ff. 
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sanctuary was the largest known in Pherai. New epigraphic and archaeological 

discoveries have led to a reevaluation of that hypothesis, with the consensus now 

beginning to shift to Ennodia.319 In the final analysis, though, the identification of the 

sanctuary must remain open as the accumulation of evidence has not been decisive. I 

have discussed this sanctuary at greater length in the section on Ennodia. 

 Irrespective of the sanctuary’s identity, the epigraphic evidence proves that 

Zeus Thaulios was a major cult figure in Pherai. There are five published inscriptions. 

 

ZT3. Pherai, fin. IV-init. IIIa.  

SEG 48.669 = Chrysostomou 1998: 236 

 Dii\ Qauli/w[i] 

F?ilo/laoj Liontome/[neioj] 

Qra/sulloj Kleoda/m[eioj] 

Sousi/bioj  )Aristomedo/n?[teioj] 

Mennei/aj Pausann[iai=oj] 

K?allikra/teij Fereni/k?[eioj] 

 )E?p?i?k?r?a/?t?e?i?j????  )A?. [-----] 

“To Zeus Thaulios: Philolaos son of Liontemenos, Thrasyllos son of Kleodamos, 

Sosibios son of Aristomedon, Menneias son of Pausannias, Kallikrates son of 

Pherenikes, Epikrates son of A[…]” 

 

Fragmentary marble pedimental stele with relief shield in tympanum. Chrysostomou 

does not publish a proper edition of the inscription but mentions it in passing in a 

footnote. He does publish a photograph from which the above readings were made. 

The cutter appears to have confused Thaulios and Aphrios—two aspects of Zeus well-

                                                 
319 E.g., Chrysostomou 1998: 38ff. 
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known in Pherai. While the QA of Thaulios is clear, the sequence FR follows. On 

top of the FR, however, the sequence UL has been cut. It appears that the cutter 

began to inscribe Thaulios, but became confused and continued the inscription as 

“Aphrios.” He seems to have corrected his mistake by recutting FR as UL. Paint 

would have emphasized the cutter’s correction. While accidents of this type are not 

uncommon in the epigraphic record, this momentary confusion may suggest that, at 

least in the mind of one Thessalian, the aspects of Thaulios and Aphrios were related 

in Pherai.   

Chrysostomou plausibly suggests that the document is a catalogue of priests of 

Zeus Thaulios,320 though one should not rule out other possibilities, e.g., tagoi, other 

sacral officials. 

Several birth names or patronymics mentioned in this text are also known from 

the large catalogue of the gymnasiarchs of Pherai (SEG 25.664 = Ed. pr. Theocharis 

1964: 265-7321: E.g., Philolaos, father of [Philola]os (?) (SEG 25.664 I 21 (c. 320a) = 

LGPN iii.B s.v. Filo/laoj 23); A Liontemenos is mentioned as gymnasiarch at 

SEG 25.664 II 3 (= LGPN iii.B s.v. Liontome/neij 4) and then as father of the 

gymnasiarch Pithoun and Thiozotos at SEG 25.664 II 49, 59; Aristomedoun son of 

Aristomedeis is listed as gymnasiarch in 303 BCE at SEG 25.664 I 54 (= LGPN iii.B 

s.v.  )Aristome/doun), etc.322 While in each of the preceding cases the evidence is 

not sufficient to prove that any of the dedicators belonged to gymnasiarchic families, 

                                                 
320 Chrysostomou 1998: 236. 
321 Cf. now SEG 29.552 = Helly, te Riele et al. 1979. Cf. also Habicht 1976b. 
322 References for those not mentioned in the Gymnasiarch list: This is the first mention of 
Qra/sulloj in Pherai, otherwise only known from Demetrias, cf. LGPN iii.B s.v. Qra/sulloj. 
There is no Kleo/damoj known from Pherai, but cf. LGPN iii.B s.v. Kleo/dhmoj 1 for a similar 
name in Hellenistic Pherai. A Sousi/bioj is known from second-century BCE Pherai, cf. LGPN iii.B 
s.v. Sousi/bioj 5. A Kallikra/teij is known from second-century Pherai, cf. LGPN iii.B s.v. 
Kallikra/teij 31. 
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the sheer volume of overlap suggests that this must have been the case in at least some 

cases.   

The most significant, and in fact only definite, overlap between the two 

documents, however, lies in the figure of Kallikrates son of Pherenikos. He must be 

the brother of Apeimantos son of Pherenikos mentioned as gymnasiarch in 308/7 BCE 

(SEG 25.664 I 39). The individuals mentioned in the dedication for Zeus Thaulios 

will, not surprisingly, have belonged to the local elite.   

 

ZT4. Pherai, date?  

McD 238 = Béquignon 1937: 87-8, no. 52  

[Di]iì+  Qauli¿w.   

“To Zeus Thalios” 

 

Stele.  

 

ZT5. Pherai, date?  

McD 239 = Béquignon 1937: 91, no. 65 

Diiì+   

Qauli¿ou. 

“To Zeus Thaulios” 

 

Stele. 
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ZT6. Pherai, date? 

McD 240 = Béquignon 1937: 92, no. 66 

Dio\j   

Qauli¿o[u]. 

“Of Zeus Thaulios” 

 

Stele. 

 

ZT7. Pherai, date?  

McD 241 = Béquignon 1937: 94, no. 71  

Diiì+  Qauli¿[ou]. 

“To Zeus Thaulios” 

 

Stele. 

 

These four anonymous dedications to Zeus Thaulios were recovered from various 

parts of ancient Pherai. None can be directly associated with Pherai’s great Doric 

temple. Béquignon unfortunately does not attempt to date these texts. 

 In addition to the inscriptions connected with the possible sanctuary sites at 

Pharsalos and Pherai, Atrax and Larisa have also produced evidence for the cult of 

Zeus Thaulios. 

 

ZT8. Larisa, 300a 

SEG 35.613 = Tziaphalias 1984b: 227, no. 114  

Di[iì] Qauli¿ou. 

“To Zeus Thaulios” 
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“Small white marble pedimental stele” (SEG). Discovered on the acropolis of Larisa 

in the foundations of Agios Achilleus. Chrysostomou mentions another unpublished 

dedication to Zeus Thaulios from the Larisa acropolis, dated 350-300a.323 He would 

connect both dedications with the sanctuary of Zeus Phonios which was on the 

acropolis of Larisa, although the basis for the association of these two aspects of Zeus 

is uncertain. Given the heavy Byzantine building on the Larisa acropolis, it is difficult 

to read too much into the findspot of these inscriptions.  

 

ZT9. Atrax, 200a  

SEG 34.490 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1977: 137-9   

Diiì : Qauli¿%. 

“To Zeus Thaulios” 

 

Dedicatory stele. The inscription is dated by letter form. Chrysostomou refers to a 

possible sanctuary site in the vicinity of the southern cemetery of Atrax where ZT9 

and the ineditum discussed below were discovered.324 A pair of anonymous 

dedications to Zeus Tritodios were also discovered in the area, one dating to ca. 450-

400a, the other to IIIa.325 The significance of Tritodios is unclear. Helly, comparing 

tritw/, an Aiolian word for “head,” and di=oj, proposed “of the brilliant head”; he 

also suggested “of the three roads” as another possibility.326 Recently, Dubois has 

analyzed the epithet as a compound of o(do/j and Trito- < Tritto-  

                                                 
323 Chrysostomou 1998: 238, with n. 927. 
324 Chrysostomou 1998: 59-60. 
325 SEG 33.453-4 = Ed. pr. Helly 1983b: 165-8. It is unclear if SEG 34.494 = Ed. pr. Tziaphalias 1977: 
137-9, is a third dedication from the same area, unless it = SEG 33.454. What may be a fourth 
dedication to Zeus Tritodios from Atrax is mentioned at SEG 32.569 = Gallis 1975b: 199, no. 20. 
326 Helly 1983b: 165-8. 
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< Tripto- (cf. tri/bw): “of frequented roads.”327 He sees the etymology and 

popularity of Ennodia as comparable. Whichever linguistic analysis one chooses and 

however one understands the relationship of that analysis to the character of Zeus 

Tritodios, the proximity of the dedications to Zeus as Tritodios and Thaulios may 

suggest that the two aspects were related. 

 Chrysostomou328 and Decourt329 mention an ineditum from Atrax. 

Chrysostomou suggests a fourth-century BCE date for unclear reasons.330 Decourt 

writes:  

“Finally, still in Atrax, in the dedication offered to Zeus Thaulios by the Simmidai, the 

name of the group is followed by those of twenty members, without patronymic, then 

those of the magistrates of said group, the tagoi. The absence of a patronymic would 

be more conducive to an interpretation of the members of this list as a religious 

organization and not a civic collective. However, that one of the tagoi, Simmidas, 

bears the name of the group could be conducive to recognizing a genos there: One can 

say no more about it.”331  

 

Numismatic Evidence 

 See under Zeus Homoloios. 

 

Discussion 

 The particular character of Zeus Thaulios cannot be ascertained by combining 

the traces preserved in the late literary resemblances—none of which, it must be noted, 

actually refer to Zeus Thaulios—with comparative linguistics. No material has 

                                                 
327SEG 37.443 = Dubois 1987. 
328 Chrysostomou 1998: 236 with n. 918. 
329 Decourt and Tziaphalias 2001: 147. 
330 Chrysostomou 1998: 236 with n. 918. 
331 Decourt and Tziaphalias 2001: 147. 
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emerged from the putative sanctuary sites at Pharsalos or Pherai, to say nothing of 

Atrax, or the inscriptions which allows us to test Hiller, Solmsen or Chrysostomou’s 

provisional conclusions about the character of Zeus Thaulios worship. 

 When we consider the epigraphic evidence alone, a very different picture of 

the cult emerges. The geographical distribution of the cult is relatively broad, while 

the chronological range of dedications is quite brief, with most falling in the fourth 

and third centuries BCE. Again, one feels a particular lack in the case of the Pherai 

dedications. The types of dedication fall into two basic categories: The simple, 

anonymous votive stele and the larger group dedication. In the case of the ineditum 

from Atrax and the rupestral text from Pharsalos, this group was probably gentilicial. 

ZT3 from Pherai, also a group dedication, is less clear.  

The negative evidence admits no definite conclusions, but is nonetheless 

suggestive. There are no attested theophoric names in Thessaly, a region from which 

we know over 13,000 different names, which explicitly evoke Thaulios. The published 

volumes of LGPN(i-iii.B) list no name anywhere in the Greek world which begins in 

Qaul-. While we are one chance find away from changing this picture, the situation 

is nevertheless surprising for such a major deity. Zeus Thaulios belongs to a select 

group of deities which did not produce theophoric names. Parker comments: 

“Most notably, powers associated with the Underworld are avoided: no mortal is 

named for Kore/Persephone, great goddess though she was, for the Eumenides, for 

Hades, or for Plouton.”332

This is a relatively well defined subset of deities with circumscribed interests. If the 

Thessalian picture holds true, this would be the clearest evidence yet, negative though 

it is, for the nature of Zeus Thaulios.333  

                                                 
332 Parker 2000: 54-55. 
333 Greeks based personal names on even detestable divinities like Ares. Cf. Sittig 1912: 116f. 


